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Vivarium XVIII, i (1980) 

On Ancient and Mediaeval Semantics and Metaphysics (3)* 

L. M. DE RIJ к 

4 The Categories as Classes of Names 

4.1 Status quaestionis 

The relation 
previous 

between 
sections 

three 
contain 

maior issues 
several 

in 
hints 
Plato's 

to 
doctrine, 
the close 

viz. 
inter- 

the relation between three maior issues in Plato's doctrine, viz. the 
question about the true nature of the Forms and those about 

participation and predication.1 Indeed, for the founder of the theory 
of the Forms, predication was bound to become a problem. Forms 
are immutable and indivisible; yet other Ideas have to participate 
in them; they are unique, by themselves and subsistent; yet, when 
saying 

' 
John is man ' (or white), 

* Peter is man ' (or white), should 
there be one perfect, eternal, immutable etc. Form of MAN (or 
WHITE) in the one and another in the other? Or, as I have put 
it above [1977: 85]: if John, Peter, and William are wise, does this 
mere fact mean that there must be something which they are all 
related to in exactly the same manner , namely WISDOM itself? And 
if 'John is wise , 

' Peter is wise' t and ' William is wise ' are all true 
statements, what exactly is the meaning of the predicate name 
' wise ? The former question is concerned with participation, the 
latter with predication. Well, that the crux of the latter problem is 
not the separate existence of the Forms (chôrismos) clearly appears 
from the fact that also the author of the Categories , who had entirely 
abandoned all kind of chôrismos , could apparently not get rid of a 
similar problem: if the categories really are classes of 'things there 
are' (1 a 20) (i.e. 'real1 substances, 'real' natures, and 'real' properties), 
rather than concepts (i.e. logical attributes), what kind of 'thing' is 
meant by a term qua 'category' ? So for Aristotle the semantic problem 
still remained. His distinction between en hypokeimenôi and kath ' 

hypokeimenou could only hide the original problem. It is often said 
that these phrases refer to different domains, the metaphysical and 
* Parts (1) and (2) are found in this Journal 15 (1977), 81-110 and 16 (1978), 
81-107. 1 See also R. E. Allen, Participation and predication in Plato's Middle Dia- 
logues in: Gregory Vlastos (ed.) Plato I: Metaphysics and Epistemology. A Col- 
lection of Critical Essays, New York 1974, (iö7-i83), 167. 
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the logical one, respectively. We have already found some good reasons 
to qualify this opposition (see [1978], 84; 88). It seems to be useful 
now to collect all kind of information from Aristotle's own writings, 
not only the Categories, about the proper meaning of the categories. 
This will be the aim of our sections 4.2-4.7. 

One preliminary remark, however, about Kapp's approach to the 

question. He much insisted ([1952]: 36-42; see also 25-27, discussed 
above, [1978], 82-84) upon what he considered an utmost unfortunate 
development in the history of logic concerning the Aristotelian categ- 
ories. They were not usually interpreted, as they should, he says, as 
a due attempt to differentiate, for certain dialectical and philosophical 
purposes, the sometimes misleading uniformity of grammatical pred- 
ication, but in a nearly opposite sense, namely, as an arbitrary and 

superficial survey of classes or general heads to which Aristotle wanted 
to reduce all the objects of our thought. And, still on Kapp's view, 
it is Aristotle himself who was responsible for the abandonment of 
his original point of view, since in various writings of his a more or 
less complete enumeration of the categories is used as a conveniently 
compendious inventory of the main aspects of reality (Kapp, p. 39; 
italics mine). Even as early as in the Categories the illusion was created 
that the ten classes of the categories were intended, from the be- 

ginning, to cover the whole field of the possible signification of 'single 
words' and might be used as such. And this is something, Kapp adds 

(p. 41), that in Antiquity nobody could in the long run know apart 
from the field of 'things in general'. Therefore Kapp, on purpose, left 
out of consideration those passages in undoubtedly Aristotelian 

writings where use is made of the doctrine of the categories in a sense 
wider than what he takes for their original one. To his mind, Aristotle 
himself was the first victim of this illusion. 

Much could be objected to Kapp's view (see also [1978], 84). I 
think, the most fundamental point against Kapp should be that, if, 
really, in Antiquity nobody could, in the long run, know apart the 
classification of predicates from that of 'things', what, for heaven's 
sake, can guarantee us that not from the very beginning of the doctrine, 
any sharp distinction between 'things said' and 'things said' was 

missing at all ? Nothing indeed, I am sure. What Kapp did, is nothing 
but to find in the Categories a sharp (!) distinction, which, on closer 

inspection, turns out to be misleadingly vague not only in the presenta- 
tion of the doctrine as found in the Categories but also in Aristotle's 
own mind, to the effect that he himself was the first victim of the 
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supposed illusion. Had we not better dismiss Kapp's strict opposition 
of 'things saiď and 'things' entirely ? 

4.2 On some modern interpretations of 
' kata symplokêri 

Aristotle himself professes to deal in his Categories with 'things 
that are said without combination' (1 a 16-17). What does the author 
mean here by 

' combination ' 
{symplokê, litterally 'inter- weaving' ) ? 

As for the word symplokê 
' one commonly 2 refers to Plato, Sophist 

262 A-B, where he maintains that a sentence is not just a series of 
names or of verbs but results from the combination of a name (noun) 
with a verb ; a line of thought which is admittedly taken up by Aristotle 
in his De interpretatione (16 a 9-18; 17 a 17-20). Our author's examples 
(at i a 19) 'mari , 'ox', 'runs' , 'wins' are clearly set against those 
clarifying the 'things said that involve combination' ('man runs' , 
'man wins'), to the effect that the former seem to stand for possible 
ingredients (parts) of a sentence. This interpretation seems to find 
some additional support in that Aristotle treats such phrases as 'in 
the Lyceum' and 'in the market-place 

' as lacking combination (2 a 1). 
By 

' combination ' he apparently means the composition (and division) 
accomplished in a sentence, one would presume. 

There is, however, some difficulty involved in what Aristotle says 
in Ch. 4 of Categories : every expression without combination signifies, 
he says, an item in some one category. Professor Ackrill has rightly 
argued that this implies that an expression like ' white man' which 
introduces two items from two different categories is an expression 
'involving combination'. Therefore one may conclude that the phrase 
kata symplokên does not refer to sentence-making exclusively. 

When discussing the problem in the notes added to his translation 
of the Categories Ackrill suggests (73-74) two possible solutions: 
(a) the necessary and sufficient condition for an expression's being 
'without combination' is that it should signify just one item in some 
category. On this surmise, Ackrill adds, the author's statement at 
the beginning of Ch. 4 is analytic, and the examples in Ch. 2 are mis- 
leadingly selective, since, on this criterion, a single word could be an 
expression involving combination, whereas a group of words could 
be an expression without combination. 

Well, it will be clear that, on this assumption, Aristotle's examples 
are misleading, and that 'without combination ' would stand for both 
2 The first interpreter to do so was F. A. Trendelenburg, Geschichte der Kate- 
gorienlehre, Berlin 1846; repr. Olms 1963, 11. 
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'not surpassing one category' and 'not making up together a sentence' ; 
'involving combination' would be the case if, and only if, either or 
both conditions would not be fulfilled. 'To combine', accordingly, 
would stand for either bringing together some elements, say x and y, 
as subject and predicate in a sentence or combining x and y, which 
belong to different categories. I will come back to the sense of 'com- 
bining' implied here later on (below, p. 7-11). 

Ackrill's second suggestion (b) seems rather unsatisfying. It runs 
as follows: the distinction in Ch. 2 is, as it looks, a purely linguistic 
one between single words and groups of words (or perhaps sentences), 
whereas in Ch. 5 the author neglects the possibility of single words 
with compound meaning and is indifferent to the linguistic complexity 
of expressions like 'in the Lyceum'. The inconsistency on Aristotle's 
part is aggravated, then, by the fact that he does pay attention to 
them in De interpretation, Chs. 5, 8 and 11, as is pointed out by 
Ackrill himself (74). 

But it is precisely the supposedly 'purely linguistic' character of 
Aristotle's assertions in Ch. 2 that could make one reluctant to Ackrill's 
second suggestion. Moreover, it seems to be of no help either, since it 

explains our confusion as a result of Aristotle's carelessness but does 
not remove its cause properly. Finally, Ackrill's suggestion implies 
that Aristotle's distinction between different parts of language rests 
on rather superficial features, whereas the opposite view is de- 
fended elsewhere (Ackrill refers to Topics I 4, 101 b 26-28, Poetics 
1457 a 25ÍI).3 

Moravcsik 4 makes the usual start in pointing to Plato employing 
the term 'symplokê' in Sophist, 262 A-B in order to refer not to mere 

conjunction or juxtaposition, but rather to the interweaving of words 
and phrases into sentences. This would suggest, he adds, that the 
uncombined elements are parts of language from which sentences 
can be formed. In his opinion this is confirmed by Categ., 2 a 4ft., 
where "Aristotle says that the combination of these items produces 
a true or false sentence" (127). For that matter, this seems to be an 
over-statement: what Aristotle is saying here is that none of the 

'things said without any combination' (1 b 25) is said just by itself 
in any affirmation, but that by the combination of these with one 

s See also J. M. E. Moravcsik, Aristotle's Theory of Categories, 134-135 in: 
J. M. E. Moravcsik (ed.), Aristotle, A Collection of Critical Essays, New York 
1967, 125-145. * Op. cit., 127 ff. 
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another an affirmation is produced; none of them, taken by itself, 
is either true or false (2 a 4-10). So the only thing Aristotle is asserting 
is that a combination of those elements is needed to make up an 
affirmation; this is no statement about their nature proper as long 
as they are by themselves. So it is only implied that they are potential 
elements of sentences. It can still be asked whether they are taken as 
nothing but potential parts of a sentence. 

I am afraid that Moravcsik goes even further in the wrong direction 
by having an eye solely for the categories taken às possible sentence 
elements. As a matter of fact he suggests some (plausible, I have to 
concede) qualification of the 'sentence' under discussion. But his 
exclusive concern for 'things uncombineď taken as just potential 
ingredients of a sentence precludes him from considering them in their 
own right. Moravcsik's further discussion (i27ff.) is entirely focused 
on 'sentence'. To give an example. As for phrases designating a com- 
plex that crosses two categories, such as ' white man' , 

' incontinent man ' 

(that are to be ruled out), Moravcsik thinks (130) that we have to 
introduce some qualification - which, however, is not backed by direct 
textual evidence, he admits, yet supported by what he (s¿c!) takes 
to be the sense of aneu sympiokês. This qualification, now, serves to 
rule out "as not completely uncombined" all those phrases which the 
mere addition of connectors (i.e. auxiliary expressions) can transform 
into a sentence. For though 

' white man is not a sentence it can be 
expanded into the sentence : ' some man is white ' by the mere addition 
of a connector. It is for that reason, Moravcsik assumes, that phrases 
such as ' white man' are (to be) ruled out. Summing up what, on 
his interpretation, is Aristotle's basic view, Moracvsik says (133) 
that Aristotle's 'principle' says that by what we would call semantic 
and syntactic analysis (Aristotle, like Plato, did not distinguish 
between them, as Moravcsik rightly remarks), we can discover cer- 
tain basic units among the elements of sentences of subject - -predicate 
form . These turn out to designate those simple elements of reality 
that fall under just one category. Thus the designative link between 
these simple parts of language and the simple parts of reality which 
fall under only one category is, according to Aristotle (on M.'s inter- 
pretation), the key-link between the structure of language and that 
of reality. 

It is true, Moravcsik (p. 133) is well aware of the difficulties im- 
plied by his account. The main problem is the unexplained doctrine 
of the genuine unity of a categorial expression (of course M. has 
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"predicate expression"). Another problem is that the supposed ex-" 
elusion of phrases as 'white man' which rests on the possibility of 

expanding them into sentences with the help of connectors is not 

supported by any evidence (see above, p. 5). However, Moravcsik 
thinks that the two solutions suggested by Ackrill (notes, 73-74; see 
above pp. 3-4) are inferior to his own account of the doctrine. He 

rightly points to the deceptive character of Aristotle's statement (at 
the opening of Ch. 4) that "the elements that are in no way combined" 
-^■M.'s translation (132); it is worth noting that Aristotle has: "what 
is said without any combination", 1 b 25 - designate items falling 
under only one of the ten categories, if the statement is to be taken 
as analytic, as is implied by Ackrill's first solution. For this would 
mean that there is no way of sorting out the uncombined elements 

except by observing whether their designata fall under only one 

category. If so, however, the opening lines of Ch. 4 (on Moravcsik's 

view) could just as well have run: "some elements (st'c!) signify either 
substance or quantity or quality  etc., and we take these as being 
without combination". I think, so far Moravcsik's criticism seems to 
the point, with which may be compared Ackrill's own critical re- 
marks on account of his first suggestion. However, when he goes on 
and says that, moreover (according to the interpretation implied by 
Ackrill's suggestion) what Aristotle says about the combined and 
uncombined 'things' (of course Moravcsik has "parts of language", 
134) rests entirely on metaphysical grounds and thus may not be 
connected with what he says elsewhere about the structure of language, 
Moravcsik seems to miss the point in a twofold way. First, what he 
labels 'resting on metaphysical grounds' is nothing but the semantic 

aspect at issue. When a single word signifying (sêmainôn) something 
that crosses two categories (e.g. 'leukon' = 'white thing') is used, 
what matters is its complex mode of signification, rather than any 
(supposed) complex metaphysical structure of the 'thing' signified. It 
should be noted in this connection that whenever a word signifies a 

'thing' falling under only one category, the metaphysical structure of 
the thing signified is not concerned either. Secondly, the supposed 
inconsistency between Aristotle's statements in the Categories and 
what he says elsewhere seems to be a result of an optical error on 
Moravcsik's part (see below, our section 4.6). - As for M.'s rejection 
of Ackrill's second suggestion, see below, p. 17. 

It is worth now returning to Moravcsik's basic view that the categ- 
ories (being the 'things uncombined') are nothing but the genuine 
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units among the elements of sentences of the subject-predicate form. 
It entirely rests on the assumption that the phrase 

' aneu symplokês' 
does still take the 'things there are' as related to a potential sentence 
they are apt to make up, to the effect that they must be predicates 
rather than things said . Well, this assumption will prove to be rather 
weak. I am to show this later on (our sections 4.5 - 4.7). But first a 
discussion of some related questions as to the use (4.3) and the origin 
(4.4) of the list of categories. 

4.3 Aristotle* s use of the categories 5 

Apelt has tabled {op. cit., 140-141) 63 passages in Aristotle's works 
where two or more categories are mentioned. They can be classified 
into three groups, according to their being used as either a classifica- 
tion of reality or a classification of sentence terms, or a classification 
of the different meanings of what may be termed 'copulative being'. 

4.31 The categories as a classification of reality 
I shall give some examples which may clarify this use of the categ- 

ories. Topics I 9 presents a well-known passage in this connection. 
At 103 b 7 - 19 the propositions (p rotaseis , logot) are distinguished 
according to the predicables. In the next lines (103 b 20 - 104 a 1) the 
division is based on the categories. The former division of the protaseis 
concerns the (logical) relations between their predicates and subjects, 
the latter divides them according to their contents, i.e. the things 
they are about. The final part of the passage (103 b 35ff.) requires 
some comment. The problem is how to explain that ti esti at b 35ff. 
designates the category of substance in opposition to the non-sub- 
stance categories while the same phrase was used at b 27-35 to desig- 
nate all categories indiscriminately. Well, it clearly appears from 
Aristotle's words that at b 27-35 he is dividing subjects by means 
of the phrase 4i esti 

' and at b 35ff. predicates . Thus it can be easily 
explained why Aristotle concludes our passage in remarking (b 3gff.) : 
"such, then, and so many are the subjects on which arguments take 
place [peri hôn hoi logoi) and the materials with which they start 
(ex hôn)" , i.e. the predicates. At 103 b 27-35 it is the ekkeimena (= 
subjects on which arguments take place) that are divided by Hi esti'; 

5 For this section, see also my Utrecht dissertation, The Place of the Categories 
of Being in Aristotle* s Philosophy, Assen 1952 (henceforth quoted as De Rijk: 
1952), 76-88. I have had to correct or to adjust my former views on several 
points. 
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at b 35ff., on the other hand, the division starts from the different 
types of predicate terms and is concerned, accordingly, with their 
relation to the subject terms. 

Topics I 9, 103 b 20 - 104 a i : Next, then, we have to distinguish between 
the classes of categories in which the four orders in question [i.e. the four 
predicables] are found. They are ten in number: Substance, Quantity, 
Quality, Relation, Place, Time, Position, State, Activity, Passivity. For 
the accident and genus and property and definition of anything will al- 
ways be in one of these categories: for all the propositions found through 
these [viz. predicables] signify either a substance (ti esti) or a quality or 
quantity or some one of the other categories. It is clear, too, on the face 
of it that the man who intends to say of something what it is signifies 
sometimes a substance ( ousian ), sometimes a quantity, sometimes a quality, 
sometimes some of the other categories. For when a man is set before him 
[as a subject for a dialectical discussion] and he says that what is set there 
(to ekkeimenon) is 'a man' or 'an animal', he states what it is and sig- 
nifies a substance (ousian); but when a white colour is set before him 
and he says that what is set there is 'white' or 'colour', he states what it is 
and signifies a quality  Likewise, also, in the other cases.6 For 7 
each of such categories involved, if either it be said of itself [i.e. if the 
eidos is said of the individual thing set before the respondent],8 or the 
genus of the eidos, signifies what it is (ti esti); whenever, on the other 
hand, one category is asserted of another,9 it is not what it is that is sig- 
nified, but a quantity or a quality or one of the other categories. Such, 
then, and so many are subjects on which arguments take place and the 
materials with which they start [i.e. their predicates]. 

Thus Aristotle tries to show (103 b 25 - 104 a 1) that when dividing 
the dialectical propositions according to the 'things' they are about, 
one always arrives at one of the categories, no matter whether one 
starts from the subjects or the predicates. 
• epi tôn allôn at b 35 seems to refer loosely to the other types of ekkeimena 
together with the propositions of which they are the subject terms, and, ac- 
cordingly, to the other categories which supply the predicate terms for them. 
Therefore the translation 4n the other cases' (Oxford translation) is quite to 
the point. The phrase hekaston tôn toioutân (b 35-36) seems to be somewhat 
more specific in referring to the categories involved. 
7 The conjunction ' gar ' ('for') refers to all what is said in the preceding lines 
(103 b 21-33). Therefore we have to put a full stop after epi tôn allôn at b 55. 
De Riik: 1952, p. 77 should be corrected to this effect. 
8 See above, the end of note 6. 
9 The phrase 'ean te auto peri hautou* (" if itself . . . about itself ") at b 36 must 
be opposed tob зу: 'hot an de peri heterou' ("whenever ,on the other hand, it . . . 
about another", where ' another ' (heteron) is to be equated to 'belonging to 
another genus' (heterogenês) at Categ. 3, 1 b 16 (if this is the correct reading 
there) "of things belonging to another genus and, accordingly, not subordinate 
one to the other". Cp. Metaph. A 28, 1024 b 9 ff. . . See also below, p. 35. However, 
at b J5 where it is followed by the phrase 'or if the genus is said of the eidos', 
the formula auto peri hautou must refer to the individual thing and its eidos, 
respectively. 
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Another example of this use of the list of the categories is found in 
Physics E i, 225 b 5 ff., where Aristotle is engaged in finding the 
various kinds of 'movement' ( kinesis ) by means of the list. As is 
known, when analysing the concept of kinêsis (movement and change) 
he concludes that instances of it can be found in three of the categories 
(viz. Quality, Quantity and Where). 

In De generai . et corrupt . (I.3, 317 b 19, 318 a 15, and 319 a 12) our 
list serves for examining the concept of 

' 
genesis 

* 
(coming into exist- 

ence). In De anima I 1, 402 a 24 ff. and I 5, 410 a 14 ff.) it is employed 
in Aristotle's inquiry into the true nature of the soul. 

It is especially in the Metaphysics that the ontic character of the 
categories appears as signifying 

' 
things* , to the effect, indeed, that the 

table here seems to be about the main types of 'things' signified. I 
pick out some examples.10 

In Metaph. E 4, 1027 b 33 - 1028 a 4 Aristotle distinguishes 'es- 
sential being' ('on kath * hauto*) from 'accidental being' (on kata 
symbebêkos) and from ' being as truth * 

(on hôs alêthes) on account of 
the formers ontic character.11 This is in full accordance with what 
we find in Metaph. Д 7, 1017 a 22-30, where Aristotle says that 
the kinds of 'essential being' 12 are precisely those that are signified 
by the schemata of ' katêgoria :' (for the ambiguity of the latter term, 
see below, our section 4.5), since the meanings of 'being* are just as 
many as these schemata indicate. Since, then, (he goes on) some of 
the 'things' said (ton kategoroumenon) signify substance (ti esti)t 
others quality, others quantity,  , 'being* has a meaning answer- 
ing to each of these (categories). 

There is a well-known distinction between the mode of being of 
things existing by themselves and that of things which do not exist 
by themselves but only inhere in those of the former kind; see also 
below, pp. 22 ff. Well, the opening chapter of Metaph . Z shows that 

10 For a more complete discussion of these passages, see De Rijk: 1952, 35-43; 
56-66 and 82-88, and below pp. 22-31. 11 For the correct meaning of 'accidental being', see Ross ad loc. and De Rijk: 
x952> 31-35; io* 'essential being', De Rijk: 1952, 35-43 (against Ross) and for 
'being as truth', ibid., 8-35 (against Ross). It should be noted, however, that in 
either of these books there is an unfortunate lack of attention to the semantical 
aspects of the texts involved, in that a term's predication is more in the focus 
of the interpreters' interest than its naming something. 12 Essential being is what is signified by the essential unity of the copula 'est' and the predicate term (e.g. 'convalescens' ) viz. convalescentem esse = con- 
valescentia. For a detailed discussion, see De Rijk: 1952, 35-43, and our 
Section 5. 
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this distinction runs parallel with that between the category of 
substance and the non-substance categories. The former is primarily, 
the latter are only in a secondary way: 

Metaph. Z x, 1028 a 25-30: Now these [i.e. the non-substance categories] 
are seen to be more real because there is something definite which under- 
lies them, i.e. individual substance (hê ousia kai to kath' hekaston), which 
is implied in such a designation  Clearly, then, it is in virtue of 
this category (i.e. substance) that each of the others also is.1* 

Aristotle is quite consistent in confining his inquiry into true being 
(in Metaph. Z-H) to the domain of the categories. What came up for 
discussion in Л 7, 1017 a 22 - 30, viz. the categories as signifying what 
is called 'essential being', returns in Z 6 after a thorough metaphys- 
ical discussion. There the categories turn out to signify the highest 
essences, which are to be found nowhere else but in every-day reality. 

As for the several categories, Aristotle more than once mentions 
their ontic character, e.g. Metaph. Г 2, 1003 b 5 ff.; Zi, 1028 a 25 - 30 
(see above, p. 10) ; Z 4, 1030 a 21 ff. and b 4 ff. ; © x, 1045 b 27 ff. In 
all these passages the author stresses that all categories have an ontic 
character; the category of substance has this character primarily 
(firôtôs), the non-substance categories in a secondary way ( hepomenôs ), 
viz. as a result, or in virtue, of their intimate connection with primary 
being. We may compare this with what is said in Categ. 5, 2 b 7ff. 
about the ontic character of secondary substances as borrowed from 

primary substance, with the proviso, of course, that, in the Categories, 
the non-substance genera and species are not involved, (see below, 
p. 24; 39-41). 

Before concluding this section it should be remarked that Aristotle 
in nearly all the passages discussed above, though using the categorial 
division for a classification of reality, yet introduces the categories 
themselves as 'things said' {ta  legoumena, ta katêgoroumena, and 
the like). This may be an additional motive to discuss the two other 

ways in which the categories are used by Aristotle, viz. as a classifica- 
tion of predicates (4.32) and of 'copulative being' (4.33). 

4.32 The categories as a classification of sentence predicates 
It is on this use of the categories that the attention of all modern 

interpreters seems to be focused, to the effect that most of them are 
in a constant habit of associating 'category' exclusively with pre- 
ls For further discussion of this important passage, see below, p. 23 ff. 
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dicate.14 Some of them do, indeed, see some minor problems (such 
as the non-predicable character of primary substance) or are cautious 
enough to speak of "a very wide sense of 'predicate' 

" 
(thus Moravcsik, 

143). Nevertheless they do not make any attempt to clear up the 
situation. I will make an attempt at a reconsideration in sections 
4-5- 4-7- 

My rejection of the common view, however, does definitely not 
imply a denial of the fact that the categories frequently seem to be 
used as (possible) sentence elements. In fact the first book of the 
Organon does classify what is called ( Categ . 1, 1 a 16-17) 'things that 
are said without combination'. Above all I object to the common 
view in that it takes the phrase 

' 
things that are said without combination ' 

to refer to the 'things' concerned as nothing but potential parts of a 
sentence. On my view they are rather 'things' taken by themselves, 
i.e. not related to any possible sentence whatsoever. In other words: 
the expression 

' without combination ' (aneu symplokês) should be taken 
as not only ruling out any actual combination into a sentence but 
also, in fact, as setting aside the very question of any possible sentential 
use of the terms involved. (See above, our section 4.2 and below, 
sections 4.5 - 4.7). 

In Categories , ch. 3, where the author discusses the transivity of 
the 'being-said-of' relation, the classification of the categories really 
may also be taken as a table for reading off the mutual relations of 
the terms involved according to their capacity to be subject and 
predicate of one another (see however, below, p. 35). 

Another important passage is found in the Posterior Analytics . 
There (chs. 19-22) 15 Aristotle argues that it is impossible that a 
demonstration should consist of an infinite chain of premisses. In 
14 So in recent times Ross, Kapp, Ackrill and earlier Otto Apelt (Die Kate- 
gorienlehre des Aristoteles , in: Beiträge zur Geschichte der griechischen Philo- 
sophie, Leipzig (1891), 101-216), H. Maier (Die Syllogistik des Aristoteles III, 
277 ff.); C. M. Gillespie, The Aristotelian Categories in: The Classical Quarterly, 
19 (1925), 75-84 (also in J. Barnes, M. Schofield, R. Sorabji (eds), Articles on 
Aristotle, 3 Metaphysics, Duckworth 1979, 1-12), esp. p. 75: "the scheme of 
the Categories ... is primarily connected with the use of linguistic thought to 
make assertions (italics mine) about reality and hence with the proposition , the 
judgement as expressed in language". All the same Gillespie appears often to 
have had an eye for the semantic side (p. 76: "the Categories classify the many 
names which we apply to the individual; cp. ibid. pp. 78; 70; 81). 15 I follow the excellent analysis given by Sir David Ross, Aristotle* s Prior and 
Posterior Analytics . A Revised Text with Introduction and Commentary, 
Oxford 1949, 566 ff. 
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Ch. 19 the main question is split up into three sub-questions: (1) can 
there be an infinite chain of attributes ascending from a given subject ? ; 
(2) can there be such a chain of subjects descending from a given 
attribute?; and (3) can there be an infinite series of middle terms 
between a given subject and a given attribute ? The following chapters 
(20 - 22) argue that the answer to all these questions must be in the 
negative. One of the three proofs put forward in Ch. 22 as to the 
third question is of interest to our purpose. It is a dialectical one and 
extends, with its preliminaries, from 82 b 37 to 83 b 31. The argu- 
mentation runs as follows: 
- 82 b 37 - 83 a i : essential predicates of a subject must be finite in 
number; if the attributes in a series of predication such as we are 

discussing are substantial, they must be finite in number, because 
they are then the elements constituting the definition of a substance 
( Oxford translation, note ad 83 aí). 
- 83 a 19-35 : on the preliminary assumption that any predicate is 

invariably predicated strictly ( haplôs ) and not accidentally of the 

subject (since demonstrations depend on such predication for their 
force), it is stated than when a single attribute is predicated of a 

single subject, the predicate must affirm of the subject either some 
element constituting its substance (< ousia ), or that it is in some way 
'qualified', 'quantified', . . . etc., to the effect that all genuine predi- 
cates fall either into the category of substance or into one of the non- 
substance categories. Thus the chain of accidental predicates must be 
finite in the upward direction, since each predicate falls into one of the 

categories, the number of which is finite (83 a 19-23). On the other 
hand, the same holds good for the downward direction, since the 
attributes ultimately rest in an individual thing (83 a 24-32). 
- 83 b 19-31 : the previous argument (83 a 19-35) turns out to hold 

good for the essential predicates, too. In each genuine predication 
substance ( ousia ) is the ultimate subject 16 (83 b 19-22). On the other 
hand, there is a chain of predicates starting from individual ousiai 

(subjects and substrates ") and going in the upward direction and 
this chain is finite both as to the essential predicates and as to the 
accidental ones (83 b 28-31), apparently because one arrives, again, at 
the domain of one of the ten categories. 
le Ross' analysis contains an unfortunate mistake; he has p. 579, 1. 7: predicate 
instead of subject. 17 In genuine predications subject and substrate coincide, since Aristotle only 
accepts as a subject ( hypokeimenon hath' hou) an ontological substrate ( hypo - 
keimenon en hôi). See the passage just discussed {Anal. Post. I 22, 83 b 20-22). 
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The purport of the discussion in Ch. 22 is clearly summed up by 
Ross as follows (579): "Thus Aristotle contemplates several finite 
chains of predication reaching upwards from an individual subject like 
Callias. There is a main chain of which the successive terms are Callias, 
infima species to which Callias belongs, differentia of that species, 
proximate genus, differentia of that genus, next higher genus . . . - * 

category (i.e. substance). But also each of these elements in the 
essence of the individual subject entails one or more properties and 
is capable of having one or more accidental attributes, and each of 
these generates a similar train of differentiae and genera, terminating 
in the category of which the property or accident in question is a 
specification - quality, quantity, relation, etc.". 

It may be easily concluded from the discussions in Anal. Post. I, 22 
that the doctrine of the categories can serve for logical purposes, viz. in 
order to classify the terms of scientific premisses according to their 
capability of being subject or predicate of one another. 

4.33 The categories as a classification of 
' 
copulative being 

' 

As we have seen above (4.31 p. 9-10) Aristotle seems to distinguish 
in Metaph. Д 7, 1017 a 22-30 the various senses of 'essential being' by 
means of the doctrine of the categories. As a matter of fact the ratio 
distinguendi is a more substantial one than is suggested by our phrase 
'by means of. Really, the various senses are distinguished in virtue 
of the distinction between what is conceived of as the categorial modes 
of being. We should notice the use of 'epei' ('since') at a 24: "since, 
then, some of the things said (ton katêgoroumenôn) signify substance, 
others quality, other quantity . . . etc., 'being' has a meaning answering 
to each of these" (a 24-26). It will be remembered that in our section 
4.31 (p. 7-10) this passage was adduced in support of the view that 
the categories may be taken as providing a division of reality. It 
should be noticed, however, that this ontological function of the 
categories is explained here by clarifying their relationship to what 
may be called 'copulative being'. The categories turn out to be of 
major importance to the correct view of this kind of being (einai) 11. 

In Soph . El. , 167 a i ff. Aristotle asserts that some sophists did not 
distinguish between esse simpliciter (einai haplôs) and esse quid (einai 
ti). Our author himself does make the proper distinction at 167 a 2, 
as well as in De interpr. 11, 21 a 24 ff. (implicitly), Anal. Pr. I 38, 49 
18 For a further discussion of 'copulative being', see our section 5 which will 
deal with the anatomy of the proposition in Plato and Aristotle. 
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a 31 and Anal. Post. 1 10, 76 b 6. That, on Aristotle's view, copulative 
being has as many senses as there are categories, appears from Anal. 
Pr. I 36, 48 b 2-4 when taken together with I 37, 49 a 6-8: "We must 
suppose the verb 'to belong' (to hyparchein) to have as many meanings 
as those in which 'B is A' and 'it is true to say that В is A' are used" 
(48 b 2-4) . . . "The expressions 'this belongs to that' and 'that is true of 
thai' must be taken in as many ways as there Eire different categories" 
(49 a 6-8). For that matter, the einai ti ( esse quid) is a generic heading 
over the categorial distinctions of being. For from the lines next fol- 
lowing the latter passage (49 a 8-9) it appears that the predicates 
within this or that category may be said of the subject either in a 

particular respect or absolutely (haplôs), and either as simple or 
compound ( haplas ê sympeplegmenas). 

Finally, the categorial distinction turns out to be indispensable for 
solving various difficulties concerning predication. Antisthenes ad- 
mittedly denied the possibility of any non-identifying predication 
(see Plato, Sophist, 251 A; Theaet., 201 E ff. and Aristotle, Metaph. A 
29, 1024 b 32-33). He admitted only of tautological predications such 
as 'man is man' or 'the good is good' . In his Metaphysics (A 29, 1024 b 
29-36) Aristotle points out, 011 the contrary, that also non-tautological 
predication is possible, since "it is possible to describe each thing not 

only by the account of itself [i.e. in a definitory way] but also by that 
of something else" (b 34-36). As a matter of fact, in Anal. Post. I, 22 
(discussed above, 11-13) is it clearly implied that accidental (= non- 
definitory) predication is possible no less than essential predication, 
of which the tautological ones make up a special group (which is 
rejected by Aristotle as being useless, indeed; see loc. cit.). From I 22, 
83 a 24-32 it appears that, from the ontological point of view, acci- 
dental predicates are just accidents ( symbebêkota ) of their subjects, 
falling under one of the nine non-substance categories. All this seems 
to be based on his view that it is possible, and quite natural, indeed, 
to assert one of the non-substance categories of substance ( ousia ). It 
should be noted in this connection that individual substance is char- 
acterized by its not being asserted of any subject, whereas every 
thing else (viz. all non-substance categories plus secondary substance 
and differentia) can be said of it. See e.g. Metaph. A 8, 1017 b 13 ; Z 3, 
1029 a 8; Physics I 2, 185 a 32 and 7, 190 a x. 

Finally, it should be borne in mind that all the passages discussed 
in this section can be interpreted as dealing with copulative being. 
So they all admit of translating kategorein ( Categoria ) by 'to predicate' 
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('predicate'). Of course, the same applies a fortiori to the passages 
dealt with in our section 4.32. Well, taking into account that even the 
passages where the categories seem to serve as a means of classifying 
reality (our section 4.31), are presented by Aristotle as dealing with 
'things' said rathei than 'things' (see above, p. 10), one might suppose 
that Kapp and others are right in taking the Aristotelian categories 
as classes of predicates. So we have to deal, again, with the question : 
are the categories the 'highest predicates' ? This discussion will take 
place in our section 4.5 after a discussion of the possible origin of the 
list of categories. 

4.4 How did Aristotle arrive at his list of categories? 
Sir David Ross was right in maintaining {Aristotle, London, si949, 

p. 22) that the controversy about the meaning of the doctrine of the 
categories was largely owing to the fact that nowhere in Aristotle we 
see it in the making. Against Trendelenburg's view that the distinc- 
tions between the categories were derived from grammatical distinc- 
tions, Ross pointed out that the only parts of speech which Aristotle 
recognizes as such are the noun and the verb {De interpr., chs. 2-3), 
and that the doctrine brings together things that grammar separates 
(c.q. 'Quantity' and 'Quality' include certain nouns as well as adjec- 
tives) and separates things that grammar does not distinguish, viz. 
primary and secondary substance. 

Ross himself thought it was highly probable that the doctrine began 
as an attempt to solve certain difficulties concerning predication 
which had troubled the Megaric school and other earlier thinkers. The 
same view was defended by Otto Apelt as early as 1891 and C. M. 
Gillespie in 1925 ie. On this view Aristotle's purpose has been to clear 
up the question of predication by distinguishing the main types of 
meaning of those words and phrases that can be combined to make up 
a sentence. And in doing this he arrived at his classification of the 
main types of entity involved in the structure of reality {op. cit. 23). 

Professor Ackrill, too, has discussed the question of how Aristotle 
did arrive at his list of categories {notes, 78-81). He discerns one way 
of classifying things in distinguishing different questions which may 
be asked about something and in noticing that only a limited range of 
answers can be appropriately given to any particular question. He 
thinks that such a procedure may explain some of Aristotle's labels 

" Apelt, op. cit., 101-216; Gillespie, op. cit. 
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for categories, e.g. poson, poion, pou, pote, which, indeed, all are 
indefinite pronouns, corresponding - as linguistic items - with the 
respective interrogatives (so izoaòv with toctov, toióv with tcoïov etc.; 
see, however, below, p. 37). Some additional support for this view can 
be found in the actual examples Aristotle uses which strongly suggest 
that he is thinking of answers to questions about a man 20 and certainly 
will have thought of the questions as being asked of a substance. An 
alternative way to arrive at the list of categories may be found, on 
Ackrill's view, in addressing oneself not to the various answers ap- 
propriate to various questions about a substance but to the various 
answers to one particular question which can be asked about any 
thing whatsoever - the question 'what is it?'. So we may ask 'what is 
Callias', 'what is generosity?'. Ackrill interprets such questions as 
asking in what species, genus, or higher genus an individual, species 
or genus is. Repeating the same question with reference to the species, 
genus, or higher genus mentioned in answer to the previous question, 
and continuing thus, in the end one shall arrive at some extremely 
high genera. As a matter of fact, Aristotle does think that 'Substance', 
'Quantity', 'Quality' etc. are supreme and irreducibly different genera 
under one of which falls each thing there is. 

Ackrill is of the opinion that these two ways of grouping things 
have led to the same results: a thing aptly introduced in answer to 
the question 'of what quality?' (in Greek {poion), as in some modern 
languages, e.g. French quel, Dutch hoedanig, a single-word interrogative, 
as should be noticed) will naturally be found, when classified in a 

generic tree, to fall under the genus of 'Quality'. These two approaches 
involve equivalent assumptions. The assumption that a given question 
determines a range of answers that does not overlap with any range 
determined by any other question corresponds to the assumption that 
no item when defined per genus et differentiam will be found such that 
it wül fall under more than one highest genus. The assumption that a 
certain list of questions contains all the radically different questions 
that may be asked corresponds to the assumption that a certain list 
of supreme genera contains all the supreme genera. 

As a matter of fact, Aristotle's use of the doctrine in Topics I, 9 
may be adduced in support of Ackrill's view, (see above, p. 7-8). 

î0 See Gillespie, op. cit., 8iff. Kapp (op. cit., 38, n. 14) remarked that of the 
21 examples of different categories which the Categories offers, only 5 (horse, 
double, half, yesterday, last year) would be ont of place in a sentence with a 
man (or child) as its subject. 
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The criticism put forward by Moravcsik (140-142) does not seem to 
the point, (cp. above, p. 6-7). Especially his remark that it would be 

surprising if the two approaches described by Ackrill were to yield the 
same list of categories deserves our attention. For that matter 
Moravcsik thinks it is unlikely that the classification of the aspects 
of one kind of entity, e.g. Substance, should coincide with an ex- 
haustive classification of the essences of all entities that make up 
reality. To his mind such a correlation will not hold unless one views 
everything as a modification or relational accident of the type of 
entity preferred. Well, this way of viewing reality is, in fact, the one 
Aristotle displays throughout his works, in spite of Moravcsik's 
verdict that it is a trivial one. Substance, really, is the logical and 
ontological focus of Aristotle's interest as a philosopher. 

In making an objection as to AckrilTs second way, Moravcsik is no 
more fortunate. He objects (141) to AckrilTs view that one could never 
decide whether the highest genera had been reached. To take one of 
Aristotle's examples, why should one not arrive at change (kinêsis) as 
one of the categories ? Moravcsik seems to be quite right in observing 
this, for the 'what is it' question can certainly be answered in some 
specific cases by 'change'. Yet, as we know, Aristotle does definitely 
not take kinêsis as a category but tries to show that is cuts across 
three categories ( Physics E 1, see above, p. 9). However, how can 
this be adduced as a decisive argument against AckrilTs view ? It only 
proves that kinesis is not a simple entity (on Aristotle's view). For 
that matter, Moravcsik himself admits (141) that Topics I 9, 103 b 22ff. 
states, amony other things, that the categories make up such an 
exhaustive classification of reality that no real essence will cut across 
categories. Therefore, whenever the 'what is it' question does not 
produce a simple answer (i.e. a one-category answer), either one has 
to keep asking (e.g. if one has arrived at answers such as ' white man') 
or to correct one's way of asking (e.g. if one has arrived at answers 
such as 'being' , 'matter' , 'change y all spanning more than one category). 

However, when it comes to explaining the proper meaning of the 
Aristotelian categories Ackrill's view of how Aristotle arrived at, and 
used, his list of categories seems to fail. For Ackrill, too, takes them 
exclusively as possible sentence predicates. It may be remarked in 
the first place that when taking the question-procedure as a way of 
grouping things, one is inclined to conceive of the categories as (pos- 
sible) parts of a sentence in which the answers are given. It is true, 
when Ackrill asserts that Aristotle reaches the first way of categorial 
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classification by observing that different types of answer are ap- 
propriate to different questions, he can find (79) some support for 
this view in the predicative form of some of Aristotle's examples. For 
that matter, the question-answer procedure as such is bound to involve 
expressions in a subject-predicate form. 

In focusing exclusively on the relationship of the categories to 
sentences (of which they are the potential parts indeed) Ackrill 
appeals to share the common view. I have already pointed (above 
p. 15, n. 19) to Apelt and others who saw the doctrine of the categories 
primarily as an attempt to solve certain difficulties concerning predica- 
tion occurring with the Megarians. Among them Ernst Kapp was most 
explicit in maintaining [op. cit. 23 ; ср. 37-42) that our earliest docu- 
ment, the Topics, shows that the doctrine was originally a doctrine of 
sentence-predicates and was only later transformed, as early as in 
Aristotle himself, into a scheme for pigeonholing whatever carries a 
single word as its name. I intend to show in the next sections (4.5-4.6) 
that Kapp has caused much confusion both in opposing the syntactic 
to the semantic function and in separating them chronologically. 

4.5 Are the categories the 'highest predicates'? 
As has been said before (above, p. 2-7; 10-13; I5"I8) modern inter- 

preters associate the Aristotelian categories with one or other kind of 
predication. It need not surprise us that the Greek word 'katêgoria' is 
commonly accepted as predicate. Ross ( Aristotle , 23) takes 'predicate' 
as the ordinary meaning of 'katêgoria' and so does Kapp (op. cit., 21) 
who maintains that "the singular 'katêgoria' means originally simply 
predicate, but the plural 'katêgoriai' could naturally be used in the 
sense of 'different kinds or forms of predicates' ; the full Aristotelian 
expression for what we call a 'category', he adds, is 'kind of category' or 
'form of category' 

" 
; elsewhere (37) he speaks of 'Aristotle's distinction 

of ten different classes or forms of predication'. Ackrill (Notes, 80), 
too, holds that the Greek word transliterated 'category' actually means 
'predication' or 'predicate' and he calls the categories 'the ultimate 
predicates'. 

I should like, first, to make a preliminary remark on the original 
meaning of 'katêgoria' (ср. De Rijk: 1952, 89-91). Before Aristotle the 
word always had the sense of 'accusation'. However, the connected 
verb 'katêgoreô' and the primitive word of the substantive noun and 
the verb, that is, 'katêgoros', had originally the neutral (non-hostile) 
meaning of 'revealing', 'betraying' (so Aeschylus, Septem, 439; 
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Xenophon, Oeconomica 20, 15; Hippocrates, De arte 13, 19 Jones). 
Similarly, in the earliest passage extant the verb 'katêgoreô' has a 
non-hostile meaning: Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 271: "ay, for 't is of a 
loyal heart that thine eye argues thee" ( omma sou katêgorei ); ср. 
Herodotus III, 1x5; Xenophon, Cyrop. I 4, 3; Plato, Phaedo, 73 
and passim (see Friedrich Ast, Lexicon Platonicum, s.v.). It should be 
noticed that a scholion recentissimum on Sophocles, Aiax, 907 says that 
both good and bad things can be the object of our verb (see Boisson, 
Anedota II, 351), and the Etymologicum Magnum apparently holds 
'to speak about' to be its primary sense. 

In moulding the term 'katêgoria' for his philosophic purposes 
Aristotle seems to have returned to the original sense of the verb 
katêgoreô. For the rest, the basic question still remains: what is, in 
this connection, the proper meaning of the verb 'kaiêgoreô?' . I will to 
come back to the question below (p. 21). 

Of course, most interpreters were fully aware that there are some 
embarrassing pieces of evidence against the acceptance of 'katêgoria' = 

'predicate'. The first category, which should be considered the key- 
stone of the doctrine, has for its primary members individual substances 
(primary substances) which are the proper inhabitants of the group of 
things that are neither present in a subject nor are said of any subject 
(Categ. 2, i b 3-4; cp. 5, 2 a 34 ff.). Thus the primary members of the 
most basic category are anything but predicates. Ross (23) is right in 
rejecting the conclusion sometimes drawn from this that primary 
substances do not fit properly into the doctrine of the categories. He 
tries to solve the problem in that he recognizes that 'Socrates' is, on 
Aristotelian principles, no proper predicate; but if we ask what 
Socrates is, the ultimate, i.e. the most general, answer is 'a substance', 
just as, if we ask what red is, the ultimate answer is 'a quality'. Thus, 
Ross concludes, the categories are a list of the widest predicates which 
can be predicated essentially of the various nameable entities, i.e. 
which tell us what kinds of entity at bottom they are. 

The question at issue should be related to another one, viz. whether, 
generally speaking, the categories include only universais, or particu- 
lars as well. Moravcsik deals with this question in a remarkable way 
{op. cit., 142-143). He thinks that it is difficult to conceive of each 
category as containing universais and cannot see, for example, what 
universal would correspond to 'in the Lyceum', whereas, on the other 
hand, a similar difficulty should be felt in conceiving of particulars 
falling under each category; what particulars, for example, would we 
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find under the category of relation, Moravcsik asks. He leaves open 
the possibility that in some categories there may be only universais, 
in some only particulars, in some both. 

I cannot grasp Moravcsik's point, I am afraid. When trying to 
conceive of a universal corresponding to phrases such as 'in the Lyceum' 
he seems to think of a universal as something like a Platonic Idea or 
an Aristotelian essence (eidos). However, if Callias and Coriscus are 
in the Lyceum, the former's, as well as the latter's, being actually 
there is a particular instance in the category of 'where'; of these two 
particulars the universal 'being-in-the-Lyceum' can be asserted. 
Similarly, there can certainly be found particulars under the category 
of relation. Why should they not ? Sophroniscus' being the father of 
Socrates is a particular fatherhood and, accordingly, a particular 
instance in the category of relation. Moravcsik's problem seems to be 
entirely coextensive with, and quite dependent upon, his conception 
of 'category' as 'sentence predicate'. Sophroniscus' particular father- 
hood cannot really be said of any subject but maintaining (as M. does) 
that no particular can be found in the category of relation is quite 
another thing. 

Ackrill (8off.) points to the fact that, unlike the first approach to 
the list of categories, which starts by using different questions, (see 
above, p. 15i.) the second is capable of getting individuals into the 

categories. For only in addressing oneself to the various answers to 
one particular question which can be asked about any thing whatso- 
ever, the question 'what-is-it?' may be put of an individual in any 
category; but items introduced by answers to different questions (as 
is the case in the first approach) about something (like Callias) are 
not themselves individuals, and a classification of such items will have 
no place for Callias himself or for any particular property (or accident) 
of Callias'. Ackrill reminds us of the common suggestion that in- 
dividuals have no right to a place in Aristotle's list of categories 
because of the littéral meaning of 'category' (= predication, or 

predicate). His answer runs parallel to the one Ross gives: it is sub- 
stance, quality, quantity themselves which are the 'categories', that is, 
the ultimate predicates; items belonging to some category need not 
be items which can themselves be predicated; they are items of which 
that category can be predicated. Thus the meaning of 'category' 
supposedly provides no reason why Callias should not be given a place 
in a category, nor why non-substance individuals should be left out 

(op. cit. 80; see, however, below, p. 38i.). 
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It is worth noting that the non-predicability of (primary) substance 
is Aristotle's teaching throughout his works. In Metaph. Z 13, 1038 b 15 
ousia (= substance-essence there) is said to be "that what is not said 
of a subject" (to mê kath' hypokeimenou) ; neither individual substance 
nor immanent eidos is predicable, as we may conclude from the discus- 
sions in Metaph. Z. Besides, after arriving at the conclusion (Metaph. 
Z. 6) that only in the case of ousia 'thing' and 'essence' are the same, 
Aristotle clarifies this (1037 b 2) in the summary given in Z xi by 
pointing to the identity of curvature (kampylotês) and the essence of 
curvature (kampylotêti einai ). However, this identity is a mere tau- 
tology unless we take curvature (kampulotês) to be a real particular 
thing (hekaston kai tode ti). For that matter, the Aristotelian eidos has 
its ontic character in common with the Platonic Form, since the 
difference between them only lies in the chôrismos, the Platonic Form 
being transcendent, the Aristotelian form immanent. For that matter, 
on Aristotle's view the categories are something like the various 
shapes and colours in which what is called being per se (on kath' hauto) 
manifests itself, and after which, accordingly, it may be named. 

Returning, now, to the true sense of the word 'katêgoria', three 
shades of meaning of the substantive noun katêgoria, in the sense of 
predication or assertion, may be distinguished: 

- act of asserting, e.g. Post. Anal. I ix, 77 a 6 ("the possibility of truly 
predicating one of талу") ibid. 22, 83 a 21 ("on such demonstration dem- 
onstrations depend"); Metaph. Z 1, 1028 a 28. 

- form or type of assertion (predication), e.g. Prior Anal. I 24, 41 b 31 ("we 
must consider also the other forms of predication" ) ; ср. I 29, 45 b 34-35 ; 
Topics I 15, 107 a 3 ("Look also at the types of the attributes (predicates) 
signified by the term"); Metaph. Г 2, 1004 a 29 ("in the case of each of 
the predicates in question, viz. 'the same', 'other', etc."). - sentence predicate, or: 'attribute'. Ibid. 0 3, 1047 a 34 ("people do not 
assign movement to non-existent things, though they do assign some other 
predicates (attributes)"). 

So the meaning of katêgoria - 'sentence predicate', c.q. 'attribute' 
can be evidenced pretty well. There is one passage, at least, where the 
verb 'katêgorein' clearly has the sense of 'to predicate' as opposed to 
'legein' = to name. When discussing (Topics VI 3, 140 b 27ff.) what 
might be called 'a seemingly logical pleonasm' as opposed to 'gram- 
matical pleonasm' (141 a 5ff.) Aristotle deals with this instance: man 
is two-footed, therefore what is the same as man is two-footed; but 
a 'footed two-footed animal' is the same as man; and so we get: 
'a footed two-footed animal is two-footed*. Well, he says, this involves 
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no real absurdity, since <in saying 'a footed two-footed animal' >, 
'two-footed' is not predicated of footed animal (if this were the case, 
then <in saying 'a footed two-footed animal is two-footed > we 
would certainly have 'two-footed' predicated twice of the same thing 
<viz. 'footed animal' >). But as a matter of fact of a two-footed - 
footed animal the name 'two-footed' is used (to dipoun legetai, 141 a 1), 
so that the word 'two-footed' is predicated only once <viz. in saying 
'a footed two-footed animal is two-footed > . The same holds good, 
Aristotle goes on, when we say: 'desire is a conation for the pleasant', 
since, then, 'being for the pleasant' is not predicated of 'conation' but 
of 'conation for the pleasant' taken as a whole. 

On the other hand, 'category' standing for 'designation', 'name' 

(rather than 'predication' or 'predicate') is indisputably evidenced by 
the phrase katêgoriai tou ontos (found e.g. Phys. Ill 1, 200 b 28; 
Metaph. К 9, 1065 b 8 ; cp. Phys. IV 1, 242 b 5 : katêgoria tês ousias 
which, of course, should not be rendered by 'predicates of being' for, 
according to Aristotle, 'being' cannot have predicates). At Soph. El 31, 
181 b 26-27 the word katêgoria must have the sense of name rather than 

'predicate' (or predication, as the Oxford translation has). Aristotle 
asserts there that it is clear that one must not grant that the names of 
relatives have any meaning when taken by themselves. He instances 
the relative names 'double' and 'double of its half. They are obviously 
mentioned here as names, which may be used, of course, as predicates 
in an argument. 

It may be useful, now, to look for passages in Aristotle's other 
works where katêgoria appears to stand for 'name' rather than 'sentence 

predicate'. It is most significant that they are found in those discus- 
sions that are of vital importance for Aristotle's philosophy. 

4.6 The categories taken as names in Metaph. Z. 1-6 and Anal. Post. 1 4 

First, a preliminary remark should be made. It is true that there 
are important differences between the ousia conception found in the 

Categories and that occurring in the central books of the Metaphysics. 
The most significant one seems to be that in the latter work the 
distinction between primary and secondary substance as is found in 
the Categories has been dismissed, to the effect that the secondary 
substances other than the infima species are out of the focus there and 
the infima species itself has been telescoped into the individual sub- 
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štance and, thus, has become the ousia par excellence taking over the 
rôle of primary substance ( tode ti) of the Categories. (See also, below, 
p. 24). However, all this does not affect Aristotle's approach in gen- 
eral. It is this semantic approach found in the Metaphysics, rather 
than his specific ontologica! views, that is of interest for our purpose. 

When discussing ( Metaph . Z 1, 1028 a 2off.) the question whether the 
words 'to walk', 'to be healthy' etc. designate each of the things 
signified by them as existent, Aristotle answers that none of them is 
either self -subsistent or capable of being separated from substance ; rath- 
er, if anything, it is that which walks (to badizon) or sits or is healthy that 
is an existent thing. Then, he points to the fact that these 'things' are 
seen to be more real because there is something definite which underlies 
them (viz. individual substance). He concludes: "and exactly that is 
plainly implied in such a katêgoria (a 27-28). It is self-evident that 
we have to translate: 'in such a designation' or 'naming'. Indeed, in 
using names such as '(the) walking', 'sitting', and so on, (the designa- 
tion of) a subsistent thing underlying such actions is implied. 

A similar use is found in Phys. II 1, 192 b 17 : ("a bed and a garment 
and anything else of that sort [i.e. products of art] in so far as each 
has received such a name (designation) ..."). It is quite clear that the 
translation 'predicate* win not do here, since a bed (garment) does not 
receive the predicate 'bed' ('garment'), but the name 'bed' ('garment'). 

Of course the passage from the Topics discussed above (p. 2if. ; 
VI 3, 140 b 27ff.) should be mentioned here, too. As we have seen 
already, Aristotle points to the fact that when 'the phrase 'a footed, 
two-footed animal' (zôion pezon dipoun) is used, 'two-footed' is not 
predicated of footed animal (140 b 35-36), but the word 'two-footed' is 
said of a footed two-footed animal, viz. man (140 b 37-141 a 1). It is 
quite clear that Aristotle intends to say that in this case 'two-footed' 
is used as a name for man. 

We need not wonder, of course, to find several passages in Aristotle's 
other writings, too, where the two senses (name and predicate) are 
found together. The first chapters of Metaph. Z are quite informative 
in this respect. 

Z i starts from the distinct ways in which a thing's being may be 
worded, corresponding to the different 'categories of being'. In other 
words: the names (predicates) used designate (sêmainei, 1028 а и) 
either subsistent being or one or another kind of being such-and-such. 
Next, he clarifies the important difference between these ways of 
signifying: 
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I028 a 11-20: "In one way of naming the 'being' meant is the substantial 
one (to men ti esti kai tode ti), in another way of naming it is being-of-some- 
quality, being-of-some-quantity, or one of the other kinds of being that 
are said of things in the latter way. While being may be expressed in each 
of these ways, it is obvious that the primary type of being [meant by the 
first way of naming] is substantial being ('being- whať : to ti estin ), and 
using this type of name (predicate) we designate the substance of a thing. 
For when we name this individual thing as a being of some quality, we 
call it good or bad, not god 21 or man, but when we say [viz. in naming 
it or asserting about it] what it is, we do not say white, hot , or three cubits 
long ' but man or god. All types of being other than substantial being are 
called 'being' because they are, some of them, a quantitative mode of 
being of which is substantial, others its qualitative mode of being, others 
its affections, others some other determination of it". 

Some comment. First I render to men ti esti kai tode ti (at 1028 a 11- 

12) by 'substantial being'. Ross translated (Oxford translation) 'what 
a thing is or a this'. To my mind, the well-known distinction made in 

Categ. 5, 2 a iiff. between primary and secondary substance is absent 
in the Metaphysics , to the extent, indeed, that primary and secondary 
substance, though remaining formally distinct, are always 'telescoped' 
into substance (ousia, without further qualification). That the formal 
distinction is maintained, however, may appear from a 13 where the 
ousia's being kategoroumenon (= being used as a name, or predicate) 
is implied. As a matter of fact at a 12-13 the other kinds of being 
that are said of things in the same way (as 'being of some quality', 
'being of some quantity') are indeed said of them. No doubt, the 
accidental way of naming (predicating) is meant by Aristotle and 

contradistinguished from the substantial (essential) way of naming 
(predicating) which is obviously concerned with secondary substance, 
e.g. when we call (say of) a thing that it is man, or animal. Later on 
the accidental way of naming (predicating) indicated there by the 
formula alio kathêgoreisthai kať aliou ("to say of a thing something, 
that is different, i.e. categorially different, from it") will play an 

important rôle in Aristotle's discussions. 

Secondly. I think that Aristotle's legein can always be taken in- 

discriminately for to call , to name , to predicate . It should be remarked, 
now, that Aristotle always has legein (eipein), except at a 13 , where 
the enumeration of the categories is found and the word kategoroumenon 
is used. One might feel inclined to translate there 'what is predicated' 
rather than 'named', and, accordingly, assume that at a 15-18 Aristotle 

21 I follow Shute's correction 0eòv instead of the quite improbable Mss reading 
TpÍ70)xu ('three cubits long') ; cfr a 17-18, where is actually found: "man or god". 
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is speaking of predication, rather than naming. In doing so we might 
suppose that he is dealing with all kinds of predicate which may be 
given to a concrete, particular thing: 'x is man, or god' as opposed 
to 'x is white, three cubits long', and so on. However, right at a 18, 
where the contradistinction of 'substantial being' and 'being such- 
and-such' is still maintained, it is the respective predicates taken 
themselves as names that are mutually opposed and analysed. This 
approach is continued in the next lines where Aristotle is trying to 
sharpen his argument ("one might even raise the question"; a 20). 
What exactly does this sharpening consist in ? To my mind the author 
is raising here some doubt about the significative force of accidental 
names, such as 'walking', 'sitting'. As a matter of' fact he asks whether, 
properly speaking, such names are significative of 'being'. He answers 
(at a 27-28) that (the signifying of) 'being' is only implied in such 
names insofax as they imply substantial being: 

1028 a 20-28: And so one might even raise the question whether to walk, 
to be healthy, or to sit are significative of being in these respective ways 22 
(hekaston autôn on sêmaineï) and similarly in any other case of this sort. 
For none of those modes of being is either self-subsistent or capable of 
being separated from substance (substantial being), but rather, if anything, 
it is that which walks, or sits, or is healthy that belongs to the class of 
beings. Rather, these appear as beings because there is something definite 23 
that underlies them < and, thus, provides them with being in an indirect 
way >. Well, this is individual substance (hê ousia hai to kath' hekaston), 
and this, precisely ( hoper ) 24 is implied in such a designation (viz. 'walk- 
ing)'), fsit(ting)') etc. 

The way in which the author winds up this passage is quite illustrative 
of his semantic approach : 

1028 a 28-29: For we never use the word 'good' or 'sitting' without im- 
plying this. 

The final sentence of our passage (a 29-30) returns to the philosophical 
question proper that is at issue here in drawing the metaphysical 
conclusion from the foregoing : 

1028 a 29-30: Clearly, then, it is in virtue of substance (substantial being) 
that each of the others [i.e. the accidental modes of being signified by the 
non-substance categories] also is. 

22 i.e. being walking, being healthy, being seated, respectively. 23 i.e. a subsistent thing, something being in its own right; hôrismenon, litt, 
'delimited', 'well-defined', 'marked out'. 
24 бтсср: litterally: 'which precisely'. 
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In fact, Aristotle is asking (from the metaphysical point of view) if ' 
being seated' y 

' 
being healthy 

' etc. are real modes of being. His approach 
to the problem is determined by the viewpoint of semantics in that 
he puts the question this way: are the accidental names {predicates) 
significative of being in virtue of their own ? 

When taking the passage (1028 a 10-30) as a whole it is easily seen 
that Aristotle is analysing names and sentence predicates taken as 
names . Therefore, the significative force of words such as '■ 

walking', 
'sitting' is analysed (at a ¿off.), irrespective as to their being attributed 
to, or predicated of, or used indexically for, subjects endowed with the 

properties (accidental modes of being) signified. As has been said 
already (above, p. 21), on Aristotle's view the categories are the 
various shapes and colours in which what is called subsistent being 
(on katK hauto , being per se) manifests itself and, in accordance with 
which, it may be named. 

The main problem of Metaph. Z, 4-6 is the relation of substance and 
essence . Again, the author's approach of the matter is from the semantic 
point of view. In fact, Aristotle is investigating here the names given 
to (attributed to, predicated of) things, more especially he asks 
whether those names are indicative of the essence of the things 
signified. The opening lines are most illustrative on this score : 

Z 4, 1029 b 13-16:  And first let us make some linguistic remarks 
about the question at issue. It is the essence of a thing that is said as a 
substantial name (ho legetai kath ' hauto = literally: 'what is said in virtue 
of the thing's own nature). For example, 'being you' is not 'being musical', 
since you are not by your very nature musical, [that apparently is the 
sense of 'by your very nature' (ho ara kata sauton].25 

A few lines further on Aristotle brings in the things that are compounds 
of substance and what is signified by one of the non-substance categ- 
ories. Are their names (which span more than one category, of 

course) indicative of the essence of those compounds ? His example is 

'pale 26 man' (leukos anthrôpos). It is asked if 'being a pale man' is an 
essence at all, 'essence' being defined as 'precisely what some thing 
is ( hoper gar ti esti to ti en einai , 1030 аз). Well, this formula has 
several senses, Aristotle suggests (1030 a i7ff .) : 

25 I think that the codex Laurentianus is right in omitting these words, which 
really sound as a marginal note slipped into our text. 
26 pale, as opposed to dark, rather than white as opposed to a negro ; see Oxford 
translation ad loc . 
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1030 a 17-27: Or has  'what a thing is' several meanings? It means 
in one sense, namely, individual substance and in another each of the 
(other) designations (or: predicates: katêgoroumenân) , viz. 'being-of-that- 
quantity', 'being- of- that- quality', and the like. For as is belongs to all 
things, not however in the same sense, but to one sort of thing primarily 
and to others in a secondary way, so, too, 'what a thing is' belongs in the 
simple (unqualified) sense to substance (substantial being), but in a qual- 
ified sense to the others. For even of that which is < named as being> of a 
certain quality we might ask what it is, so that which is <named as being> 
of a certain quality is < named after its being> 'what a thing is', - not in 
the simple sense, however, but just as, in the case of that which is not, 
some say (emphasizing the linguistic form) that that which is not is - not 
is simply, but is non-existent; so, too, with quality <and quantity, and 
so on> . 

Aristotle concludes (1030 a 32ff.) that what is signified by a non- 
substance category is said to be with a qualification; it is neither in 
the same (simple) sense as substance nor in a merely equivocal sense, 
but analogically (just as the word 'medical' is used for a patient, an oper- 
ation, or an instrument, he adds). He winds up our passage as follows: 

1030 b 1 1-13: Now, 'that which is' in one sense signifies an individual 
thing, in another that which is of a certain quantity, in another that 
which is of a certain quality. And therefore there can be a formula or 
definition of pale man ; but not in the same sense in which there is a defini- 
tion either of pale or of a substance. 

Some comment. Aristotle's explicit assertion that he will start with 
some linguistic remarks seems to be an additional reason to take the 
phrase ho legetai kath1 hauto (at 102g b 14 = 'what is said in virtue of 
the thing's own nature') as one concerning the substantial (opp. 
accidental) name , which is, in fact, the name by which the essence of 
a thing is grasped. 

Similarly at 1030 a 23ff. it is names that he is primarily concerned 
with. It should be noted at the outset that Ross' translation of to poion 
('a quality'; a 23) is somewhat unfortunate; rather we should render 
these words by 

' that which (note the article used) is of a certain quality'. 
For there is no asking at all about the formal nature of quality {in 
abstracto) but about the essence of some poion inasmuch as it has a 
certain quality, e.g. the essence of a particular (i.e. a certain man*s) 
paleness. To make Aristotle speak about the formal nature of paleness 
as not immanent in a particular would amount to making him a 
Platonist.27 It may be safely concluded, therefore, that to poion stands 
27 Cp. however Ch. 6, 103 1 b 15-18 where Aristotle implicitly (e contrarió) 
gives his own opinion on the matter involved, which is quite contrary to Plato's, 
indeed: "if the Ideas were predicable of a substratum they would exist merely 
by being participated in by the substratum". The conclusion implied, which is 
quite unacceptable to a Platonist, is precisely Aristotle's own opinion about eidi. 
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for ' that which is of a certain quality'. On the other hand, the that 
which is not taken for the substratum as such, but for the substratum 
as underlying a certain quality. All this makes the conclusion unavoid- 
able that to poion stands for the substratum as endowed by us a 
qualitative name (e.g. 'pale-man'). For this reason I propose to 
interprete to poion as 'that which is named (= gets a name) as being- 
of-a-certain-quality'. This rendering of to poion precludes us from 
making the sentence a 23-24 to refer to either the formal nature of 

Quality or to the substratum as such. 
It seems important, now, to pay some attention to a previous 

passage (1030 a 3-17), where the author deals with the special problems 
caused by name-giving, such as in ' pale-man '. As a matter of fact all 
names of this sort are not indicative of a thing's essence. For an essence 
is hoper ti (a 4), i.e. 'just what a thing is'. Well, names like 'pale-man' 
in which to a subject an attribute is assigned that is distinct from it 
(hotan alio kať aliou leģētai ) are not indicative of 'just what a particular 
thing is', since its being just this particular thing is not the same as 
its being-of-a-certain-quality ('pale-ness') ; cp. 1029 b 14-15, above p. 26€ 

1030 a 3-6 : The essence is precisely what something is. But when an attrib- 
ute is asserted of a subject other than itself [i.e. belonging to another 
category of being] the complex name is not precisely indicating what 
some particular is. For example, 'pale man' is not precisely a name in- 
dicating 'just what the particular thing is', since 'particularness' (to tode) 
belongs only to substances. 

It is quite clear that, on Aristotle's view, the main difficulty concerning 
the definition (i.e. the formula indicating the essence) of what is 

signified by compound names, such as 'pale man', is due to the fact 
that such a name is a complex of a subject (man) and an attribute 

[pale) that is of another category than the one the subject belongs to. 
This is the sense of alio kat ' aliou at a 4.™ 

Our passage is also most illustrative of Aristotle's dealing with 
names у not things as such; or rather, if you like: 'things named' , not 
' 
things named'. See his example at a 4-6 . It is quite impossible that he 
would speak of pale man taken as a particular thing, since, then, he 
could not possibly say that "pale man is not just what the particular 
thing is, since ' particularness 

1 
('thisness') belongs only to substances'* . 

For, if 'pale man' were to be understood as signifying a particular 

*8 See Oxford translation and Ross' commentary ad loc. It is somewhat sur- 
prising that Ross gives a wrong interpretation of the parallellous passage 
found in Anal. Post. I 4, 73 b 5-6. For that passage, see below, p. 3iff. 
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thing, one could rightly object that pale man qua particular thing is 
unquestionably a substance. Therefore we must understand by ho 
leukos anthrôpos (at a 4-5) a particular thing inasmuch as it is named 
by the phrase 'pale man'. 

In the next passage 1030 a 11-17 Aristotle is still dealing with the 
problem of compound names (such as 'pale man'), the significate of 
which is never an essence. He states that only those things have an 
essence of which the name can be explained by what is a genuine 
definition ( horismos ), not just a formula of the name's meaning {logos). 
Only that formula is a genuine definition which is of a so-called 
proton ('primary thing'), that is, a thing not signified by a name 
that is a compound of a subject with an attribute taken from another 
category (such as 'pale man'). Well, Aristotle says, only genuine 
species, that is, those falling directly under genera, have an essence. 
By the phrase 'genuine species' both compounds as pale man and 
Platonic Forms are excluded.29 For only the names of genuine species, 
unlike those of Platonic Forms and compounds such as 'pale man', 
are used to signify instances that are not participations, affections or 
accidents. Of all things other than genuine species, if they have a 
name, there will certainly be a formula of that name's meaning (ex- 
pressing that this attribute belongs to this subject as a participation 
or affection or accident) ; there will be, however, no definition nor 
essence (1030 a 11-17). 

Ross is quite right in arguing (ad a 11-14) that the (name of the) 
Platonic Form need not express the innermost nature of its particulars 
(participata) but is, logically speaking, - that is, taken in its mental 
status (see De Rijk: 1977, 107-110) - any universal under which they 
happen to fall, and may signify a mere 'affection' or 'accident' of 
that particular, so that the relation between Form and particular 
may be of the same external and accidental character as that between 
pale(ness) and man in the compound name pale man. On the other 
hand, in the case of a 'genuine species' the relation between the 
constitutive elements (genera plus specific differentiae) is of an essential 
character and not a kind of participation (cp. 1037 b 18 : 'in the case 
of (genuine) species one constituent does not share in the other'). 

Ch. 6 deals also with the problem concerning the essence of com- 
pounds such as 'pale man'. Aristotle calls them 'things that are named 
according to an incidental mode of being {ton legomenôn kata sym - 
M See Ross' comments ad loc., who rightly refers to юзу b 14-21. 
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bebêkos; 1031 a 19). In such cases 'pale man', for instance, is some- 
thing else than the essence of 'pale man'. On the other hand, 'things 
that are named according to their substantial being' (ton kath ' hauta 
legomenôn ; 1031 a 28) are identical with their essences. At 1031 b 13-14 
the author repeats: all things that are not named after something 
different from their own nature (hosa me kať allo 30 legetai) but after 
themselves (i.e. their own nature) and primarily (kath* hauta kai 

prôta ), are identical with their essences. 
It should be stressed that, on my interpretation of these texts, the 

semantic element is vital in Aristotle's approach to the matter. 
Naming things and things as named such-and-such are in the focus, 
not things by themselves (see also below, 44-45). On Aristotle's view, 
all 'things' (that means for Aristotle: all concrete 'things') are mater- 
ially identical with their essence (every essence being an immanent 
eidos; ср. 1031 b 17-18). In this regard there is no problem at all. 
Problems, however, may arise as soon as, by giving all sorts of names 
to things, we are discerning diverse formal aspects in them. To be 
sure, as long as our names cover the whole thing (e.g. calling Callias 

man) or an essential constituent of it (calling him animal , rational 
etc.), there is no problem either. Things so named are labeled by 
Aristotle ta kath ' hauta legomena, not to be rendered by 'so-called 
self-subsistent things' (Ross) or êtres appelés êtres par soi (Tricot), 
but by 'things named after their substantial being'. (See also our 
note 31). The different ways of naming are in the focus of interest, 
not things having certain names. As a matter of fact the pale thing 
(to leukon) is a self-subsistent entity (since it is e.g. Callias, who is 

undoubtedly a self-subsistent entity; see above, p. 28f.). But - and 
that is the point at issue - when the subsistent entity Callias is named 

'pale thing' he is given a name on account of an accidental mode of 

being of his. 
At 1031 b 22-28 the same issue is discussed from a strictly semantic 

viewpoint. The problem proper concerning complex names, such as 
' 
pale man ' is, Aristotle remarks, due to their having two senses: 

30 It should be stressed that Aristotle has kať allo, not kať aliou. This phrase 
mê kať allo means that in naming a thing one sticks to that thing's most ap- 
propriate category. For that matter, this may be the category of substance or 
a non-substance category as well. Therefore, even in the case of 'pale', one may 
state that pale is identical with 'the essence of pale' (= paleness) ; see 1031 b 27. 
But in cases like *the pale' (to leukon) or 'pale man' the name 'pale' is not indicat- 
ive of the essence, since it is assigned to the compound kať allo , that is, after 
something different from the proper nature of the complex thing 'pale man'. 
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юз i Ь 22-28: But of a thing named after an accidental mode of being,31 
e.g. the musical or the pale, since such a name has two senses, it is not 
true to say that the thing signified is identical with its essence. For it sig- 
nifies both that to which the pale belongs in an incidental way and the 
accident itself,32 so that in a sense the accident and its essence are the 
same, and in a sense they are not. For pale is not the same as man or 
pale man , but it is the same as the quality pale . 

To my mind Aristotle is pointing here to the material identity 
("in a sense they are the same, b 25-26 ) of that to which the pale 
belongs (say Callias) and the concrete paleness - taken as an im- 
manent eidos, which, indeed, is found nowhere else but in Callias; 
this view is quite Aristotelian, to be sure,33 - on the one hand, and 
their formal diversity, on the other, that is, this particular pale man 
(Callias) is formally distinct from this particular instance of pale (in 
Callias) as such.u To say it from the viewpoint of modern semantics: 
speaking about Calhas, for instance, the indexical force of 'this 
(particular) pale man' is the same as that of 'this (particular) pale' ; 
their descriptive forces, however, are quite different : being a pale man 
is not the same as being pale. 

Finally I want to point to an important passage in the Posterior 
Analytics , I, 4. There the requirements for demonstrative premisses 
are under discussion. Well, they must be such that the predicate is 
true of every instance of the subject, i.e. true of the subject per se 
Ļ kath ' hauto) and true of it precisely qua itself. He means by katK 
hauto either 'belonging per se 

' 
(explained at 73 a 34 - b 5), or 'said per 

se . The latter term is clarified at 73 b 5- jo.36 I give the text, first: 
31 Again, this seems to be the correct rendering of to kata symbebêkos legomenon. 
It should be remarked that my translation is a cross between Ross' 'an accidental 
term' and Tricot's 'l'être dit par accident'. Indeed Aristotle does not speak 
about a term (Ross) nor about being (Tricot) but about things when signified 
{named) in an incidental way. In other words, the phrases kath' hauto and kata 
symbebêkos modify the participle 'being said' (, legomenon ). As a matter of fact 
the naming (legesthai) is of a certain mode, viz. either after a thing's own nature 
(kath' hauto), or after its incidental mode of being (kata symbebêkos). 32 There seems to be something seriously wrong in Ross' translation of b 24-25 : 
"for both that to which the accidental quality belongs and the accidental 
quality, are white". Quite apart from this translation being grammatically un- 
acceptable, it may be asked : is whiteness white ? 
33 See e.g. Metaph. M 2, 1077 b 4-9: "For if affections do not exist apart from 
their substances, e.g. 'mobile' or 'pale', 'the pale' is prior to 'the pale man' in 
definition [and, accordingly, formally distinct], but not in substantiality [and, 
accordingly, materially the same]. For it cannot exist separately but is always 
along with the concrete thing; and by the concrete thing (synolon) I mean the 
pale man". 
34 See, again, what Aristotle says in the passage quoted in the previous note. 35 Mure (Oxford translation ad уз b 5) is quite right in referring for this partic- 
ular use of kath ' hauto to Metaph. Z 6, 103 1 b 22-28, discussed above p. 3off. 
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Anal. Post. I 4, 73 b 5-10: Further, that is per se which is not said of a 
subject other than itself. For example, the walking thing (to badizon) is 
walking, and the white thing (to leukon) is white while being something 
else besides; whereas ousia , and whatever signifies an individual tiling, 
are what they are without being something else besides. Things, then, 
not said of an hypokeimenon (substratum-subject) I call being per se, 
things said of a hypokeimenon (subject-substratum) I call incidental. 

Here Aristotle speaks about 'essential attributes': those 'things' 
that are said of a subject in a special (i.e. 'essential') way. As often, 
they are described by clarifying what are their opposites, the non- 
essential (or: incidental) attributes. The walking thing is what it is, 
viz. walking, and the white thing is white, while needing to be some- 

thing else besides. Well, this 'something else' precisely is substance 

(the hypokeimenon of walking and white , and so on). But substance 
is exactly what it is without needing to be something else; it is sub- 
sistent and autarchic, so to speak. Therefore Aristotle calls (see 
73 Ь 8-9) 'things' not said of a hypokeimenon (because of their being 
(constituents of) hypokeimena themselves) essential attributes. 

It should be noted, further, that in the final sentence (73 b 8-10) 
where Aristotle defines the katK hauta and the kata symbebêkota, the 
word 'hypokeimenon' in the phrase katK hypokeimenon is to be taken 
in the above sense of 'something else underlying'. So the species and 

genera in the category of substance, though being said of the in- 
dividual substance as their subject (cfr. Categ . 1 and 5), are not covered 

by the phrase ta katK hypokeimenou (at b 9). One should remember 
in this connection that, at 73 b 5-6, Aristotle says katK hypokeimenou 
. . . .allou tinos , i.e. 'of a subject other than itself. 

It is quite clear that, in the context of this chapter, Aristotle means 

by 'things -katK -hauta1 not things as such but things named in such 
a way that they are apt to be part of a demonstrative premiss. This 
amounts to saying that here 'things' named after their essential mode 
of being are discussed (e.g. Callias after his being mant animal etc.) 
or, in Aristotle's own words, things named 'in virtue of their own 
nature' {katK hauta). So, again, not things as such are discussed but 

things as named. 

Now, that these attributes (essential or incidental ones, respect- 
ively) are names , rather than sentence predicates, is clear from 73 b 5-j. 
There the walking thing {to badizon) is instanced as being said of a 

subject other than itself. It might be suggested, now, that Aristotle 
is dealing here with predicates. But it should be noticed that at 
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Ъ 5- jo from propositions in which an attribute belonging per se to a 
subject is asserted of it (73 a 34 - b 5), Aristotle now turns to 'things1 
that are said of a subject such that these 'things' are referred to by 
the words signifying these 'things'. Ross is quite right in saying that, 
in those cases, we refer to something by an adjectival or participial 
phrase, such as 'white' or 'walking'. That this name referring to 
something is used as a sentence predicate or a subject is quite ir- 
relevant, now. For that matter, the first two cases of kath' hauto 
discussed at 73 a 34 - b 5 concern propositions in which essential 
{kath' hauto ) attributes are (essentially) predicated of the subject (of 
a demonstration), whereas in cases (3) and (4) (dealt with at 73 b 5-16) 
essential attributes are meant that are signified by names that name 
a thing after its own nature (kath' hauto). We need not wonder, then, 
that in the theory of demonstration, and demonstrative proposition 
only the first two cases of kath ' hauto are of relevance and reappear 
at I 22, 84 a uff. 

We may conclude from these arguments that when occurring in 
Aristotle's other writings the categories are often used in such a way 
that they must be taken as names, rather than predicates. For that 
matter, whenever they seem to stand for 'things', it is always 'things' 
said = names signifying 'things'. (See also below, p. 44i.). On the other 
hand, that they are sometimes clearly to be taken for sentence pre- 
dicates does not contradict at all their being names properly speaking. 
They are, indeed, names signifying attributes (whether or not funct- 
ioning as sentence predicates), but always used by a speaker (mostly 
the opponent and respondent of a dispute) in order to introduce the 
things signified into an argument (discussion). 

4.7 An attempt at a reinterpretation of Categories, chs j-5 
It seems useful to make an attempt at reinterpreting the first 

chapters of the Categories from the assumption that the categories 
are primarily names and that, accordingly, the common opposition 
of 'thing' and 'predicate' is beside the point. Indeed, qua name the 
category is used, in fact, either as a predicate (that is, an attribute 
giving some descriptive information about something else) or as a 
word giving indexical information with the help of which something 
(that is claimed by the speaker to have the property involved) is 
simply indicated. 

My starting-point are the excellent notes supplied by Professor 
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Ackrill, which axe of much help for every student of the treatise as a 
whole. His work goes far beyond the scope of an elementary aid to 
beginners (in spite of the modesty expressed in the Preface). 

Ackrill says (71) that it is important to recognize from the start 
that the Categories is not primarily or explicitly about names but 
about the things ('things' used as a blanket-term for items in any 
category) that names signify. It will be clear from the foregoing 
sections that I would prefer to say that the categories themselves are 
names, but qua names always designate 'things' and, accordingly, 
may serve either as sentence predicates or indexes by means of which 

'things' are spoken about. I agree, in the end the Categories is about 

'things', but the semantic viewpoint prevails throughout the treatise, 
as it ought to do in our discussion of it. 

- i a 1-15 : 'things' are divided into homonymous, synonymous, and 
paronymous ones. It should be noted that the principle of division is 
the different use of a name. Sometimes, they are used such that, each 
time, 'the account of being which corresponds to the name' {ho kata 
tounoma logos tês ousias) is the same (the 'things' signified by that 
name are synonymous, then) ; sometimes the account is different (the 
case of homonymous things) ; sometimes the account is approximately 
(' para!) the same ('paronymous 'things'). Therefore these labels are 

mutually co-ordinate (against Ackrill, 72). For in the case of the 

synonymous things the name's logical content, or significate (in 
Aristotle's own words: 'the account of being which corresponds to 
the name, 1 a 1-2; 4; 7; 9-10), is the same as to make those 'things' 
partake in the same universal (c.q. be members of the same class). 
On the other hand, in the case of the homonymous things the significate 
is ditferent, which makes them partake in different universais and be 
members of different classes. Finally, in the case of paronymous 
things, the significate is the same, but the names used being different 
in ending (1 a 12-13) signify in a slightly different way (' para :') this 
same significate and, accordingly, endow the things named with a 

slightly different denomination (prosêgoria) deriving from that 

significate [apo tinos , 1 a 12). 
So the significate (or: semantic value) of names is in the focus of 

interest here and the prefixes 'syn- 
* 
para -' and 'homo- refer to the 

different relations individual things have to significates designated by 
the names. Of course, 'things' axe classified,36 but that, to be sure, 
3e As for their being classified, see below, p. 38. 
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from the semantic viewpoint, viz. their relationship to name and 
significate. So Ackrill is quite right in asserting (72-73) that the whole 
idea of an X's being called X from something ( apo tinos), whether 
synonymously, homonymously or paronymously, is of paramount 
importance in the Categories. This should be stressed again and again. 

- i a 20 - b 9 : Ackrill rightly remarks (75) that Aristotle's fourfold 
classification is a classification of things and not names and that 
what is 'said of something as subject is itself a 'thing' (species or 
genus) and not a name. But, again, it is the semantic viewpoint that 
counts : names do not always signify the same (c.q. in the same way) ; 
therefore the 'things' signified by names are of a different state. 
Those states are described in the fourfold classification. What Ackrill 
adds (75-76) about Aristotle's 'carelessness' at 2 a 31-34 is somewhat 
unfortunate, I think. The opposition is not between the thing white 
in a subject and the name white of the subject but between 'what is 
signified by the name' and 'the name signifying that thing'. Well, 
on Greek view, this can hardly be called an opposition (cp. below 
p. 44-5), and their confusion is not a 'slip' either. For 'white' going 
with the phrase 'is in a subject' can mean nothing else but 'what is 
signified by the name white', and with 'is said of' it must mean 'the 
name signifying white'.37 

- ib 10-24 : The transitivity of the 'said-of relation is here affirmed. 
It is not necessary, however, that A is said of В means 'A is predicated 
ofB'' it may also mean 'B is named A'. For that matter, at 1 b 10-15 
'one thing' and 'another' stand for names, but the names may have 
an indexical function or serve as sentence predicates. 

The doctrine put forward in the Categories cannot be understood 
properly unless one has the schemes of the ten categories at one's 
elbow. I confine myself to the category of substance (see p. 36). 

What is said at 1 b 10-15, then, is clarified by this scheme as is the 
passage at 1 b 16-24. Two remarks. First, the kai at ib 16 is ex- 
plicative: 'the differentiae of genera which are different and accord- 
ingly, not subordinate one to the other', The term heteron must refer 
to a different column-membership (such as in animal and knowledge 
i b 17ÍÍ.), not to a difference such as between animal and body, which 
both belong to the substance column. The genera meant here are to 
37 My remark may be viewed at in line with what Ackrill rightly says (71) about supplying inverted commas in all the places where we might feel that 
it is linguistic expressions that are under discussion. 
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be opposed to those subordinate one to another which are found at 
i b 20-21. It applies to the latter that the higher are predicated 38 of 
the genera below them. 

My second remark concerns AckrilTs (77) difficulty with the next 
sentence: 'so that all differentiae of the predicated genus will be 
differentiae of the subject also' (1022-24). Ackrill says that as it 
stands this sentence is a howler, unless we take 'differentiae of the 
predicated genus' to refer to differentiae that divide it into sub-genera 
(differentiae divisivae) and 'differentiae of the subject genus' to refer 
to differentiae that serve to define it (differentiae constitutivae). He 
rightly rejects this interpretation and proposes a transposition of the 
words 'predicated' and 'of the subject'. His assumption, however, 
that only differentiae divisivae are meant, is not correct, and his 
proposal is superfluous. First, there is no howler on Aristotle's part, 
for only the constitutive differentiae are meant. This passage is not 
about the division of a higher genus but the constitution of a lower 
genus (c.q. eidos). And that is because Aristotle deals with the names 
38 Of course we must translate here: predicated , since only individuals are 
named, not genera. 
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by means of which things may by called, since these names are sig- 
nificative of one or more constituents of these things. 

So the composition of the chapter (ib 10-24) becomes clear: just 
as whenever one genus is said of another, (c.q. of an eidos, or an 
individual) all higher genera will also be said of the former (1 b 10-12) ; 
similarly all differentiae of a predicated genus will be differentiae of 
the subject also ( 1 b 20-24); on the other hand, in the case of genera 
not subordinate one to the other, all transitivity of the said-of relation 
is missing (1 b 16-20). 

- ib 25 - 2 a 10 : Ackrill's translation of the opening line of this 
chapter is rather unfortunate : tón kata mêdemian symplokên legomenôn 
is not 'of things said etc.', for these do not signify either substance or 
quantity etc., but 'of names said etc.' For that matter, Aristotle uses 
the verb sêmainein both of words (as he is doing here and in Categ. 
and De interpr. passim) and users of words (e.g. at Top. 103 b 27-28; 
Soph. El. 166 b 15; De part. anim. 649 b 22; cf. Categ. 15 b 30). So, 
on Aristotle's view, names as such connote things but do not refer to 
them whereas the users of names refer to individual things and, 
secondarily, connote the name's significate. Sêmainein, indeed, is 
both to connote a significate and to refer indexically to an individual 
thing that is supposed to have the thing connoted as its immanent 
(essential or incidental) 'property'. 

It is easily seen that at 1 b 25ÎÎ. where the categories are presented 
for the first time, they are introduced as names signifying 'things' 
and, indirectly, as these 'things' signified by those names. -By the 
way, I think that we have to read at b 26: nócov, tohov, тою and токе, 
since the categories are likely to have been called after the inter- 
rogatives ('the how-much', 'the where' etc.) rather than the indefinite 
pronouns. For that matter, we, too, speak of the 'whys', 'whens' and 
'whereabouts', not the 'for some reasons', and so on. 

At i b 2ç 'grammatical' (or 'grammarian' ) is a quality (against 
Ackrill, 78) since 'grammarian', 'butcher', 'politician', 'musician', etc. 
are not species of individuals (otherwise man would be a genus). 
So they are qualities differentiating the species man. Cfr. 2 b 14 where 
it is implied that 'being an oak' must be a quality of an individual 
oak, not its species. Further, 'has-shoes-on' is a kind of echein, but 
echein is not quite the same as to possess 39 (against the common view 
30 See Emile Benvéniste, Catégories de pensée et catégories de langue, in: Les 
études philosophiques 33 (1958), [419-429], 423-425. For my own interpretation, see below, p. 5off. 
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adhered to also by Ackrill). Thirdly, 'grammatical' and 'has shoes on' 
are names for items in the categories of poion and echein which are 
paronymously linked up with grammatikê (grammar) and hypodedesthai 
('to have shoes on') which fall under the respective categories syno- 
nymously. Their being predicative expressions is not due to their 
signifícate but to their grammatical form. When dealing with the 
origin of the list of categories, Ackrill is quite right in remarking (78) 
that the identification and classification of 'things' could, of course, 
be achieved only by attention to what we say (italics mine). I am 
afraid, however, that he takes 'we say' only in the narrow sense of 
asserting by means of a proposition. So he understands (79) by 'clas- 
sification' that of subject-expressions (capable of filling up the gap 
in ' what is. . . ?' and predicate expressions (capable of filling up the 
gap in ' С allias is. . .'). 

Two remarks about this. First, the categories which are primarily 
names , may be used just indexically. Their occurrence in a proposition, 
then, is quite irrelevant. If one says (speaking about Callias): 'this 
grammarian is pale' (or: 'is a substance'), the name 'grammarian' is 
'said of' Callias, but its being the subject term of the proposition in- 
stanced is quite irrelevant. In other words, Aristotle does not deal 
with people's assertions but their using of names (which mostly occurs 
in assertions, I agree). The phrase kata mêdemian symplokên (ib 25) 
excludes not only their occurrence in a sentence but also any impact 
of their capability of occurring in sentences. Naming as such has 
nothing to do with assertion (see 2 a 4-10, and above, p. 35ff.). 

Secondly. The categories are not primarily intended for classif ying 
things but for naming things. Classifying, it is true, is nearly always 
implied in their use. For instance, when one says: (speaking about 
an individual horse, say the King's horse) 'this is a crock', or 'a crock 
kicked me', the rubrication of the King's horse under the category of 
crocks is implied , but such a rubrication is a corollary. Indeed, using 
names is not per se classifying the things named. E.g. when I say 
'the equator is far away' or 'the last man on earth will be rather 
unhappy', I do not classify the subject under the 'class' of equators 
or that of the last men on earth, respectively. 

It should be noted, finally, that if the categories are taken primarily 
as names , the place of individuals in Aristotle's categories is no problem 
any longer (cfr. Ackrill, 80). The individual names standing for an 
individual substance or an individual 'thing' - whether constitutive 
of that individual (genus, species, differentia) or an incidental property 
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- introduce the individuals quite naturally into the categories. That 
such names are not apt to act as sentence predicates is irrelevant, 
since being a predicative expression is not coextensive with being a 
category. 

- 2 a uff. Substance - "that which is called a substance most strictly, 
primarily, and most of all" - is defined as subsistent thing , or, if you 
want: 'the category of substance in the strictest sense is the name 
signifying a subsistent thing'. Well, a thing's subsistence logically 
equates to its being neither a kathypok nor an enhypok .40 The positive 
formula is found at 2 b 57 - 3ai: "it is because the primary sub- 
stances are hypokeimena for all the rest that "they are called sub- 
stances most strictly". Well, whereas the requirements of being 
neither a kathypok nor an enhypok are completely fulfilled by primary 
substance, they are only in part by secondary substance (the species 
and genera in the category of substance), since the latter is a kathypok , 
not an enhypok . A thing's subsistence is, so to speak, diminished by 
its being a kathypok ; on the other hand, it is excluded by its being an 
enhypok . So the entire chapter five can be seen as discussing the 
(relative) subsistence of the non-enhypoks (divided into primary and 
secondary substance) and the non-subsistence of all enhypoks. At 
3 a 2 iff, differentia (that in the category of substance, of course) is 
admitted to the non-enhypoks with the same status as secondary 
substance, with which it shares in being a kathypok. 

So subsistence (= being a non-enhypok) is the pivotal characteristic 
of substance including, with certain restrictions (see 2 a 11-13 '> 
2 a 34 - 2 b 6 ; 2 b y-21 ; 2 b 2Ç-30 : meta. . . . deuterai ; 3 a 36-37), sec- 
ondary substance and differentia. The later development of the ousia 
doctrine (such as found in the Metaphysics) still retained subsistence 
as the cardinal characteristic, to the effect that, though, from the 
logical viewpoint, the infima species is a kathypok , yet being ontologic- 
ally a unity with individual substance, it is the only candidate for 
being 'true substance'. So, as early as in the Categories , primary and 
secondary substance (the latter taken together with its differentia) 
stand at the right side of the borderline between subsistent and 
non-subsistent things. 

40 Cfr. i b 3-4 . I use ' kathypok ' for 'thing that is said of something else as its 
subject' and ' enhypok ' for 'thing that is in something, but not as a part, and 
cannot exist separately from what it is in' (according to Aristotle's definition 
at i a 24-25). 
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- 2aiç~33 : Regarding secondary substance the nature of 'being 
kathypok without being enhypok' is explained. Members of this class 
are certain names {kathypok) and 'things' ( non-enhypok ) indiscrim- 
inately, that is, when taken as names these members are kathypoks , 
as 'things' they are non-enhypoks. So this section marks off secondary 
substance from all what is found in the non-substance categories, in 
order to strengthen its claim for being an ousia. 

- 2 a 34 - 2 b 6: Yet there is still a difference between primary sub- 
stance and all the rest (including secondary substance). Therefore 
Aristotle stresses the former's being both non-enhypok and non - 

kathypok . 
Ackrill (83) rightly asserts that Aristotle's conclusion (at 2 b 5-6) 

is evidently intended to mark out primary substance as somehow 
basic {contra Plato). He seems to be wrong, however, in saying that 
the point is not well expressed.41 For when arguing contra Plato 
Aristotle may consider it in confesso that if there did not exist secon- 

dary substances, there were not primary substances either. What 
suffices for Aristotle, now, is to show {contra Plato) that the inverse 
is also true. So in fact he intends to mark out (still contra Plato) 
primary substance, too, as somehow basic and to argue for the im- 
manence of genera and species in individuals. 

- 2 b y-28 : The main theme of this section is the interchangeability 
of 'being hypokeimenon' and 'being subsistent'. So primary substance 
is subsistent par excellence and eidos being the hypokeimenon of its 

genera {2 b 19-20) is more subsistent than the latter. 
Aristotle adduces as an argument {2 b 8) that species is nearer to 

the primary substance (as may be seen, indeed, from the generic 
tree dressed, above, p. 36). Next, he gives two illustrations of this 

argument (rather than two arguments for the thesis that the species 
is more a substance than the genus, as Ackrill (83) says). 
(1) if one is to say of the primary substance what it is, it will be more 
informative to give the species then the genus {2 b 8-10). 
(2) it is because primary substances are the hypokeimena of all 

kathypoks and enhypoks , that they are called substances most of all. 
Well, since the species are the hypokeimena of their genera, and not 
vice versa , the former are more substance than the latter {2 b 15-21). 
41 The following remark is due to a kind suggestion from my colleague Mr. 
Herman Philipse. 
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This section winds up with the statement that whenever different 
infimae species are compared, one is no more a substance than an- 
other ( 2 b 22-24, to be translated: "But as to the species themselves: 
of those among them that are not genera [that is, the infimae species J 
one is no more a substance than another"). There follows ( 2 b 24-26) 
an argument similar to the one used at 2 b 8-10. Aristotle concludes in 
saying that similarly of the primary substances one is no more a 
substance than another (2 b 26-27). 

So the purport of the whole section seems to be that Aristotle in 
linking up so closely infimae species with primary substance anticipates 
as it were, his later view (expressed in the Metaphysics) that the unity 
of infimae species and individual substance is the only serious candidate 
for being True Substance. The doctrinal content of this section may 
also be seen as a stage in the controversy between Aristotle and his 
master. Of the Platonic Ideas the enhypoks (using the Aristotelian 
terminology), such as 'the Paleness', 'the Beautiful' etc., are all to be 
dismissed without more ado, whereas the kathypoks need not be dis- 
missed but only inasmuch as they are made immanent - as is done by 
Aristotle contra Plato - in primary substance. The nearer they are to 
primary substance, the more substance they are (2 b 7-8), so that 
among them the infimae species are singled out by Aristotle (2 b 7-21 ; 
cfr. 3 b 21-23) as being of all secondary substances the closest in 
nature to primary substance. Indeed, they are non-enhypoks (like 
primary substances) and less kathypoks than all the rest of the kathy- 
poks, since they are said of individuals only. So, as early as in the 
Categories, there is an undeniable attempt at telescoping infima 
species into primary substance.42 One need not wonder about that. 
Telescoping, that is, disposing of the Platonic chôrismos, was Aris- 
totle's only weapon against Plato. As a matter of fact an increasing 
process of telescoping has been taking place between the Categories 
and the Metaphysics -43 

- 2 b 2ç - 3 a 6: "after (= 'in the suite of') the primary substances 
their species and genera are the only other things called secondary 
substances". That these are the only ones entitled to be called so is 
argued for with the help of two arguments similar to those found at 
2 b 7-21 : (1) the argument based on the different amount of informa- 
tion ( 2 b 30-37), and (2) the hypokeimenon argument ( 2 b 37 - 3 a 6). 
42 Cfr. De Rijk: 1978, 103-107. 43 See L. M. de Rijk, The Authenticity of Aristotle's Categories, in: Mnemosyne, Series TV, 4, (195 1), [129-159], i4iff. 
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It should be noted, now, that in the examples given at 2 b 31-36 a 
diversity of predicates is meant (man, animal, pale, runs). But at 
3 a 4-6 Aristotle has names in view. So Ackrill is quite right in trans- 
lating 'you will call etc.' (By the way, his rendering oukoun by 'it 
follows that' seems less fortunate; I would prefer: '<your speaking of 
both a grammatical man and a grammatical animal > will be implied) .** 
For that matter, the translation of ereis by 'you will predicate' would 
not do, for <your saying > 'this man is grammatical' does not entail 
<your saying > : 'Man is grammatical'. Other examples where name- 

giving, not predication, is meant, are found at 3 a 33-37 (see below, 
P- 43)- 

- 3 a y-21: It is a characteristic common to every substance to be a 

non-enhypok (to me en hypokeimenôi einai). Primary substance is, by 
definition (see i b 3-4 ), neither enhypok nor kathypok. As for secondary 
substances, it is obvious at once (contra Ackrill, 84) that they are 

non-enhypoks . For after the definition of enhypok (given at J a 24-23) 
there are two requirements for being an enhypok : (1) being in some- 
thing, but not as a part, and (2) unable to exist separately from what 
it is in. Well, secondary substances satisfy the second condition only. 

- 3 a 21-28: Being a non-enhypok is not, however, peculiar to sub- 
stance. It applies also to the substantial differentia. So the (sub- 
stantial) differentia should be admitted to the same side of the border- 
line between substance and all things belonging to the non-sub- 
stance categories (cfr. above, p. 39). This affinity, then, is further 
clarified at 3 a 25-28 , where it is argued that the differentia is a 

kathypok of the same type as secondary substance is, and not in the 

way all things belonging to non-substance categories are kathypoks 
(see 3 a i5-*7'> 2 a 27~34 )• 

It should be noted, now, that, though the species is said to be 

hypokeimenon for the genus (2 b 19-20), the genus is not its enhypok 
(but only its kathypok ), since enhypok was defined otherwise (at 
i b 24-25 ), to the effect that an enhypok is not in something as a part. 
We may conclude that genera and species are in the primary sub- 
stances as partes constitutivae. This perfectly fits in with Aristotle's 

44 Aristotle's point could perhaps be better clarified by an argument like this: 
"if you, in your enthousiasm, will call Callias '(ал) immortal (poet)', your 
speaking of 'an immortal man' (and animal) will be implied. Well, you can 
easily see that 'an immortal man1 is a coniradictio in ierminis since, by definition, 
man is mortal. Therefore, etc." 
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speaking (at ib 10-24) about differentiae constitutivae (not divisivae ; 
see above, p. 36i.). To my mind, Aristotle always presupposes that the 
secondary substances are constitutive parts of the primary substances, 
this being precisely the nucleus of his doctrine of the immanent eidos 
{contra Plato).45 Knowing this we are better prepared to understand 
what is said at 3 a 29-32. 

- 3 a 29-32: "The fact that (ta mere . . ģ onta) the parts of the sub- 
stances are present in their wholes as in their hypokeimenon should 
not disturb us by any fear that we may be forced to say . . .etc." 

Aristotle is commonly supposed to speak here about such parts of 
a substance as arms and legs (see e.g. Tricot and Gohlke ad loc .). If 
so, his remark intends to save the ontological position of arms, legs, 
etc. and the ousias at a 30-31 must be taken (as is usually done ad loc.) 
as an accusative. We may translate, then: '. . . . forced to say that 
such parts are not substances'. 

However, Aristotle might intend here to speak about differentia 
and secondary substance as constitutive parts of primary substances. 
I must agree that ousias should be taken, then, as a (partitive) genitive 
and ousia itself rather loosely as 'the domain of substance'. Then, we 
might translate : '  forced to say that such parts do not belong 
to the domain of substance'. - But I am afraid, after all, that 3 a 29-32 
should be taken in the usual way and contains just a scholastic remark 
about such things as arms and legs in rudium eruditionem (cp. 
8 a i3ff.). 

- 3 a 33 - ^ 9 : From now onwards the differentiae have been ad- 
mitted to the area of substance, since they are non-enhypoks (in the 
sense of 1 a 24-2 5) no less than the primary and secondary sub- 
stances. Aristotle obviously speaks here of the synonymous way of 
naming . For instance, if Callias is called mant animal , or rational , he 
is called so synonymously from Man, Animal and Rational, respect- 
ively, c.q. if one says: 'Callias is man, animal , rational* , those names 
are synonymously predicated. So аз4-зу is to be translated: "for all 
the names deriving from them are said either of the individuals or of the 
species; for from a primary substance no name derives, since it is 

45 See also Ackrill's penetrative remarks, 86-87 (a^ 3 a 21) and the Paraphrasis 
Themistiana c. 69 ed. Minio-Paluello, p. 148. For genera and differentia being 
'parts' (merê) of the substantial form (eidos, species), see Metaphys. A 25, 
35 a 2; Z, chs. 10-11 e.a. 
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said of no subject". The expression 'is saiď (Aristotle uses both 
legesthai and katêgoreisthai)' stands loosely for 'is nameď and 'is 
predicated'. So a 37-39 runs "as for the secondary substances, the 
species is said (predicated) of the individual, the genus is predicated 
of the species as well as said (predicated) of the individuals". Similarly 
katêgorountai at 3 b 2 is ambiguously used. 

- 3 b 10-23. From the viewpoint of semantics this section is of the 
utmost importance. To be sure, Aristotle still speaks about the 

hypokeimenon character (= subsistence, or being non-enhypok ; see 
above, p. 39) of substance. Well, there are three possibilities on 
this score: 
(a) being non-enhypok and non-kathypok as well 

(b) being non-enhypok , yet kathypok 
(c) being both enhypok and kathypok . 

Primary substances belong to (a) and are subsistent in the strictest 
sense. All 'things' in the non-substance categories belong to (c) and 
lack subsistence. Secondary substances belonging to (b) are in a 

position somewhere halfway between (a) and (c) but still at the right 
side of the borderline. 

Ontologically speaking primary substances truly are , the members 
of class (c) are only incidentally (accidentally), whereas the secondary 
substances are, but that only in virtue of their immanence in prim- 
ary substance. 

In this section, however, Aristotle describes the above picture from 
the semantic point of view. Throughout the whole section the key- 
word is to signify ( sêmainein ). Ackrill (88) is of the opinion that the 
author is careless in speaking as if it were substances (and not names 
of substances) that signify. To my mind, we had better say it some- 
what differently (see also above, p. 35 and De Rijk: 1978, 93). 
Every category is primarily a name. A name is a significative term 
taken qua significative, that is, together with its correlate, the 'thing' 
signified. Well, name and thing named form an 'unarticulated unity', 
so to speak. Sometimes, however, one of the two comes to the fore, 
especially for the modern interpreter. E.g. if the term used goes with 
such verbs like 'signify', as in 'man signifies', then the sense is: the 
name man signifies. On the other hand, when saying 'white is in a 

subject', the 'thing' white is meant, of course, not the name. How- 
ever, sometimes, even in modern usage, the vagueness is retained, 
e.g. 'man (white) is predicated' means indiscriminately: 'the name 
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man (white) is a predicate name' and, the 'thing' man (white) is 
attributed. This is no matter of 'carelessness' until the vagueness 
leads to real misunderstanding. Actual distinctions are only to be 
made for certain purposes. Ackrill is surely right in asserting (89) 
that Aristotle is at a disadvantage in this passage through not having 
at his disposal such terms as 'refer' , 'describe' , 'denote', and 'connote'. 
But he seems to be wrong in assuming that Aristotle would have 
been in a better position if he had from the start examined and 
distinguished various uses of expressions like '(a) man' instead of 
embarking at once upon a classification of 'things there are'. As a 
matter of fact Aristotle is trying to distinguish the various uses of 
expressions (especially names), but does so by focusing on the logical 
content (semantic value) of the names, that is, the different 'things' 
signified by the names, and the different ways in which the names 
signify their 'things' (viz. synonymously or paronymously). This same 
approach is found in Metaph . Д, 1017 a 25. 

This section is well suited to clarify all this. Taking up the division 
given above, (p. 44) we may state: 
(a) primary substance indisputably signifies tode ti , for what is re- 
vealed by it is individual and numerically one (atomon kai hen arith - 

moi). It should be noted, now, that by the phrases 
' tode ti', 'individual' 

and 'numerically one' primarily the indexical force of primary sub- 
stance names is pointed out and secondarily the thing's subsistence. 
What exactly is meant by tode ti will become clear presently. 
(b) "as for secondary substances, on the account of the form of the 
designation,46 they, too, seem to signify tode ti, e.g. when one says man 
or animal - but this is not really true; rather, it signifies poion ti" 
(3 b 13-16). 

It is unfortunate, in a way, (cp. Ackrill, 88), that Aristotle draws 
the contrast between primary substance and secondary substance by 
saying that the latter signifies poion ti, and, doing so, is bound to 
make the impression that secondary substances really belong to a 
non-substance category (Quality). However, for us his doing so is 
profitable, in a way, since he is compelled, now, to distinguish most 
sharply between the poion of secondary substance and that of the 
category of quality. I think, we should fully exploit Aristotle's ex- 
planation of that distinction. 
48 or goes homoiôs with the dative schêmati ?; ср. Aristophanes, Thesmoph., 167: 
'to do things suiting the nature' (homoia ... poiein ... tei phy sei); Plato, 
Resp., 549 E 3: women's complaints are like themselves (homoia heautais). 
Cp. Categ. 9 b 15 (homoian = 'corresponding'). 
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Well, we are told that secondary substance does not signify tode ti 
but rather poion ti , "since the hypokeimenon is not, as primary sub- 
stance is , one, but man and animal are said of many things" (3 b 16-18) . 
What does Aristotle mean here by hypokeimenon ? It is said to be 
one (hen) in the case of primary substance and not one but said of 
many (kata pollón) in the case of secondary substance. The term one 
as opposed to said of many must point to the unique applicability of 
the name man in phrases such as 'this particular man'.47 This makes 
it plausible that by 'hypokeimenon' he understands the 'underlying 
thing1 qua signified by an expression. Saying 'this man' the indexical 
information is performed quite unambiguously (one thing only being 
indicated). However, this seems wholly due to the indexical force of 
the demonstrative pronoun ('this1), since even when saying 'this bear' 
(pointing to, say Callias) the indexical information is also guaranteed. 
But, quite apart from its indexical information, the expression 'this 
man' gives also some descriptive information. Well, the latter is ex- 

pressed most fully if one says (speaking about Calhas) 'this particular 
man' t since we are informed, then, that Calhas is a subsistent entity. 
On the other hand, the secondary substance man (in being part of 
the phrase 'this particular man ) signifies the subsistent entity, Callias, 
as well, because of its belonging to the substance category. But it 

points by itself to a certain qualification of the subsistence (sub- 
sistent man, c.q. subsistent animal , subsistent body etc.). So the 

secondary substance name taken by itself is less informative than that 
of primary substance. Finally, as for expressions like 'the white 

(thing)', they do designate subsistent entities as well (to leukon = the 
white thing), but only as implied by the phrase 

' the white', and, 
accordingly, the information given by such expressions about the 

hypokeimenon named is rather small. 
To my mind, it is this what Aristotle is trying to tell us at 3 b 18-23 : 

"However, secondary substance does not signify simply some thing 
[the hypokeimenon is meant] as being of a certain quality (poion ti) , 
as 'the white' (to leukon) does, for 'the white' signifies nothing but 
being of a certain quality, whereas it is of substance that the species 
and the genus mark off just its being (substance) of this or that kind 

47 Not in such propositions as 'Callias is (a) man', where, on Aristotle's view, 
man is secondary substance, (see Anal. Post. 83 a 14-17; cfr. 82 a 20). An ad- 
ditional argument, actually, to take the categories as names , rather than 
predicates. 
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[ Чо poiorì at b 20 as opposed to 
' 
poiori at b J948]; they signify, 

namely, some substance as being of this, or that, kind". 
It should be noted, therefore, that 'this particular man', and 

'man' in the expression 'this particular man' as well as 4he white' 
(i to leukon) equally refer to some subsistent entity, say Callias (cp. 
above, pp. 28-30). However, the difference lies in their respective 
modes of referring. Primary substance expressions give the highest 
amount of information, followed by species and genus (in this order, 
see 3 b 21-23, and 2 b 8-14), whereas the amount of information 
provided by names from non-substance categories is the smallest. 
Indeed, the name white as such refers to the hypokeimenon (Callias) 
but via one of its qualitative properties. 'Man', 'animal', 'body', on 
the contrary, refer to it in their own right, whereas 'this man, animal, 
body' designate the subsistent thing by means of an expression in 
which the subsistence is fully expressed. 

One might object that at 3 b 18 to leukon as opposed to species and 
genus in the substance category (at 3 b 19) must refer to the species 
white primarily and ask whether it really refers to the white particular 
thing, say, Callias. For that matter, the Greeks were hampered by 
the Greek idiom by which to leukon may mean either 'white thing' or 
'white colour', to the extent, however, that the phrase usually stands 
simply for a thing having a quality but can be used to signify the 
quality white (whiteness) itself. It should be stated at the outset 
that at 3 b 18 the expression to leukon does not signify the white 
thing but (the name) white. However, this does not amount to saying 
that the name white should refer to whiteness in abstracto ; it must 
point to this particular instance of white (ness) found in Callias (cfr. 
Ackrill, 83; cp. above, pp. 27ff. and 3iff.). 

So the section 3 b 10-23 really contains the same semantic pre- 
suppositions as we have found elsewhere in Aristotle's writings (see 
above, pp. 22-33). They may be summed up as follows: 

(1) names 49 are used to indicate subsistent things (that is, to Aristotle, con- 
crete individuals); let us call this the 'indexical use' They cannot help, 
however, to convey also some descriptive information. This leads to the 
next division of their use : 

(2) every name used has a double force 
2.1 an indexical force by means of which it indicates a subsistent thing 2.2 a descriptive force as a result of which it asserts some 'thing' about a 

subsistent thing. 
48 My assistant Mrs. Ria van der Lecq was kind enough to draw my attention 
to the use of to at 3 b 20. 
49 It should be borne in mind that proper names are not included here (neither are they with Aristotle). 
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(з) As for their meanings, names are to be divided into 
3.1 'concrete names', that is, (the names of) primary substances. They 

have the strongest indexical force, whereas their descriptive form 
depends upon the 'abstract name' that is part of the concrete name 
(see sub 3.2) 

3.2 'abstract names' to be subdivided into 
3.21 names of secondary substances (and differentiae in the category 

of substance). Their indexical force depends upon their being 
part of a concrete name, c.q. their syntactic position.50 Their 
descriptive force corresponds with their place in the generic 
tree: the nearer they are to primary substance (signified by the 
concrete name) the more descriptive they are (see 2 b 8-14 : 
3 b 21-23 ; cp. Top. 121 b 12-14). 

3.22 names of the non-substance categories (including their dif- 
ferentiae). Their indexical force depends on their being part of 
a concrete name, c.q. their syntactic position (see our note 50) ; 
their descriptive force is not beyond referring to an incidental 
property of the concrete thing meant. 

- 3 b 24ff. At 3 b 24ff. ; 3 b 33 f f., and 4 a ioff. three items eagerly 
discussed in the Platonic circle are dealt with, viz. contrariety, more 
and less, and the capability of receiving contraries. The last charac- 
teristic is called most distinctive of substance {4 a jo-jj). It concerns, 
indeed, what is most characteristic of being a hypokeimenon viz. sub- 
sistence. Well, this essential feature of the hypokeimenon actually is 
the leitmotiv of the whole chapter on Substance (cp. above, p. 39: 44). 

This capability amounts to being able to change without loss of 

identity. In Aristotle's own words {4 a io-iiģ. 13 ; 17-19): "while 51 

being numerically one and the same, able to receive contraries". 

4.8 Aristotle s view on relatives 

It would go far beyond the scope of this paper to go through the 
next chapters of the Categories (6-9) in all detail. What is said there 
seems in full accordance with what I have stated above. I confine 

myself to some remarks on poson and a more extensive discussion of 

pros ti. 
First some comment on Ch. 6. Ackrill (91) is of the opinion that 

Aristotle does not list or attempt to classify quantitative properties 
or corresponding quantitative predicates but lists and groups the 
owners of those properties instead, and claims to list all the primary 
owners of such properties (lines, surfaces, etc.). I think, however, 

60 In subject position they mostly have the force of a concrete name (c.q. are 
part of it) ; in predicate position they always lack indexical force. 
51 Note the predicative use of on at 4 a 11, 13, 18 and 6n at a ig ; the to at 
a jo belongs to the infinitive einai at a 11. 
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that at 4 b 20 - 5 a 37 Aristotle prefaces Ms semantic treatment of 
poson (found at 5 я 38 - 6 a 35) with an enumeration of those things 
that can be named in their own right (kyriôs, 5 a 38 ; kath' hauto, 
5 b 4) about which some previous information should be given to 
the listeners (readers). It is clear that the distinction kyriôs - kata 
symbebêkos runs parallel with what we found in Post. Anal, and 
Metaph. (see above pp. 22; 33). At 5 b 11 and 6 a igff. Aristotle deals 
with quantitative names (which may be mainly used as predicates) ; 
his use of sêmainei (at 5 b 27) should be noticed. At 6 a 26ff. Aristotle 
discusses the most distinctive (predicate) names of posa, viz. 'equal' 
and 'unequal'. It goes without saying that he intends to speak here 
about the mathematical property of (un) equality only, as it is defined 
in Metaph. Д 15, 1021 a 21 : 'whose quantity is one'. 

Of course the pros ti things (ch. 7) are most interesting to our 
purpose. They are defined at 6 a 36-37 : "all such things are said 
[either named or predicated] as relative (pros ti) things that are 
either said to be just what they are of or than other things, or in 
some other way of relation to something else". Notice that, again, 
the phrase pros ti primarily modifies the being-named (said) ( legetai ) 
and secondarily the things named (said). Cp. above, pp. 26f ; 3off, and 
below, our n. 52. Well, the relatives are of two types: (1) those of the 
'larger than', 'slave-master' (6 b 29) and 'double of type, and (2) 
those meant at 6 a 37 ("in some other way of relation") and instanced 
at 6 b 2-3, where Aristotle says: "the following, too, and their like, 
are among relatives; hexis, diathesis, aisthêsis, episteme, thesis ; for 
each of these in being named 'of something else' is named just what 
it is and not something different from what it is".52 

For instance, knowledge (episteme) is named knowledge of some- 
thing, that is, a particular instance of knowledge (c.q. a species of 
knowledge) is named knowledge of (x), (y), (z), and its being 'of (x), 
(y), (z)' is just what this knowledge is (and not only what it is about). 
(For 'knowledge' being among the relatives, see also Top. 121 a 1 and 
Metaph. 1021 b 6.) So Aristotle may say (6 b 34-36] cfr. 11 b 27-31) 

52 litterally: "for each of the things mentioned is said (called) just what it is 
of other things and not something different <from what it is>". The phrase tout' hoper estin and kat ouk allo ti modify the verb 'being said' (legesthai) and 
determine it as an essential mode (cp. above, n. 31). In fact, tout' hoper estin 
and allo ti are equivalent to kath' hauto and kata symbebêkos used elsewhere 
(see above, pp. 3off.). 
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that "knowledge" is called knowledge of what is known (the usual 
rendering 'knowable' seems less correct) 53 and what is known is 
called known by knowledge; and perception is perception of what is 

perceived and what is perceived is called perceived by perception. 
(By the way, all problems raised by Christopher Kirwan at Metaph . 
I02I a 2Óff . will disappear, as soon as epistêton etc. are taken for 

'thing known' etc . instead of 'knowable' etc. So a 31-33 should be 
rendered: "For 'thing thought' signifies that there exists thought of 
it, but the thought of it is not relative to that of which it is a thought, 
for, then, we should have said the same thing [viz. of it] twice". Cp. 
b 2-3 : "... we shall be saying the same thing twice: 'sight is of that 

of which sight is'"). In other words, the correlate determines the 

specific essence ('just what it is') of that knowledge. So 'knowledge' 
cannot be defined unless its correlative ('the known') is implied in 
the formula. 

Ackrill rightly observes (99) that with 'state', 'condition' and 

'position' it is not obvious what Aristotle means by saying that they 
are followed by genitives (and, accordingly, belong to the pros ti 

things). At first glance, at least, they seem not to fit very well into 
the list. The only way to clarify the situation will be to interpret the 
words hexis, diathesis , and thesis in line with our interpretation of 

'knowledge' and 'perception'. It should be noted in this connection 
that hexis and diathesis are called genera of knowledge at Top . IV 4, 
124 b 39- 125 a i : "both knowledge itself and its genera, e.g. dia- 
thesis and hexis y are said 'of something'." 

First hexis and diathesis . 'Hexis', the verbal noun from 'echeiri (to 
have), has the basic meaning of 'the having' ('possession', 'holding', 
'wearing', etc.). Well, Aristotle seems to discern in this semantic field 
a special area where 'having' and 'being had' are remarkably inter- 
woven. So in Metaph . Д 20, 1022 b 4-5 hexis is defined as 'a certain 
functioning {energeia) of the 'haver' and of 'what he has'. The author 
elucidates this by saying (b 5-8) : "whenever one thing makes and 
another is made, there is 'making' between them; well, just so be- 
tween the 'haver' of a garment and the garment 'had' there is a 

'having'". Well, saying this makes only sense if, from the viewpoint 

53 The editio composita (adaptation of Boethius' translation from the Carolin- 
gian period) rightly has (p. 59, 21-23, ed. Minio-Paluello) : "disciplina disciplinati 
dici tur disciplina  et sensus sensati sensus". 
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of deep structure, 'having' and 'being had' are interchangeable.64 
Gillespie {op. cit ., 82) may be right in pointing out that Thaet ., 197 В 
and Laws , 625 С make it probable that hexis in this sense means 
originally the energeia of wearing clothes, armour etc., as opposed to 
the mere possession of them. I would rather suggest that the 'wearing' 
sense of 'having' is just a particular case of the general, rather vague 
sense of 'having a (queer, hard, etc) way about one' (Dutch: 'over 
zieh hebben'). So 'having' something may determine the subject's 
mode of appearing, c.q. mode of being. (Thus the common Greek 
construction of echein with an adverb is quite understandable). In 
Plato, Resp. IV, 433 E 12-13 the combination of hexis and praxis 
(e.g. in the definition of justice: 'the having {hexis) and doing {praxis ) 
what is a man's own, and belongs to him') is easily understood. In 
the Cratylus (414 B-C) the interrelation between hexis пои ('having 
of reason') and têchnê ('skill') is etymologically supported {technê = 
echonoê ). In Nic. Eth. II 5, 1105 b 25-26 hexeis are defined as the things 
in virtue of which we stand well or badly . 

In all such cases hexis obviously determines the haver's mode of 
being. This seems the case especially when the 'thing had' determines 
the very nature of the 'haver'. In Aristotle, De spiritu 14, 474 a 25 
we find the phrase : 'life and the having of soul {hê tês psyches hexis) ; 
it is obvious, indeed, that soul determines its 'haver': who has soul 
is 'had by soul {anima) = 'animated'. So Metaph. Г 5, 1009 b 5 has 
' 
having mind' {noun echein) for 

' 
being sane'. 

In Metaph . I 4, 1055 b 12-13 the comings-to-be are said to proceed 
'from the form and the having of form'; here, too, the 'thing had' 
determines the 'haver' as to make the having of form {hexis tou eidous) 
identical with 'being formed'. The having of a bad soul = being had 
by that soul = being bad. Plato Sophist 247 A 5 is most illustrative 
on this score: "any soul comes to be just (or the reverse) by having 
justice (or the reverse) and the presence {parousia ) of justice in it". 

54 It should be stressed that here 'making' and 'having' should not be taken 
for actions as opposed to 'passions' ('being made', 'being had'). In fact, 'making' and 'having' are to be taken in a neutral sense covering the specific senses of 
action-passion. Perhaps English 'to print' has a similar range of meanings: 
(a) 'produce by applying inked types', (b) 'take impressions from type', (c) 'state of being printed'. There is much to be said for Benvéniste's suggestion 
(op. cit. 424-5) to link up keisthai ('being in a posture') and echein ('having a state or condition') with the meaning of the perfect tense of medial verbs 
in Greek. 
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In Plato and in Aristotle as well, parousia is the well-known technical 
term to indicate a formal nature's presence in some thing. It is found 
together with koinônia ( Phaedo , 100 D 5) as it is with hexis at Soph. 
247 A 5. 

Generally speaking, in all these cases 'having a thing' = 'being 
such-and-such in virtue of the thing had'. It seems useful in this 
connection to point to the deep structure sense of participles and 

quasi-participles. The suffix '-ed' forming the past participles of weak 
verbs and of participial adjectives indicating a condition or quality 
resulting from the action of the verb originally served 55 (and still is 
productive in that respect) to form adjectives from nouns (so: 
'bearded', 'booted', 'gloved', 'spectacled' etc.) which all indicate 'a 

being endowed (provided) with the thing named by the noun'. 56 Here, 
too, 'having some thing' = 'being such-and-such in virtue of it' 
('having x' = 'being х-eď). From this point of view the use of hexis 
for both 'having' and 'state', 'condition' is perfectly understandable. 

The same applies to diathesis which is taken by Aristotle in ap- 
proximately the same sense as hexis ('state', 'condition') See Metaph. 
1022 b io : " hexis means a diathesis" ' for the well-known difference, 
see Categ. 8, 8 b 28 - 9 a 13. Again, 'having a disposition' = 'being 
disposed' = 'being such-and-such in virtue of that disposition'. So 

66 For Greek and Latin, see J. Wackernagel, Vorlesungen über Syntax, mit 
besonderer Berücksichtigung von Griechisch, Lateinisch und Deutsch, Erste 
Reihe, Basel *1926, 136; 287; P. Chantraine, La formation des noms en grec 
ancien , Paris 1933, 305i.; Id., Dictionnaire étymologique. Histoire des mots, 
Paris 1974, s.v. pterôtos ; E. Risch, Wortbildung der homerischen Sprache , Berlin 
2I974, 21; 330. - For Indo-european, see A. Meillet, Les adjectifs grecs en -tos, 
in: Donum natalicium Schrijnen Nijmegen 1929, 639; E. Benvéniste, Noms 
d'agent et noms d'action en Indo-européen , Paris 1948, 167; J. Gonda, Selected 
Studies, vol. V Indonesian linguistics, Leyden 1975, 55i. For English, see 
H. Marchand, The Categories and Types of Present-day English Word Formation, 
Munich 1969, 264; F. Th. Visser, A Historical Syntax of the English Language 
II, Leyde 1966, 1223-4 (1223: "Attention must be drawn to the existence in 
Old English of adjectives derived from nouns by means of the suffix -ede (-ed) 
 connoting the possession or the presence of the attribute or thing ex- 
pressed by the noun"; 1224: "In Modern English the tendency to create new 
denominatives of this kind has so much increased that the suffix - ed is now 
added without restriction to any noun from which it is desired to form an 
adjective with the sense 'possessing', 'provided with', 'characterized by', in 
spite of the fact that objections to this procedure were repeatedly made by 
grammarians and non-grammarians"). 56 Without any connotation of a corresponding verb (e.g. bearded, gloved 
etc.). The word 'coloured' is remarkable in that it still has a double function; 
of participial adjective (as in 'coloured eyelashes') and of merely adjective 
(as in 'coloured people'). 
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Aristotle calls {Top. VI 6, 145 a 36-37) knowledge "a disposition of the 
soul", at Top. IV 2, 121 b 38 it is called "a hexis and diathesis". The 
former passage is most instructive of the nature of the correlation of 
'having x' and 'being x-ed'; "every disposition (1 diathesis ) and every 
affection ( pathos ) is formed naturally in that of which it is an affection 
or disposition; as knowledge, too, is formed in the soul {a 34-36). 

Well, as "the knowledge is called knowledge of a thing known, and 
the thing known known by knowledge" (6 b 34-35), just so the hexis 
is called a hexis of a 'thing had' and the 'thing had' is called a thing 
had by hexis ; similarly for diathesis. As a matter of fact this explana- 
tion is found in the Greek Commentators (e.g. Porphyry, In Categ. 
112, 25-32 ed. Busse; Ammonius, In Categ. 68, 15-19 ed. Busse; hektou 
legetai hexis kai anapalin to hekton hexei hekton ho esti pros dotikên 
[in the dative case] apodidotai, kai he diathesis homoiôs diathetou 
diathesis kai to diatheton diaihesei diatheton etc.). 

So at Categ. 6 b 4-5 ("the hexis is called a hexis of some thing 
{hexis tinos) and the knowledge a knowledge of some thing") by 
'some thing' a hekton ('a thing had'), and an epistêton ('a thing known'), 
respectively should be understood. Boethius (In Arist. Categ. 219 A, 
ed. Migne) gives the following explanation: "dispositio namque dis- 
positae rei dispositio est et disposita res dispositione disposita est. 
Caloris enim dispositio calentis, idest ad calorem dispositi, dispositio 
est. Eodem modo dispositus ad calorem caloris dispositione dispositus 
est  Ut (et Migne) calor calentis sit (fit Migne) calor et calens 
calore calidum sit (fit Migne). 

Well, all this is in full accordance with what Aristotle himself says 
about relatives. First, one should remember his definitions of 'relative'. 
For the first one, at б л 36-37, see above, p. 49. At 8 a 31-32 we find: 
"those things are relatives for which being is the same as being some- 
how related to something". This may be compared with Top. VI 4, 
142 a 28-30, where it is said that in the case of all those things that 
are named relatives on virtue of their own nature (kath' hauta), being 
is the same as being somehow related to something, so that it is 
impossible to understand the one without the other (cp. Categ. 8, . 
5 b 31-32; 8 a 35; 8 b 2-3). At Soph. El. 31, 181 b 26-27 Aristotle 
warns us not to grant that names ( katêgorias ) of what is named as 
relative have any meaning taken by themselves (cp. Categ. 7, 6 b 3-4). 

The paragraph 6 a 36 - b 10 is all about relative names and things 
signified by relative names. What Aristotle tries to say is reasonably 
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clear: if you will name x by a relative name, you will bring in, by the 
fact itself, its correlative name, signifying a tiling correlated. That is, 
(i) when speaking, for instance, of a hexis ('a certain state' ) you un- 
avoidably refer (via its correlative name) to a hekton ('a thing in a 
certain state'), and, (2) reversely, when speaking of 'a thing in a 
certain state' your speaking of a hexis is implied. 

Well, statement (1) is directed against Plato: no hexis without a 
concrete hekton. And that (2) is not meant such as to be acceptable 
to Plato may appear from Boethius' final sentence: "the heat, there- 
fore, is the particular heat of the heat thing and the heat thing is 
heat by the particular heat". All Platonic chôrismos is abandoned. 

Now, what about thesis, the fifth candidate of the list at 6 b 2-3 ? 
Aristotle supports its being a relative by saying that thesis, too, is a 
thesis of something (6 b 5-6). For that matter, the Commentators 
(e.g. Porphyry, X12, 31; 113, 10-11; Simplicius, In Categ. 165, 1-2 ed. 
Busse ; Boethius, In Categ. 219 A) speak of a thesis of a theton and a 
theton theisei theton ('posited posited by thesis'). We are told that these 
formulas should be taken in the same way as the hexis and diathesis 
formulas (esp. Boethius, 219 A-B). 

First, we have to realize (as was pointed out by Gillespie, op. cit. 

7off.) that all categories seem to bear upon human beings. So thesis is 

simply 'posture', rather like schèma in the medical treatises (ibid. 9). 
It is applicable only to complex animal bodies, with mobile limbs 
controlled by voluntary effort (ibid. 12). One need not wonder, in- 
deed, that the Greek Commentators understand by theton animal 

body (soma) and by the species of thesis (anaklisis, stasis, kathedra) 
'recumbent posture', 'upright posture' and 'sitting posture', respect- 
ively. So we may translate 6 b 11-14 as follows: 

Recumbent posture, upright posture and sitting posture axe species of 
posture [rather than Ackrill's particular positions, since 'particular' con- 
notes concreteness]. Well, posture is a relative, but to-be-in-a-recumbent- 
posture {to anakeklisthai) , to-be-in-an-upright-posture ( kestanai ) or to-be-in- 
a-sitting-posture ( kathêsthai ) are themselves not postures but they get their 
names paronymously from the aforesaid postures'. 

" It should be noted that in composing his commentaries on the Organon 
Boethius made an extensive use of Greek notes (originally taken from quite a 
number of commentators, esp. Porphyry) which he found added in the margins 
of his copy of Aristotle's works. See James Shiel, Boethius' Commentaries on 
Aristotle in: Mediaeval and Renaissance Studies, 4 (1958). 216-244; and L- M. 
de Rijk, Logica Modernorum, vol. I (Assen 1962), 31-39: and Id., On the Chron- 
ology of Boethius' Works on Logic, in: Vivarium, 2 (1964), 32*37- 
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The Greek Commentators (Ammonius, 69, 23-25, Olympiodorus, 102, 
7 ed. Busse; Philoponus, 107, 9 ed. Busse) even say that, after the 
respective postures, the body itself is called stasis , anaklisis or kathedra. 
However, in commenting upon 6 b 12 they commonly explain these 
lines by saying (e.g. Porphyry, 113, 13-16) that who stands, stands 
in virtue of stasis ; who sits, sits in virtue of kathedra , and who lies, 
lies in virtue of anaklisis , where, of course, stasis , kathedra and ana- 
klisis are taken as immanent (accidental) forms. For kathedra and 
anaklisis being taken as the immanent forms in virtue of which one 
sits or lies, see the pseudo-Aristotelian Problemata (the doctrine of 
which is Peripatetic throughout), V 11, 881 b 29-31 (= Theophrast, 
De lassitudine cap. 9) : "weight being concentrated in one place in the 
sitting or recumbent posture {en tèi kathedrai ê kataklisei) causes pain 
owing to the pressure". 

So stasis etc. are relative names signifying accidental formae that 
are constitutive of an accidental property belonging to a hypo- 
keimenon. They are relative names, not mutually, of course, but 
relating to 'body', viz. as connoting the body standing, lying, or sitting, 
respectively. In other words: if you will call x standing, your speaking 
of an upright postur z-forma by which x is standing will be implied; 
and when speaking of an upright posture you speak, by the same 
token, of a forma (immanent, of course) in a concrete particular that 
is standing. 

However, since to-be-lying etc. are themselves not postures, 
(6 b 12-13) and> accordingly, not relatives, those names do not imply 
a reference to a correlated 'thing' other than the hypokeimenon 
signified. So the verb (verbal name) 'to-be-sitting' only refers to the 
subsistent thing Ç hypokeimenon ) underlying the immanent form 
kathedra (sitting posture), not that immanent form itself,58 let alone 
any Platonic Form of that kind ('Sitting Posture by Itself'). 

It is quite obvious why Aristotle insists so much upon the fact 
that all relatives are spoken of in relation to correlatives that reci- 
58 Cp. what is said Metaphys. A 15, 1021 a 26ff.: "unlike those relatives that 
are numerically expressed and also those of the act-potency type (as e.g. the 
able-to-heat is relative to the beatable, a 16-17), which are all relatives from 
being called just what they are of something else, not from the other thing 
being relative to them, the measured, known and thought (metrêton, epistêton, 
dianoêton) are called relatives from something else being called what it is 
relative to them. For 'the thing thought' is not correlative to 'existence of a 
thought (thinking) of it', but the latter is correlative to 'the thing thought', 
as, otherwise, we would commit pleonasm". - Of course such pleonasm would 
be absent if there were Platonic Forms. For a discussion of this passage, see 
below, pp. 57-60. 
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procaie (б Ь 28 - 7 b 14) and that the things signified by those names 
are simultaneous by nature (7 b 15 - 8 a 34). Both their reciprocity 
and their simultaneousness guarantee the exclusion of Platonic 
Forms. Unfortunately he has some difficulty with epistêton and 
aisthêton (7 b 22ff.) in taking them as already existing before knowl- 

edge and perception ( b 24-25 ; see also Metaph., 1010 b 30 - юн a 2; 
1021 a 29 - b 2 ; 1057 a 7-12) and as being existent even if no perceiving 
or knowing animal is in existence (b 33-35, where epistêton and aisthêton 
come very close to 'know able' and 'perceptive', indeed). However, 
in Metaph. Д 15 the difficulty has disappeared (see above, p. 50 and 
our note 58) and at De anima III 2, 425 b 25 - 426 a 1; 426 a 15-25) 
Aristotle exploits the distinction between actuality and potentiality 
to dispose of the difficulty (see Ackrill, 100-101). 

Summarizing our discussion of relatives as found in Categ. 7 I should 
like to stress that this chapter seems to introduce two kinds of relative 
names: 

(1) those names the use of which implies one's speaking of two different 
subsistent things: 'master-slave'; 'large mountain-small moun- 
tain' (c.q. non-mountain); 'one thing similar to another'. 

(2) those names that whenever used of a subsistent thing imply one's 

speaking of both an accidental form ('knowledge', 'disposition', 
'posture') and its formal counterpart ('the known', 'the dis- 

posed', 'the postured'), which belong, each of them, to the same 
subsistent thing ('knower', 'animal disposed', 'body in a posture'). 
As we have already seen (above, p. 55), the Greek Commentators 
even understand by 'recumbent etc. posture' the body itself in 
recumbent etc. posture. Indeed, there is, in cases of type (2), a 
material identity of 'thing being such-and-such' and the immanent 
'such-and-suchness'. One of the Greek Commentators, Elias {In 
Categ., 208, gif.) even refuses to call kathedra, anaklisis and stasis 
kinds of thesis any longer, as in them, he says, what is partaking 
is also what is partaken in ( metêchon esti kai metêchomenon) , as to 
make the distinction of two correlative things quite impossible. 

This much seems to be certain: in taking the members of group 
(2) as correlatives Aristotle argues against Plato's Forms of the 

type 'Similarness', 'Dissimilarness', 'Equalness', 'Unequalness', 
'Posture', and generally speaking all kinds of 'State' and 'Dis- 

position' ('Justice', etc.). His argument may be compared to the 
one found at 2 a 34 - 2 b 6 concerning such Platonic Forms as 
'Man', 'Animal' etc. (see above p. 39). 
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It seems to be useful to compare Aristotle's discussion at Categ. 7 
with what he says about relations elsewhere. Metaph. Д 15 gives an- 
other discussion of pros ti, which runs pretty well parallel to Categ. 7 
(in spite of what Kirwan asserts, op. cit., 164-167; his treatment 
seems to be failing here and there). 

Three kinds of relatives are enumerated there : 

(1) those of the kať arithmou type, i.e. those that are 'numerically 
expressed and are of a numerical nature', such as 'double-half' 
(1020 b 26-28; b 32 - 1021 a 9) 

(2) those of the act-potency type, i.e. those that are called relative 
in respect of their capacity to act and be affected, and the actual 
functioning of these capacities ( 1020 b 28-30 ; 102 1 a 14-15) 

(3) those of the episteme type, (1020 b 30-32 ; 1021 a 29 - b 3). 

(1) and (2) obviously are to be equated with the first kind mentioned 
in Categ. 7 (б a 36 - b 2), of which (2) is just a special subgroup of the 
first kind of Categ. Type (3) of Metaph. is quite the same as the second 
type of Categ. (6 b 2-14). It should be noticed, now, that at 102 1 a 26-28 
(1) and (2) are characterized in that their members are all relatives 
from being called just what they are of something else, not from the 
other thing being relative to them (Cp. Categ. 6 a 36-37; 8 a 31-32). 
Those belonging to (3) are relatives from being called just what they 
are from the other thing relative to them ( 1021 a 28-30). Relatives of 
the (1) and (2) types are such that the names used refer to correlated 
names, e.g. 'double' to 'half', or 'which heats' to 'which is heated' 
{102 1 a IJ-18). On the other hand, as for the members of group (3), 
the relative name used signifies secondarily, i.e. as a result of its being 
a relative, that there is something the matter with the subsistent 
thing signified primarily by that name, viz. that it is 'thought of', 
'known', or 'measured' (1021 a 29-31), whereas thinkwig as such, 
(knowing as such, measuring as such) are not relative to their objects 
(a 31-33) ; see also above, p. 55 n. 58. We have to return to the 
question below (see p. 59). 

At 1 02 1 b 3-1 1 a survey is given. The main division there is into (A) 
'things' named relatives in virtue of their own nature {ta kath' hauta 
legomena pros ti; mentioned at 1021b 3-8), and (B) 'things' called 
relatives coincidentally (kata symbebêkos), that is, in virtue of what 
they are coincidentally ; these are mentioned at 102 1 b 8-1 1. This 
main division is also found elsewhere, e.g. Top. 142 a 28 (see above, 
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p. 53) and Metaph. 1056 b 34. The first main group (A) is subdivided: 
A (1) : those 'things' that are called themselves relatives in one of the 
three senses (discussed at 1020 b 26 - 102 1 b 3; see above, p. 57, our 
nr. (1), (2), (3)). 

This type is mentioned at 102 1 b 3-4. Such relatives are found also 
in Soph. El. 13, 173 b 1-3 ("relatives that do not only have relative 

genera but are also themselves relatives", viz. the double-half type 
a.o.). Similarly at Top. 125 a 1, where knowledge (opposed there 
to its own genera) is called a relative. 
A (2) : those 'things' that are not by themselves called relatives ; they 
are subdivided into : 

(2.1) those that are reckoned among the relatives only because 
their genera are called relatives in one of the three senses men- 
tioned (1021 b 4-6). 

No doubt, species {eidê) are meant, not particular instances (ta kath' 

hekasta). Therefore Adorili (ad Categ., 11 a 24) and Kirwan (ad 
Metaph., 1021 b 4) seem to be wrong in taking our passage as con- 

flicting with Categ., 11 a 24, where the genus of knowledge is opposed 
to particular instances of knowledge (kath' hekasta, not eidê, a 24), e.g. 
Callias' knowledge of music, or Coriscus' knowledge of grammar. 
At Metaph. 1021 b 5-6, on the contrary, the species 'medicine' (not 
an individual's doctoring) is opposed to its genus 'knowledge'. 

(2.2) those relative 'things' in respect of which their 'havers' are 
called relatives, e.g. equality (isotês), since the equal thing <is 
called relative in respect of equality >. 59 

The (B) group is subdivided but only implicitly through the examples 
given: 

В (i) subsistent things that are called relatives (coincidentally). 
E.g. an individual man who is named 'double' because he just 
happens tobe double, and the latter mode of being is among the 
relatives (1021 b 8-10) 
В (2) those particular 'things' in the non-substance categories 
other than relatives. E.g. the concrete paleness is a relative 
if one and the same thing happens to be double and pale 
(102 1 b 10-11). 

" b 6 should be understood this way. Ross' translation (followed by Kirwan) 
is a howler ("equality is relative because the equal is, and likeness because 
the like is"), since isotês, not 'to ison', is instanced as belonging to the kath' hosa. 
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Returning, now, to the important distinction between the members 
of groups (i) and (2), on the one hand, and those of (3), on the other, 
their different natures as relatives should be examined more closely. 
All relatives of the gioups (1) and (2) (forming together the first class 
of the division made in Categ . 7), are of the '0/ something else' type. 
Well, this implies that the relation of the pairs involved (' double-half', 
'able to act (c.q. acting) - affectible (c.q. being affected)', is a correla- 
tion. So 'double' is relative to 'half', 'acting' to 'being affected', but 
also, the other way around, 'half' is relative to 'double' and 'being 
affected' to 'acting'. Therefore the (cor) relatives belonging to (1) and 
(2) are about two 'things' that are on a line; they are some 'thing' by 
themselves (c.q. constituents of two different subsistent things), and 
the name of each of them refers to the other. (See above, p. 56). It 
is interesting in this connection that in the Rhetorics members of (1) 
and (2) precisely are called pros alíela ('correlatives' ) instead of the 
usual pros ti (relatives). So at I 3, 1359 a 22 the great and the small, 
as well as at II 19, 1392 b 3-5 the double and its half and at II 23, 
1397 a 23-25 the acting and the affected are said to be pros alíela. 

On the contrary, the members of group (3), such as knowledge, 
hexis, diathesis etc., are relative to their counterparts ('things' related), 
viz. epistêton, hekton,<liatheton etc., whereas the latter are not relative 
of y or to, but only from , the former. So the epistêton and hekton. etc. 
are not part of a pair of correlatives. The relation between episteme 
and epistêton , etc. is not a correlation in the strict sense. 

In the case of members of group (3) one relative (< epistêton , etc.) is not 
called relative but secondarily, whereas its counterpart (epistêmê) is 
called relative primarily. Comparing them with the (pairs of) members 
belonging to (1) and (2), like 'master' and 'slave' etc. that are (may 
be) two different subsistent things of which each implies the other, 
epistême implies only epistêton , not the reverse (cp. 102 1 a 29-33), 
because only the epistêton is (may be) something subsistent. The only 
important difference between Metaph. Д, 15 and Categ., 7 bears upon 
the nature of the relatives of the epistême - epistêton type. In Categ., 7 
they, too, appear to be spoken of in relation to 'correlatives that 
reciprocate' ( antistrephonta ) ; whenever they seem not to reciprocate it 
is because a mistake is made and that in relation to which something 
is spoken of is not given properly (See 6 b 28-38) ; the relatives of the 
epistêmê-epistêton type are explicitly included (b 33-36). The same 
view is found in a work that is supposed to be contemporaneous with 
the Categories, viz. Topics VI 12, 149 b 3-12. There all relatives, in- 
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eluding the epistême-epistêton type, axe reciprocate, if only the genus 
(epistême) be correlated to its object proper (epistêton), not to the 
object of some of its species. The Categ.-Topics view is clearly different 
from the view held in the Metaphysics , discussed above (p. 57i.)- 

As for the implications of the doctrine of the relatives for Plato's 
theory of Forms, it is worth noticing that the existence of Ideas of 
relatives seems to have been rejected as early as in the days of Plato's 
first successors. In Metaph . A, 9 Aristotle speaks of a "more accurate 
argument put forward in order to prove that Forms exist, that leads 
to Ideas of relations, of which we (i.e. we members of the Platonic 

circle) say there is no independent class" (990 b 15-17). Ross following 
Jackson seems to be right in assuming that Aristotle refers here to 

implications actually stated in Plato's more accurate arguments 
which were unwelcome to his successors. On Aristotle's more mature 
view (expressed in the later books of the Metaphysics a.o.), among 
all categories the relatives are the least substantial. So in Metaph . N 1, 
1088 a 23-29 this is explicitly asserted in that the relative is an accident 
of quantity and always implies a hypokeimenon, for nothing is relative 
to something else without having a nature of its own. To compare 
Physics VII 3, 246 b 10-20, where the author says that not relatives 
are the subject of alterations but that in which they are directly 
present. In Metaph. 1088 a 29-34 the unsubstantiality of relatives is 
shown by the fact that of them alone there is no generation, destruction 
or change. At Nic . Ethics I 6, 1096 a 21-22 the relative is said to be 
like an offshoot and accident of being. It is easily seen that, though 
the view on relatives held in Categories (and Topics) is destructive 

enough of Platonic Forms already (see above, p. 54ff.), yet that found 
in the later works, especially Metaph. Д, 15 is far more fatal to them, 
because of the unsubstantiality of the relatives of the episteme and 
hexis type. 

Concluding this section I have to stress, again, that Aristotle's 
discussion of the relatives is focused on their being names . Again and 

again the relatives are introduced as 'things that are said to be [named 
as being) just what they are of other things' (6 a 36 and passim) or 

'things called relatives in virtue of their own nature (c.q. coincident- 

ally); see Metaph. Д, 15. For that matter, what Aristotle intends to 

say in using the latter formula is grasped more properly in rendering: 
"the relative names that are used in virtue of the proper nature of the 

thing signified" (c.q. "in virtue of an accident of the thing signified"). 
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4.9 Conclusion 

Professor С. M. Gillespie wrote (over 50 years ago) a short paper 
on the precise position to be assigned to the Aristotelian categories 
(see above, p. 11 n. 14). Unfortunately he, too, shared the common 
view that they are "primarily connected with the use of linguistic 
thought to make assertions about reality and hence with the proposition 
(italics mine), the judgment as expressed in language", (p. 75). Never- 
theless he made a good deal of useful observations about the nature 
of the doctrine as a whole. 

The scheme of the categories, he rightly remarks, seems to follow 
the lines of Socratic-Platonic thought as appearing in Plato's earlier 
dialogues. Aristotle's own contribution seems to have consisted in 
developing the original scheme in close connection with the require- 
ments of dialectical disputation. For that matter, an. analysis of the 
arguments in Plato's Charmides shows an extensive use of topoi dis- 
cussed by Aristotle in his Topics. Besides, in his dispute with the 
Platonians Aristotle uses his list as a more appropriate means than 
Academic devices could provide to solve more fundamental philosophic 
problems, e.g. that concerning the plurality of being ( Metaph . N 2, 
1088 b i8ff. and Physics I 2, 184 b I5ff.). 

Gillespie's intimate association of the doctrine with the theory of 
predicables and that of predication is less fortunate, I am afraid. 
As has been remarked several times before, we had better link up 
the categories with the general problem of naming and classifying 
the many names that we apply to the individual (man). In this con- 
nection he rightly points to Plato, Sophist 251 A-C. One should notice, 
however, that there the question is about how one individual thing 
can have many names : 

Soph., 251 A 8 - С 2: "Well, when we speak of a man we give him many 
names other than his essential name (viz. 'man'; č/>onomazontes) : we 
attribute to him colours and shapes and sizes and defects and good qualities. 
And in all these and countless other attributions is implied that we say 
that he is not merely 'man' but also 'good' and any number of other things. 
And so with everything else: we take any given thing as one and yet we 
designate it as many in using a multiplicity of names  Anyone can 
.... object < against this> that many things cannot be one, nor one 
thing be many; indeed, they (viz. Antithenes c.s.) delight in forbidding 
us to give a man the name 'good'; we must only give the name good to a 
good and the name man to a man". 

This may be compared with Metaph. A 28, 1024 b 32-34 and H 3, 
1043 b 23-28, (where Aristotle clearly speaks of predicate names, I 
admit). 
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It is quite possible, indeed, to look at the Categories as dealing with 
the several ways in which an individual man can be named without 
destroying his concrete unity. So we may accept Gillespie's hypothesis 
(p. 81) that the scheme was built up by an investigation, gradually 
becoming more systematic, into types of names (G. has predicates , of 
course) which could be attached to one and the same individual (G. 
has subject ) at one and the same time. 

We have seen already (above, p. 22-33; 35ff . ; 56ff.) that the Categor- 
ies is about names , rather than predicates (though the names may be 
used as predicate names, of course). We may now add to our previous 
discussions that the /one thing - many names' device is also reflected 
in Aristotle's statement that there is nothing absurd in one and the 
same thing falling within both the category of poion and that of pros ti , 
that is, in naming one and the same thing with categorially different 
names. Further, mistakes with regard to relatives are said (6 b 36 - 

7 b 4) to consist in erroneous namings . At y a sff. and 7b 11 we are 
invited to coin names whenever there is none available to express a 
relation adequately. Finally, at y a 34 - b 1 Aristotle says, on account 
of the relation 'slave-master', that when everything accidental to a 
master is stripped of - like being 'two-footed', 'capable of knowledge', 
'man' - and there is left only the attribute 'master', a slave will always 
be named after that remaining attribute, since a slave is named 'slave 
of a master'. Well, it can easily be seen that from a viewpoint of name- 

giving only 'being two-footed', 'being a man' etc. can be labeled 'ac- 
cidental to master'. Ontologically speaking, they are essential but 

'being a master' accidental to him. 
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Paris , B.N . lat . 71т and Rolduc Abbey 

С. H. KNEEPKENS 

In Aimericus' 
Vivarium 

Ars 
IX (1971) 

lectoría 
and 
, a manual 

X (1972) 
in 

1 

the 
Harry 

Middle 
F. Reijnders 

Ages renowned 
edited 

Aimericus' Ars lectoría , a manual in the Middle Ages renowned 
for the instruction of reading Latin texts aloud. The introduction 

to the edition lists nine manuscripts containing the Ars or fragments 
of it, and two entries in mediaeval library catalogues that cannot 
further be identified with any of these codices.2 However, it is now 
possible to make additions to both the manuscripts and the catalogue 
entries. 

The folios 1-4 of the composite codex Paris, В . N. lat. у и 3 are 
a fragment of an independent manuscript, written in the twelfth 
century à longues lignes in a rough gothic bookhand. The ff. i-3r 
contain the last part of a gloss commentary on the Apocalypse.4 
On f. зг, some lines below the middle of the page, the same hand 
appended an anonymous treatise, in the MS entitled ACCENTUS 
(in rubrics). The text breaks off abruptly at the end of f. 4V together 
with the old codex. 

A first inquiry shows that this treatise actually consists of extracts 
from Aim eric's Ars lectoría. The fragment preserved covers the text 
of Aim. 1, 127, line 18 to Aim. 2, 62, line 27 : 

PARIS, B.N. lat. y ii, f. зг: Aim. i, 127: 
inc. : Omnis dictio monosillaba in inc. : Omnis dictio monosillaba in 
lectione tenetur nec inclinatur, ut hic lectione tenetur nec inclinatur, ut 
est uir de quo dixi . . . 'hie vir est de quo dixi . . . 

f. 4V: Aim. 2, 62: 
des. : et hoc plus. ris. in singulari tan- Item hoc 'plus/pluris' in singulari tan- 
tum neutrum, et hi et he plures et hec tum numero neutri, et 'hi et he 
plura in plurali. plures' et 'hec plura' in plurali est 

trium genera m . 
1 Aimericus, Ars lectoria, ed. by Harry F. Reijnders, in: Vivarium, IX (1971), 
119-137 (Aim. i), X (1972), 41-101 (Aim. 2), 124-176 (Aim. 3). 2 Aim. i, 119-121, Aim. 2, 41-44» and Aim. 3, 124-128. 3 For the description of the whole manuscript, see Ph. Lauer, Bibliothèque 
nationale. Catalogue général des manuscrits latins , tome Ier, Paris iq^q, 247-248. 4 Lauer 1939, 247. 
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The prologues in verse and in prose of the original Ars are lacking, 
but except for omissions and some minor transpositions that are no 
doubt due to the activity of the abbreviator, the Paris MS {Sigi. : I) 
in general follows the arrangement of Aimeric's text. 

Although the text in the present MS is only a short fragment of 
extracts, it is still possible to indicate its place in the text tradition 
of Aimeric's Ars . A number of variant readings point out a closer 
affinity to the Tours MS {Tours, Bibliothèque municipale , 843 - 

Reijnders' MS E) than to the other MSS; and as omissions in E prove 
that I is not a direct or indirect copy of E , we may postulate a common 
ancestor to E and I: (e) : 

Aim. i, 129 1. 4 from the top : proferantur E I vs proferuntur 
131 1. 9 from the top : proprium от. E I 
131 1. 8 from the bottom : seueris in terra pacem cum gente 

seuera tantum E I 
131 1. 2-3 from the top : me pannis amicis me cunctis iungis 

amicis tantum E I 

Reijnders' MS D {Paris, B.N. lat. 11277) turns out to fall under the 
same node in the stemma as (e), as may be gathered, for example, 
from an important common omission Aim. 2, 84, 11. 13-17, and 
the variant reading solebant in stead of poterant {Aim. 2 , 84, 1. 3 from 
the bottom). 

Another common ancestor is claimed by the MSS С {Erfurt, Ampl. 
Q 46) and H {Augsburg, Staats - und Stadtbibliothek, 20 11) which are 
not copies of each other, as can easily be shown from omissions in one 
that do not occur in the other. They share many minor omissions, 
transpositions and variant readings, however. 

A third branch in the MS tradition is represented by the MSS F GB A 
and Z (The MSS Florence, Laurenz. 16, 5 and 47, 8' Erlangen, UB, 395 
and 186, and Zwettl, 268). G is, as Hurlbut has already remarked,5 
a fifteenth-century copy of F, whereas Z is an indirect copy of В and 
A a direct one. More hard to establish is the relationship between F 
and В. В is probably a copy of F , but the view that В is a copy of a 
twin of F can also be reasonably defended. 

Thus we are able to draw up the three main branches of the MSS 
tradition : 

6 St. A. Hurlbut, Florilegium Prosodiacum Florentino-Erlangense, Mount St. 
Alban 1932, iv. 
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(S) (y) (<p) or (<p) 

/ /X I E H 
л 

С F F 
/' 

(f) / I E H С F F (f) 

I 
/ 

É A 

I / z 2 
D / 

G G 

The next stage would be to solve the problem of the mutual relation- 
ships between 8, y and 9, i.e. either to accept a bifurcated transmission 
(S-ļ-у- + <р->уогу + ф- >-$)orto defend a three-pronged 
one. At first glance, the division of 9 against y + S seems to be pre- 
ferable. We must bear in mind, however, that generally the agreement 
of y + S presents the correct reading, so that no further conclusions 
as to their mutual relationship can be derived, except that they 
have correctly preserved the original reading. Moreover, the common 
omission by С and E in Aim. 3, 155, 11. 10-14 таУ be interpreted 
as an interpolation by <p. On the other hand the incorrect location of 
vitricus among the words that have a long i in the penultimate syl- 
lable (Aimà 3, 139) by <p and С against the correct insertion of this 
word by E among the words with a short i (Aim. 3, 141) is supported 
by the cognate Ars lectoría that is preserved in the MSS Reims , B.m . 
431, Luxemburg , B.N. 60 and Troy es, B.m. 518 6 so that the correct 
location or rather relocation of vitricus is in fact the work of a revisor; 
the same may hold for caprinus vs carinus (Aim. 2 , 97). Therefore, 
in view of the present state of our knowledge about the Artes lectoriae 
I prefer to refrain from offering a proposal for a more definitive 
stemma, until we will have at our disposal the cognate Artes lectoriae 
i.e. Siguin's Ars lectoría and the anonymous Ars in the MSS RLT7, 
in critical editions so that the variant readings of the several branches 
of Aimeric's Ars can be compared with those of the other Artes. 

Another group of witnesses to the diffusion and popularity of a work 
in the Middle Ages is formed by the entries in the mediaeval library 
catalogues. In the third volume of his Cabinet des manuscrits Delisle 

e cf. Aim. j, 121-122. 7 The critical edition of Siguin's Ars lectoría is forthcoming (Leiden 1979) ; the 
edition of the Ars in RLT (Reijnder's Sigla) is in preparation. 
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edited the catalogue of an unidentified mediaeval library, perhaps 
Italian or from the South of France, that possessed a manuscript 
containing Aimeric's Ars lectoría . Another copy is attested in the 
library of Heiligenkreuz (Austria) at the end of the fourteenth cen- 
tury.8 A third, now lost, manuscript formerly existed in the library 
of Rolduc Abbey, The Netherlands. Unfortunately, the whole library 
was destroyed during the fire that swept Aachen in 1656, 9 where the 

Augustinián Canons had taken refuge during the troubles that visited 
the Canons and their Abbey. But we have still at our disposal the 
ancient catalogue preserved among the archivalia of the Abbey. It 
was written in the first decennia of the thirteenth century, but it no 
doubt represents the state of affairs in the last quarter of the twelfth 

century.10 Among the books of the section "Libri Artium Liber alium 
et j>hilosophorum et auctorum et j>oetarum 

" a codex was listed that 
contained : 

" 
Ortographia metrice composita et lectoría ars Americi in uno uolu- 

mine".11 Regretfully, this scanty reference to the orthographical 
treatise does not allow us any further identification. 

Nijmegen 
Katholieke Universiteit 
Erasmuslaan 40-8 

8 For both entries, see Aim. J, 121. 
9 F. Sassen, De Middeleeuwsche Bibliotheek der Abdij Kloosierrade, in: Neder- 
landsch Archief voor Kerkgeschiedenis, 29 (1937), 19-76; see also P. C. Boeren 
in his: Introduction to the edition of the Armales Rodenses , Assen 1968, 7a. 
10 cf. Sassen 1937, 22. 11 Sassen 1937 , 67. 
Thanks are due to E. Kellerman В. Ed. M. A. for help with the translation of 
this text. 
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Vivarium XVIII, i (1980) 

Gregory of Rimini and the Black Monk on Sense and Reference 
An Example of Fourteenth Century Philosophical Analysis * 

PAUL A. STREVELER 

Some Ernest 
years 

A. 
ago 
Moody 

an article 
entitled: 

appeared 
Empiricism 

in Philosophical 
and Metaphysics 

Review by 
in Ernest A. Moody entitled: Empiricism and Metaphysics in 

Medieval Philosophy.1 The general thesis of Professor Moody's 
paper was that late medieval philosophy - specifically the late 13th 
and 14th centuries - is distinguished by a shift from speculative 
metaphysics to an epistemological and logical criticism of metaphysics. 
The same philosophical problems are discussed, but there is a methodo- 
logical shift from speculation to analysis. With this methodological 
shift there comes also an empirical attitude which is likened by 
Professor Moody to the positivism of the twentieth century, and, 
indeed, has been called by another scholar, "Christian Positivism".2 
Although this shift has been labeled by many historians as the "decline 
of scholasticism",3 Moody argues that it "gave a new character and 
direction to all later philosophy" 4 and, we might add, showed medieval 
philosophy at its most critical and original. 

Since Professor Moody's article much research has been done by 
both American and European scholars which bears out his thesis. 
Indeed, it can now be asserted, without exaggeration, that the philos- 
ophical thinking of the fourteenth century is characteristically 
critical and analytic, with much less dependence upon Aristotelian 
speculation than any previous century. Professor John Murdoch has 
argued recently that one can isolate definite modes of analysis (he 
* A shorter version of this paper was read at the Medieval Institute, Western 
Michigan University, May 5, 1975. 1 In: Philosophical Review, 67 (1958), 145-163. 2 The term is due to Pierre Duhem, Système du Monde, Paris, vol. 4 (19 16), 
e-g-> PP- 3I3-3l6i and vo1- 6 (!954)» e-g-> PP- 715-717, 729. Although Duhem's 
term is a conscious description of the kind of analytic approach indigenous 
to the fourteenth century, he could not have been consciously comparing the 
fourteenth century to the movement of logical positivism. 3 As examples of this view, Moody quotes the histories of Frank Thilly and 
Etienne Gilson. See Moody, op. cit., pp. 147, 148. 4 Op. cit., p. 161. 
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calls them "languages of analysis") characteristic of a great number 
of fourteenth century philosophers.6 These "languages of analysis" 
are primarily logical tools (e.g. the theories of suppositio and signi- 
ficano which are medieval counterparts to modern theories of meaning 
and reference) which are utilised not only upon purely philosophical 
problems, but also upon theological and scientific problems. 

Although much work has been done on the new methodology of 
the fourteenth century, needless to say there remains a great deal 
of work yet to do. In this paper I hope to add one small contribution 
to this continuing research. Rather than talk in a general way about 
the philosophical methods of the two thinkers mentioned in the title 
of this paper, I have chosen to present a very small segment of a 
debate between them (and, we might add, from the point of view of 

speculative metaphysics, not a very profound debate) which will 
show, hopefully in a more interesting way, the kind of argumentation 
and analysis which went on in the fourteenth century. 

One further general point ought to be made. Although there is a 
decided methodological shift in the fourteenth century from specula- 
tion to criticism and analysis, it is still a hallmark of medieval philosophy 
that this criticism and analysis almost always (but, notably, not 

always) occurs within a theological context; i.e. the purely logical 
and analytic tools are generally used upon and arise out of a theological 
context. Conversely, however, theological and scriptural beliefs 
often give rise to new critical and purely philosophic insights. In 
the words of one historian of medieval philosophy, "Philosophy did 
exist in the period from the first to the fifteenth century, not merely 
in spite of, but also because of the religious traditions in which it 

developed".8 The debate between Rimini and the Black Monk is an 

interesting example, I think, of this interaction between theology 
and philosophy in the fourteenth century. It is not now, of course, 
an interaction which shows philosophy as a handmaid of theology 
(if philosophy were ever merely that in the Middle Ages), but rather 
an interaction which shows theology as a kind of stepping stone to the 

discovery of philosophic insights. Indeed, theology seems now in the 
fourteenth century almost a subterfuge for philosophy. It is nothing 

5 John Murdoch, From Social to Intellectual Factors: An Aspect of the Unitary 
Character of Late Medieval Learning, in: The Cultural Context of Medieval 
Learning, ed., John E. Murdoch and E. D. Sylla, Dordrecht/Boston 1975, 28off. 
• Julius R. Weinberg, A Short History of Medieval Philosophy , Princeton 1964 
P- 3- 
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short of remarkable when one reads Ockham, or Rimini, or Holkot 
for example, how easily and quickly these philosophers slip from 
what would seem a purely theological question into a purely phil- 
osophic or scientific discussion.7 

A few historical remarks about our two authors seem in order. 
Gregory of Rimini is a fairly well known fourteenth century philosopher. 
He was an Augustinián friar and studied in Paris from about 1323 to 
1329. He wrote Iiis Sentence Commentary in Paris during 1341-51, 
and this is his only extant work. Rimini is most important, perhaps, 
from the point of view of the history of philosophy, for his doctrine 
of the comj>lexum significabile , which is a theory about the nature of 
the proposition and has remarkable similarities with certain theories 
of Gottlob Frege.8 Much less is known about the Black Monk. All 
we know for certain is that he was a Benedictine (thus the description 
Monachus Niger), probably English and probably a student or younger 
colleague of Rimini.9 We can say nothing in general about the content 
of the Black Monk's thought, since almost nothing has been done in 
this area. 

Our debate between Rimini and the Black Monk arises out of 
Rimini's discussion of Anselm's ontological argument.10 Towards 
the end of Rimini's critique of Anselm, he refers to the related views 
of a certain "modernus", to whom he refers merely as "Monachus".11 
7 Examples of this are almost too numerous to mention. See especially Robert 
Holkoťs discussion of future contingents in book two, question two of his 
Commentary on the Sentences', or Rimini's discussion of the infinitude of God, 
wherein he slips from a purely theological discussion to a purely scientific and 
mathematical account of infinity. (Rimini, Super primo et secundo Sententiarum 
Lib. II, dist. I). 8 For an account of Rimini's notion of the complexum significabile see Hubert 
Elie, Le Complexe Significabile , Paris 1937. See also, G. Nuchelmans, Theories 
of the Proposition : Ancient and Medieval Conceptions of the Bearers of Truth 
and Falsity, Amsterdam/London 1973, " The Theory of the Complexe Signifi- cabile ", 217-242. 9 For a discussion of Monachus Niger and surmises as to his identity, see D. Trapp, Augustinián Theology of the Fourteenth Century, in: Augustiniana, 6 (1956), 205-209 and 235. 10 For a more complete account of Rimini's critique of the ontological argument 
(and a discussion of an Ockhamist critique) see, Paul A. Streveler, Two 'New* 
Critiques of the Ontological Argument, in: Quarante-Septième Bulletin de V Académie 
St. Anselme, 1974-75 - Proceedings of the International Anselmian Congress, 
Aosta-Turin, 28-30 June, 1973. 11 Gregory of Rimini, Super Primum et Secundum Sententiarum, dist. XLII, 
XLIII, LXIIII, a. 3, q. 3. Incunabulum edition reprinted in Franciscan 
Institute Publications, Text Series, No. 7, (St. Bonaventure, N.Y. 1955) : "Sed 
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Rimini presents a curious argument from the Black Monk attempting 
to prove that a greater can be thought than that than which a greater 
cannot be thought. My specific purpose in this paper is to examine 
this argument as it is presented and defended in the actual manuscripts 
of the Black Monk,12 and to assess the weight both of the argument 
itself and Rimini's critique. It might be well first to summarise, 
briefly, the principal points of Rimini's criticism of Anselm. 

Rimini's criticism of the ontological argument centers on Anselm's 
description of God as "that being than which no greater can be 
thought". It seems clear that the very first premiss of Anselm's 
argument requires that this description be capable of being thought, 
since it is from the bare thought of God as that being than which 
no greater can be thought that Anselm claims to deduce the referent 
of this thought. In what sense, Rimini asks, is 

' that than which 

nothing greater can be thought" thought ? 13 The answer to this ques- 
tion will, of course, depend upon exactly what the description means. 
It seems clear from what Anselm says in Proslogion XV that his 

description means not merely that God is the greatest being that can 
be thought, but also that God is greater than any being that can be 
thought : 

Therefore, Lord, not only axe You that than which a greater cannot be 
thought, but You are also something greater than can be thought. For, 
since it is possible to think that there is such a one, then, if You are not 
this same being something greater than You could be thought - which 
cannot be.14 

So, according to Anselm's own admission, says Rimini, the only 

contra unam iam dietam, scilicet, quod haec est falsa, 'maius deo cogitari 
potest quo non potest aliquid maius cogitan1 est opinio cuiusdam moderni. . ." 
12 There are five available manuscripts of Monachus Niger mentioned by Trapp 
(op. cit.): Fribourg Cordeliers 26; Erfurt CA 20 132; Paris, Bibl. Nat. lat 15. 
561; Florence, Bibl. Naz. A 3 508; and Bruges 503. Of these I used Fribourg, 
Erfurt, and Paris. 

The folio numbers for this discussion are 96^-99™; 49va-50ra; and 254vb- 
256vb in the three respective manuscripts used. By far the most legible and 
coherent account was that of Fribourg Cordeliers, although my references 
will constitute an "uncritical" mixture of the best reading from all three manu- 
scripts. I am grateful to Professor Wm. J. Courtenay of the University of 
Wisconsin for making his microfilm copy of these manuscripts available to me. 
13 Gregory of Rimini, op. cit.: "Tunc ad probationem Anselmi . . . distinguo 
antecedens istius consequentiae Anselmi, quoniam vel ipsum supponit materiali- 
ter vel significative et personaliter." 
14 "Ergo domine, non solum es quo maius cogitari nequit, sed es quiddam maius 
quam cogitari possit. Quoniam namque valet cogitari esse aliquid huiusmodi : 
si tu non es hoc ipsum, potest cogitari aliquid maius te; quod fieri nequit." 
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sense in which "that than which nothing greater can be thought" 
is thought, is the sense of what the fourteenth century logicians would 
have called "suppositio materialis" - i.e. the mere string of words 
"that-than-which-nothing-greater-can-be-thought". But, Rimini in- 
sists, more is required for the success of Anselm's argument than that 
the mere string of words of the description be thought; for, clearly, 
Anselm's argument requires that this description, with its signification, 
be thought - i.e. that the description have "suppositio personalis".15 
But if it does have suppositio personalis, then it must have the sense 
of "greatest conceivable being" only. For, clearly, the greatest con- 
ceivable being is conceivable, and is God; if, however, God is (also) 
greater than the greatest conceivable, then God cannot be significatively 
conceived - although "God" might be conceived in the trivial (and, 
perhaps, false) sense in which one might try to entertain in thought 
the string of words "greater-than-that-than-which-nothing-greater- 
can-be-thought" . 

The source of the Black Monk's argument arises, I think, out of an 
attempt to defend Anselm's curious statements in chapter fifteen 
of Proslogion. Anselm is trying to prove there that God is both that 
than which a greater cannot be thought, and also God is something 
greater than can be thought. So God is (i) the greatest conceivable 
being, and (2) greater than the greatest conceivable being. For, says 
Anselm, since it is possible to think that there does exist a being 
who is greater than that that can be thought, this must be God; 
since, if it were not God, then it would be some other being, which 
would violate the first description of God. Now, what is curious 
here - and the source of the Black Monk's argument - is the claim 
of Anselm that "it is possible to think that there does exist a being 
who is greater than that that can be conceived". It is precisely this 
claim that the Black Monk attempts to show to be quite reasonable, 
and it is this claim that Rimini sees to be muddled. Let us work 
backwards and present, briefly, the muddle that Rimini finds in this 
claim and then take a serious look at the Black Monk's arguments. 

Anselm's claim has two senses which, if not distinguished, contribute 
to the muddle, (a) It is possible to think the proposition: "There 
exists a being who is greater than can be conceived". In Rimini's 

16 Gregory of Rimini, op. cit.: "Si primo modo (sc. suppositio materialis) et 
ipsum (sc. maius cogitali non potest) sit propositio quaedam vocalis, concedo 
illud, et similiter consequens, si in ipso modo supponat subjectum eins; sed 
tunc nihil ad propositum. Nam constat quod ilia vox non est infinitae virtutis." 
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terminology the sense of this complex (the complexum significabile) 
clearly can be thought.16 In thinking the sense of this complex, 
however, I am merely thinking the meaning attached to this string 
of words in our language. In so doing, however, I am making no 
claim that such a string of words has any referential transparency, 
(b) The second sense of Anselm's claim asserts that it is possible to 
think of a being existing who is greater than any being that can be 

thought. In this sense, the claim, according to Rimini, is flatly contra- 

dictory; for it is asserting that I can think of that which admittedly 
cannot be thought - i.e. that which is greater than can be thought. 
As Rimini says, although the "unthinkable" is thinkable, the un- 
thinkable is not thinkable.17 

Today we would say that although we can think of the sense of a 

proposition about the unthinkable (e.g. I can think of the sense of 
"There are round squares", for I can correctly say that this proposi- 
tion is false), yet we cannot think of any reference for the unthink- 
able - there clearly are no round squares. 

Rimini's position seems quite reasonable. Prima facie, the position 
of Anselm and the Black Monk seems quite muddled. It might be 
fruitful to inquire, however, how such intelligent men could have 
made what seems such an elementary error. Let us work through 
the argument of the Black Monk. 

At first blush the Black Monk's argument is straightforward, but 
also baffling. His exact words are as follows : 

... It can thus be conceded that a greater can be thought than that than 
which nothing greater can be thought, because a greater than God can 
be thought, and, yet, nothing greater than God can be thought; therefore, 
a greater can be thought than that than which nothing greater can be 
thought. This consequence is clear, and I prove the antecedent (viz. that 
a greater than God can be thought). I argue as follows: Whoever thinks 
this proposition, "A greater than God cannot exist", thinks and understands 
that very truth; and, consequently, a truth is thought by him. And it 

16 It is well known that Rimini's conception of the complexum significabile is 
one of the first intimations in Medieval philosophy of the modern notion of the 
"sense of a proposition" or the "proposition" itself. There are anticipations 
of this idea, however, in Abelard 's notion of the "dictum propositionis". See, 
Abelard, Logica Ingredientibus , ed. В. Geyer, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philo- 
sophie des Mittelalters, Band 21, p. 366ff. 
17 The absence of quotation marks in Latin makes this more difficult to notice. 
Rimini's words are: "Et patet instantia, quoniam etiam audiens hanc vocem 
'quod non potest intelligi' aut hanc 'quod non potest intelligť, intelligit quod ipsa 
significati sicut etiam intelligit hanc esse falsam: 'quod non potest cogitari, 
potest cogitari' ..." 
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follows : a truth is thought by him, therefore, a greater than God is thought 
by him - because that is the greatest part of that truth; therefore, a greater 
than God can be thought.18 

The second part of the antecedent, viz. "nothing greater than God 
can be thought", is easily proved by the Black Monk, for it is a universal 
proposition each of whose instances is true.19 

The Monk's argument is, indeed, curious. Rimini scoffs at the 
howler here, pointing out what to us seems obvious; viz. although 
the sense of the expression "a greater than God" is indeed understood 
when we entertain the true proposition, "A greater than God cannot 
exist" ; it by no means follows that, therefore, we are actually thinking 
of something existing which is greater than God, and, mutatis mu- 
tandis , greater than that than which nothing greater can be thought - 

(any more than when we think, "The series of natural numbers is 
infinite", we are, therefore, thinking of an infinite series of natural 
numbers). 

The Black Monk continues, however, to give an analogous argument 
which indicates that his thinking here is a bit more subtle than 
Rimini's terse riposte would have us believe. The Black Monk presents 
precisely the above argument, only substituting the word "desire" 
for "thought". The argument thus takes on a new dimension : 

Similarly, this conclusion can be affirmed: that a greater can be desired 
than that than which nothing greater can be desired. This is proved because 
a greater than God can be desired, and, yet, nothing greater than God can 
be desired. And I prove the antecedent: Take something which someone 
erroneously believes to be something greater than God - as it was, perhaps, 
as a matter of fact concerning idolatry, idols were (taken) to be greater 

18 Since my translations from Monachus Niger are a bit free at times, I shall 
quote the latin in full: "Et ideo potest concedi quod maius cogitari potest quo nihil maius cogitari potest. Haec conclusio patet, quia maius deo potest cogitari et nihil maius deo potest cogitari; ergo maius potest cogitari quo nihil maius 
potest cogitari. Ilia consequentia patet. Et antecedens probo. Primo quoad 
utramque partem quod maius deo potest cogitari; quia quicumque cogitat de isto : 'maius deo non potest esse', ipse verum cogitat et intelligit et per con- 
sequens verum cogitatur ab eo; quia illud est maxima pars illius veri; igitur, maius deo cogitari potest." 19 "Quod autem secunda pars antecedentis sit vera, arguo sic: scilicet, quod nihil maius deo cogitari potest, quia haec est ( ? ) * universalis cuius quaelibet 
singularis est vera. Patet discurrendo, quia nec hoc, nec illud, quocumque 
demonstrato, sive existente sive non existente, sed imaginato." 

* A blank and question mark indicates an illegible word in the manuscript ; 
the few instances where these occur do not seem to affect the meaning of the 
sentences. 
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than God - and because of that erroneous belief, this person desires that 
which he believes to be greater than God - he takes it to be the true God - 
thus, that which the idolatrous one believes is desired by him.20 

The Black Monk is toying here with one of the paradoxes surround- 

ing intentionality. As is well known - and was well known to the 
medievais in their own way - any proposition containing an intentional 
verb - such as ' desires ', 'believes', 

' thinks ' - is itself not necessarily a 
truth function of the proposition said to be desired, believed, or 

thought. So, although it can be true that nothing greater than God 
can exist, it can also be true that something is desired, believed, or 

thought to be greater than God. Thus, I can truly believe that some 
X is greater than God, although it is false that any # is greater than 
God.21 

Before we analyse the principal argument in more detail, let us 
finish the highlights of the Black Monk's position. Rimini was quick 
to intuit an apparent contradiction in the argument as thus expounded, 
although he does not credit the fact that the Monk also saw the 
contradiction and attempted to explain how it is not a genuine 
contradiction.22 The apparent contradiction dissolves when we impute 
to ' thinks ' in our original argument the intentional sense, where one 
can truly think the untrue, or even the impossible. The intentional 
sense is clearer, perhaps, with 'desires' - as the Black Monk shows: 

"Many people desire to be bishops and great prelates, and yet are 
not nor ever will be; many women desire to be mothers, and yet they 
cannot be".23 He then goes on to list these kinds of intentional verbs: 

20 " Similiter potest teneri haec conclusio quod maius diligi potest quo nihil 
maius diligi potest. Probatur ( ? ) quia maius deo diligi potest et nihil 
maius deo diligi potest; ergo, consequentia est bona et probo antecedens; quia 
capio aliquem qui ex errore estimet aliquid esse maius deo, sicut forte fuit et de 
facto est de idolatrio reputabilio (_?_), idola esse maius deo vera; et propter 
illam erroneam estimationem, diligat illud quod estimât esse maius deo ( ? ) 
qui est verus deus tantum, sic illud quod talis idolatrius estimât, diligitur ab eo." 
81 It seems clear that Rimini too was aware of the problems involved in inten- 
tional contexts, although he does not seem to recognize, in this discussion, 
the more subtle aspects of the Black Monk's argument. 
22 "Contra istas duas conclusiones arguitur sic: quia ex istis sequitur contra- 
dictoria esse simul vera". The Monk's response to this objection is curious. 
He insists that there is no genuine contradiction because the senses of the two 
propositions are different. He seems to have in mind precisely the intentional 
context which accounts for the difference in sense and precludes the possibility 
of strict contradiction here. 
23 . .et eodem modo 'diligi', quia multi diligunt se esse episcopos et magnos 
prelatos et tarnen non sunt, пес forte umquam erunt. Et mulieres diligunt et 
appetunt esse matres, et esse non possunt. 
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"intelligitur, cogitatur, estimatur, imaginatur, fantasiatur, diligitur, 
appetitur, esse volitum, etc." 24 These verbs can occur in true prop- 
ositions wherein their objects do not exist. 

The Black Monk gives two examples of people who have desired 
either to be equal to or greater than God, the case of Lucifer and the 
case of Eve.25 His point is, simply, that here we have situations in 
which people have in fact (sic) desired what could not ever be the 
case. These examples create a dilemma. When Lucifer, for example, 
desired to be equal to God, did he desire something or nothing. Well, 
since nothing can exist which is equal to God, it should be responded - 

given the principle of the substitutability of identicals - that Lucifer 
desired nothing. But, then, God condemned' Lucifer for desiring 
nothing, and that seems unjust because, surely, it is all right to 
desire nothing! 26 

Anselm poses precisely this problem in chapter four of De casu 
diaboli. Anselm's response is ambiguous. On the question whether 
the object of Lucifer's will is something or nothing, Anselm hedges 
and asserts that it is not necessary to answer this question in order 
to decide whether the divine condemnation was just. The only impor- 
tant consideration according to Anselm is: was Lucifer's will proper 
or improper? It was improper because "he willed something by his 
own will which was subject to no one else. For it is supposed to be 
characteristic of God alone to will something by his own will and to 
obey no higher will".27 

24 "Ita est generaliter cum istis verbis: 'intelligitur', 'cogitatur', 'estimatur', 
'imaginatur', 'fantasiatur', 'diligitur', 'appetitur', 'esse volitum', etc. Quod ita 
bene 'cogitan' possunt convertali cum talis, nihil significabilis ( ?) sicut cum 
aliis." 
26 "Alia conclusio quod equale deo quod non est deus potest cogitari vel diligi 
patet, quia equale deo fuit cogitatum et amatum, ergo potest cogitari et diligi ; 
sicut patet de malo angelo lucifero qui voluit esse equalis deo, ut patet per 
magistrům, libro secundo, distinctione secunda, in fine. Idem patet de Eva, quae 
voluit esse equalis divinae, sicut patet per Anselmum, de Casu Diaboli , caput 
quartum." 28 "Contra, diabolus, quando voluit esse equalis deo vel aliquid voluit vel nihil; 
si aliquid, fuit equale deo; si nihil, igitur deus dampnavit diabolum, quia nihil 
voluit, quod videtur iniustum ; quia licitum est nihil velie. . 
27 This position of Anselm is quoted by Monachus Niger: "Prima, Anselmus, 
de Casu Diaboli , caput quartum, ponit argumentum : 'Si deus non potest cogitari 
nisi ita solus ut nihil illi simile cogitari possit; quomodo potuit diabolus velie 
quod cogitari non potuit ? Non enim ita mentis obtuse erat ut nihil aliud a deo 
posse cogitari nesciret simile'. Et quasi concedo totam istam (auçtpritatçm) 
deductionem; dicit ibidem Anselmus sic: "Etiamsi noluit omnino esse par dei 
sed aliquid minus deo, contra voluntatem dei; hoc ipso voluit inordinate esse 
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The Black Monk agrees that the evil of Lucifer's will lay not so 
much in its object as in its impropriety. The Black Monk insists 
that truly there was no object for the devil's will, for to will "to be 

equal to God" is to will nothing. But the divine condemnation was 

just, because the devil desired nothing in an evil way.2* 
Let us return now to the crux of the debate between Rimini and 

the Black Monk. The real source of the confusion in the Black Monk's 

argument arises out of the intentional context in which it is stated. 
The Monk's reasoning is as follows : 

(1) 'God' = 'That than which nothing greater can be thought'. 
(2) P thinks that there is an # such that x is greater than God. 

(e.g. idolatry, Lucifer) 
(3) Therefore, P thinks there is something greater than that than 

which nothing greater can be thought. 

But (3) does not follow from (1) and (2) unless we assume that P 
also thinks that God is identical to that than which nothing greater 
can be thought. We can give the following analogous argument: 

a) Cicero = Tully. 
b) P thinks that Cicero wrote an oration against Cataline. 
c) Therefore P thinks that Tully wrote an oration against Cataline. 

But (c) does not follow from (a) and (b) unless we assume that 
P thinks that Cicero is identical to Tully. 

A further complication arises with the Black Monk's argument 
which does not arise with the analogous argument. Can someone 

truly think (believe) that there is something greater than that than 
which nothing greater can be thought ? Both Anselm and the Black 
Monk answer affirmatively here, presumably because of the intentional 
context wherein one can think anything one pleases. But, so long 
as the description 'that than which nothing greater can be thought' is 
substituted by the expression 'God' there seems no obvious contradic- 

similis deo; quia propria volúntate quae nulli subdita fuit, voluit aliquid, 
Solius enim dei esse debet sic volúntate propria velie aliquid ut superiorem 
non sequatur voluntatem'. Ex qua auctoritate, videtur esse de mente Anselmi 
quod пес Lucifer potuit cogitare equale deo пес hoc appetivit." 

It is not entirely clear, however, that the Black Monk completely accepts this 
response of Anselm . 
28 " .concedo istam conclusionem quia Lucifer dampnatus fuit quia nihil 
voluit; hoc patet quia Lucifer fuit dampnatus quia voluit esse equalis deo, 
et "esse equalis deo' est vel fuit nihil etc . . . igitur, пес sequitur quod iniuste 
est actum ( ? ), quia male voluit nihil. . ." 
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tion. When the expression of my thought is precisely asserted to be 
that which is greater than can be thought, however, we do seem to be 
contradicting ourselves - as Rimini observes. I.e. the self-contradiction 
is seen to be obvious only when we substitute for 'God' the equivalent 
expression 'that than which nothing greater can be thought'; for 
then what is claimed to be thought is also claimed to be greater than 
can be thought. 

Clearly in a very important sense the self-contradictory cannot be 
thought, nor believed, nor desired; even though someone might 
attempt to express oneself as believing or thinking a self-contradiction, 
here one is only entertaining a vacuous string of words, and not a 
genuine thought. The only reason, then, why the idolater, for example, 
seemed able to desire something greater than God was that he did not 
simultaneously know (or think) that the description 'God' is identical 
to 'that than which nothing greater can be desired'. And if he did 
simultaneously know this, then his idolatry succeeded because he 
deceived himself into thinking that there could exist that which 
is greater than God. But, of course, if he deceived himself into thinking 
that there could exist that which is greater than God, then he did 
not - by definition - truly think that the idol was greater than God. 
Admittedly, however, the idolater may have entertained the expression 
of his self-deception as if it were true; but the only literal sense in 
which he could have done this is the sense of suppositio materialis. 
As the medievais would put it, however, "nihil est ad propo- 
situm". 

Where then lay the error or the sin of idolatry, if it is admitted 
that truly the idolater wishes or desires nothing? The Black Monk 
answers what must be true here, viz. that the sin of idolatry lay not 
in its object, but in the willful self-deception itself. From this response 
it would appear that the Black Monk is aware of the literal truth, 
viz. that that which is greater than that than which nothing greater 
can be thought, cannot be thought as a positive and significative 
object of thought. The curious muddle in the Black Monk's reasoning 
rests, however, in his belief that despite this literal truth, one can still 
intend or think what cannot be thought even in a non-trivial sense. 
And it is to Rimini's credit to have noted this muddle, and to have 
so clearly laid it bare by means of the logical tool of suppositio materialis 
et personalis. 

But haven't we, in this very paper, attempted to think what 
cannot be thought, for we have constantly used this expression as 
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if it were significant ? A quote from Wittgenstein neatly summarises 
what we have tried to do here : 

The great difficulty here is not to represent the matter as if there were 
something one couldn't do. As if there really were an object, from which 
I derive its description, but I were unable to show it to anyone. - And 
the best that I can propose is that we should yield to the temptation to 
use this picture, but then investigate how the application of the picture 
goes.29 

West Chester, Pa. U.S.A. 
West Chester State College 
28 Philosophical Investigations, 374. Translated by G. E. M. Anscombe (N.Y. 
1967). 
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Review 

Vincent Ferrer, Tractatus de suppositionibus. Critical edition with an intro- 
duction by John A. Trentman. Series: Grammatica Speculativa. Theory of 
Language and Logic in the Middle Ages; volume 2. 
Stuttgart-Bad Canstatt (Frommann-Holzboog), 1977. Pp. 188 (DM 148 
(subscription-price until 31.3.79: DM 128)). 

Already a few years ago (for instance in the S.I.E.P.M. - Bulletin 16-17 
(1974-75) (p. 166)) a series Grammatica Speculativa was announced purporting 
to edit texts and studies on Medieval theory of language, logic and theory of 
science. They are not only meant for historical interest, but also for modern 
discussion on the subjects. In 1977 the first two volumes were published: an 
edition of John Buridan's Sophismata with a short introduction by T. K. Scott, 
and an edition of Vincent Ferrer's Tractatus de suppositionibus with an intro- 
duction by John A. Trentman. This last book will be the subject of this review. 

First, some short remarks about Ferrer's life and works, for which I follow 
Trentman' s interpretation of the data (see his Introduction I, p. uff.). 

Ferrer was born in Valencia in about 1350. He made his profession as a 
Dominican monk in 1368 and received a philosophical and theological education 
in Toulouse between 1368 and 1370. From 1370 to 1372 he taught logic in 
Lérida (near Barcelona) . In all probability he composed his tract on suppositions 
in Lérida in 1372. His other philosophical work (a short questio, entitled De 
unitate universalis) may reasonably be assigned to the same period of his life. 
These two are the only philosophical works of Ferrer's that have come down 
to us; his other works that we know of include theological tracts, letters and 
a great number of sermons. 

In Toulouse, he received a Thomist education and, consequently, in his 
tract on suppositions he professes to being a Thomist, following the via media , 
as he calls it (p. 88), between William of Ockham, the 'nominalist', and Walter 
Burley, the 'realist', as Ferrer interprets them (see also Trentman's comments 
on this, p. i7ff.). 

Ferrer died in Vannes (France) in 1419. 
By giving some details about Ferrer's life and works we have already started 

a discussion of Trentman's critical edition, especially his Introduction I. Trent- 
man himself formulates the aim of his work on p. 9: 'It is to present Vincent 
Ferrer's logic, not only as an item of historic interest, but also as a contribution 
to continuing philosophical discussion'. For this, Trentman has provided us 
with a critical edition of Ferrer's Tractatus de suppositionibus (on pp. 83-184) 
preceded by six introductory chapters (pp. 11-82). An index of names (pp. 18 ч- 
i86) and a selective index verborum et rerum (pp. 187-188) are appended. 

The introductory chapters bear the following titles: 
I Ferrer's Life and Philosophical Works (p. 11) 

II The Aim and Plan of the Following Discussion (p. 17) 
III Ferrer's Logical Method and the Ontological Commitments of Logicians 

(p. 20) 
IV Ferrer's Doctrine of Signification (p. 31) 
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V Horse-promising and Intentionality (p. 41) 
VI Essentialism and the Theory of Natural Supposition (p. 50). 

Much of the IVth Introduction, Trentman says (p. 9-10) was read at the 
Vth Congress of the S. I.E. P.M. (1973) ; the Vth Introduction had been published 
before in substantially the same form in the Acts of the IVth Congress of the 
S.I.E.P.M. (Montreal-Paris, 1969, pp. 949-958) and an earlier version of Intro- 
duction VI was read at the university of Toronto (the date is not mentioned). 
Therefore, studies which have appeared between the date of the original publica- 
tion of the Introductions IV, V and VI and their publication in the work under 
review, have not been adopted. I, for instance, missed reference to De Rijk's 
important article 'The Development of Suppostilo Naturalis in Medieval 
Logic' 1 in the discussion of Ferrer's theory of natural supposition. 

The introductory chapters are very interesting and discuss fundamental 
problems of Ferrer's tract. Trentman does so with the help of modern views 
in logic and semantics. In the Vlth Introduction, Ferrer's view on natural 
supposition is elucidated with modern logical apparatus. So Trentman com- 
pletely attains the object of the series Grammatica Speculativa. 

The basic notion of Ferrer's Tractatus de suppositionibus, is, of course, sup- 
postilo. How, then, does he define that notion and what are the implications 
of that definition ? 

In the second chapter of his tract (p. 93ff.) Ferrer defines suppostilo as 
follows: suppostilo est proprietas subiecti ad predicatum in propositione comparati. 
To this he adds five notes to elucidate its meaning. I think it suffices here to 
point at Ferrer's attribution of suppositio to subject terms and not to predicates. 
Trentman (p. 29) concludes that Ferrer explicitly and emphatically rejects the 
Ockhamist two-names theory of predication, whereby predication is accom- 
plished by joining two names of the same semantic type by a sign of identity. 
According to Trentman this implies that for Ferrer predicates really function 
as syncategoremata. 

In the notes, Ferrer discusses other points of interest concerning his definition 
which I will not enter into here. 

Trentman's edition of the text is, without any doubt, better than was 
H. D. Fages' edition of 1909 (as part of the Oeuvres de Saint Vincent Ferrier, 
Paris, 1909). Trentman takes into account the three manuscripts of Ferrer's 
tract which are now known (viz. MSS Vienna, Dominikaner Konvent 49/271, 
ff. ió9v-207v; Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional 3368, ff. ir-35r and: Pavia, Biblioteca 
Universitaria (Fondo Aldini) 365, ff. iv-95v)> whereas Fages knew only of the 
first two manuscripts and used only the Vienna-codex. This gives Trentman's 
edition a firmer basis than Fages', but, what is more important, Trentman has 
succeeded in following Ferrer's line of thought better than did Fages. 

A 'practical' apparatus criticus (only significant alternative readings have 
been adopted (cf. p. 86) ) and an apparatus fontium are added to the edition 
of the text. 

I hope Trentman will also edit Ferrer's other philosophical tract, viz. the 
De untiate universalis. For this questio we are still dependent on the 1909-edition. 

Without any hesitation we may say that Trentman has provided us with a 
very useful and interesting work. It is a valuable contribution to our knowledge 
of XlVth century logic. 

E. P. Bos 
Leiden 

1 In: Vivarium, IX (2) 1971 (pp. 71-107) (part I) and in ib. XI (1) 1973 (pp. 43- 
79) (part II: pp. 47-52 is on Ferrer's view). 
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Vivarium XVIII, 2 (1980) 

Signification and Logic: 

Scotus on Universais from a Logical Point of View 

DANIEL O. DAHLSTROM 

i Introduction 

The is 
traditional 
often two-pronged. 

nominalist 
By 

attack 
means 

on 
of 
the 
the 

philosophy 
so-called Ockham's 

of Duns Scotus 
razor is often two-pronged. By means of the so-called Ockham's razor 

(one of Aristotle's objections to Platonic forms and found with 
disarming frequency in Scotus' own works),1 Duns Scotus has been 
accused of confusing linguistic signs and the various modes of signi- 
fication, thereby ontologizing the latter into a realist's world of 
common natures and real relations.2 In keeping with traditional 
reputations Scotus has been pictured as a metaphysician defending 
realism from the nominalism or terminism of logicians such as Ockham 
was to become.3 Though responsible scholars qualify such charges of 
realism and nominalism, research into the writings of Duns Scotus, 
even for such qualifications, has centered around Scotus' meta- 
physically-oriented works.4 

1 Johannes Duns Scotus, Quaestiones Super Libros Metaphysicorum Aristotelis , 
Book IV, q. 2, n. 23, Opera Omnia, Editio nova iuxta editionem Waddingi 
(Paris: Vives, 1891-1895), VII, 271: "Pluralit as nunquam ponenda est sine 
necessitate." (Hereafter this edition is referred to as 'Vives,' followed by volume 
and page number.) 2 Ernest Moody, The Logic of William Ockham (New York 1965), 66-117. 3 To find illustrations of this situation, one need but peruse the treatment of 
this problem in the historical studies or compilations by Wolter, Maurer, Gilson, 
Shapiro, Weinberg, Copleston, Moody, or S. Y. Watson. Philotheus Boehner 
is an exception, apparently aware of Scotus' skill as a logician, though he never 
appears to have thoroughly pursued the matter. Notable attempts to broaden 
the basis for treating the problem of universais in this period include: Anton C. 
Pegis, The Dilemma of Being and Unity, in: Essays in Thomism (New York 
1942), 149-183; Thomas McTighe, Scotus, Plato, and the Ontology of the Bare X, 
in: The Monist, XLIX (1965), 588-016; and Erich Hochstetter, Studien zur 
Metaphysik und Erkenntnislehre Wilhelms von Ockham (Berlin 1927). 4 J. Kraus, Die Lehre des Johannes Duns Scotus von der Natura Communis 
(Freiburg 1927). Exceptions to those who have restricted their research to 
metaphysical texts are Karl Werner who, however, based the greater part of 
his logical research on writings that are those of Pseudo-Scotus and St. Swiezaw- 
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Yet two fallacies seem latent in such an approach. First, it is 
historically inaccurate. Overlooked is the fact that Duns Scotus wrote 
at least four commentaries on Aristotle's logical works and a commen- 
tary on Porphyry's Isagoge .5 Secondly, such an approach is problemat- 
ically prejudicial. Restricting research to Scotus' metaphysical works 
artificially pits logician against metaphysician on matters such as 
the problem of universais, tacitly identifying that confrontation as a 
basic, if not exclusive, source of the conflict.6 The general impression 
is that Scotus undervalues the role and integrity of logic, particularly 
in regard to the problem of universais, by raising metaphysical issues. 

The following study is not a re-conditioned form of the old debate 
about universais, nor does it explicitly refute the view that the debate 
is simply a question of logical or metaphysical proclivities. However, 
the following study does provide a basis for a fresh look at the debate 
about common natures ex parte rei , since it clearly distinguishes that 
controversy from what for Scotus is properly the problem of universais, 
viz. the question of the status of the predicables within the domain of 
logic. Moreover, by unpacking Scotus' account of genus, species, and 
the like in general, any assumption that the problem of universais is 

ski who wrote a rather unsatisfactory Les intentions premières et les intentions 
secondes chez Jean Duns Scot in: Archives d'Histoire Doctrinale et Littéraire 
du Moyen Age, IX (1934)* 205-260. 
6 Charles Balie, The Life and Works of John Duns Scotus, in: John Duns Scotus , 
1265-1965, ed. by Ryan and Bonansea (Washington, D.C. 1965), 22 : "Codex 291 
of Balliol College, Oxford, contains Scotus' teaching on the Logica and Meta- 
physica of Aristotle. On fol. 5jr, after the words 'Explicit sententia super 
Praedicamenta secundum Doctorem Subtilem,' the following remark is made: 
'Hoc qui fecit opus Duns Subtilis vocitatur. - Doctor theologus logica cunctis 
dominatur. - Qui cupit in logica merito consultus haben - discat dicta sua si 
cautus habet retineri, etc.' Be that as it may, Scotus' Logicalia did not exert a 
great influence upon the history of Scotism." Balic's last remark seems a bit 
flippant since the lack of study of Scotus' own logical works precludes such a 
judgment and, moreover, there is a substantive list of commentaries on Scotus' 
logical works by such people as Sarnanus, Hibernicus, Hiquaeus, Faventinus, 
Brassanola, Antonius Andreas, Mauritius a Portu, and Joannes Anglicus. 
More extensive lists can be found in C. R. S. Harris, Duns Scotus (Oxford 1927), 
I, 313-360 and E. Longpré, La philosophie du Bx. Duns Scot, in: Études Fran- 
ciscaines (i 922-1 924). 8 Recently Eike-Henner Kluge has explicitly identified three approaches to 
the problem of universais, viz. metaphysical, logical, and grammatical. Scotus' 
main concern is said to be metaphysical and Ockham's to be "logico-semantic." 
Eike-Henner W. Kluge, William of Ockham* s Commentary on Porphyry - 
Introduction and English Translation, in: Franciscan Studies, 33 (1973), 174. 
Historically the logician vs. metaphysician approach to the problem of universais 
can be traced to Peter of Candia. Cf. Etienne Gilson, History of Christian 
Philosophy in the Middle Ages (New York 1955), 469-470. 
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simply a confrontation of logical and metaphysical queries is seriously 
questioned. Thè precise purpose of the following study is to expose 
Scotus' views on the nature of universais within his logical theory. 

The plan of the study is as follows. Because of its importance for 
Scotus' views on concepts, Scotus' general theory of signs is first out- 
lined, followed by his account of concepts as intentions and natural 
signs. The logical meaning of a universal as a second intention is then 
isolated along with questions concerning the existence and properties 
of universais in general. Turning to Scotus' account of the traditional 
medieval theories about forms of predication, questions concerning 
the status of the predicables as strictly logical universais are then 
raised. Scotus determines that status in terms of a traditional theory 
of signification. In the final segment of this study the nature of the 
predicables is schematized in detail and the degree of autonomy and 
usefulness they lend to logic is discussed. 

My general thesis is that, by isolating a purely logical meaning for 
universais and by establishing the predicables as the logical types of 
universais solely in terms of this logical meaning, Scotus greatly insures 
the autonomy of logic from metaphysics, psychology, and grammar. 
At the same time the predicables and their unique logical structure 
constitute a valuable background theory underdetermining what may 
be said about what is.7 

2 The General Theory of Signs 
A sign, in being known, makes something else known. This charac- 

terization, drawn by Scotus from Augustine, requires of a sign some 
foundation, i.e. a sensible object serving as a sign, and some sort of 
signifying relation.8 Characterized in various ways, these two factors, 
viz. foundations and relations, distinguish the various types of signs. 
7 My prime source for the foUowing study is Scotus' Super Universalia Porphyrii 
Quaestiones for which I employed chiefly codices Vat. lat. 9402 and 807 and the 
1894 Vives-Wadding edition of Scotus' works. An occasional comparison was 
made with a seventeenth century Wadding edition, a sixteenth century edition 
of the Logicalia of Scotus, and other early printed editions and manuscripts. 
Ioannis Dvns Scoti, Opera Omnia (Lvgdvni: Sumptibvs Dvrand, MDCXXXIX), 
(the Wadding edition) ; Ioannis Duns Scoti, In Universam Aristotelis Logicam 
Exactissimae Quaestiones (Venetiis: Apud Franciscum Franciscium Senensem, 
1586); and Johannes Duns Scotus, Quaestiones super Universalibus Porphyrii 
ac libris Praedicamentorum perihermenias Aristotelis (Venice: Ioh. Persan Dau- 
uome, 1483). 8 Opus Oxoniense, IV, d. 6, q. 10, n. 5 (Vives, XVI, 620) : "Et quod adducitur 
de secunda relatione, quae fundatur in charactere, scilicet signi, respondeo, 
si signum est secundum Augustinum de Doct. Christiana, quod praeter notitiam 
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In terms of their foundations , signs can be distinguished according to 
the quantity and variety of objects serving as signs, variety being 
determined by the availability of the objects to the senses. Thus the 
foundation of a sign-relation may be one or more objects available to 
many senses or to the same sense.9 This availability, however, is 
not to be restricted to the physical senses but includes the cognitive 
powers in general.10 

In terms of their relations , Scotus finds a fourfold division of signs. 
A natural sign involves a real relation to things signified. For example, 
smoke is a natural sign of fire since it is causally related to fire. On 
the other hand, a conventional type of sign involves a relation of reason 
to whatever is signified. Thus, linguistic expressions and the notes of 
music are signs only through conventions established by intelligent 
sign-users.11 

Additional distinctions of sign-types are in terms of the efficacy 
and constancy of the sign's relation to significata . A sign is efficacious 
if its signification follows upon or is contemporaneous with the sign's 
appearance.12 A sign has constancy in its relation to its significatum 
when the significatum always accompanies the sign's appearance. 
Smoke, as a natural sign of fire, is constant but not efficacious (for 
the smoke may appear in the air after the fire has gone out). On the 
other hand, an eclipse is both a constant and efficacious natural sign 
of aninterpositioningof earth between sun and moon. As an example 
of a sign lacking in constancy, i.e. not always having its significatum 

quam ingerit sensibus, aliud facit in cognitionem venire." (Hereafter this work 
is referred to as 'Op.') Reportata Parisiensia, IV, d. i, q. 2, n. 3 (Vives, XXIII, 
546) : "Et cum signum hoc duo importēt, vel necessario requirat, scilicet funda- 
mentům et relationem, ex hoc sequitur quod ex parte utriusque potest distingui." 
(Hereafter this work is referred to as 'Rep. Par.') Scotus' theory of relations 
and their foundations in general is to be found in Op., II, d. i, q. 4 (Vives, XI, 
97-112). Scotus demonstrates there that relations are not the same as the real 
things that serve as their foundations, answering five arguments of Henry of 
Ghent to the contrary, and yet that relations do not exist only in the under- 
standing's act of comparing. 9 Rep. Par., IV, d. 1, q. 2 (Vives, XXIII, 547). 10 Op., IV, d. 6, q. 10 (Vives, XVI, 620). 11 Rep. Par., IV, d. i, q. 2 (Vives, XXIII, 546). This concept of a natural sign 
is easily misunderstood or taken to mean more than is intended. X is a natural 
sign of Y not because it is inevitable that people view X as a sign of Y or that X 
necessarily produces the thought of Y in people's minds. Rather X is a natural 
sign of Y because X is linked to Y in some kind of necessary fashion that is 
not our own doing. However, that X is a sign of Y necessarily requires the 
workings of a human mind. 
12 Op., IV, d. i, q. 2 (Vives, XVI, 105). 
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with it, Scotus suggests the proposition.13 However, Scotus' example 
of the proposition as an inconstant and possibly inefficacious sign 
ought not mislead one into assuming an isomorphic correspondence 
of natural signs with constant and efficacious signs and of conventional 
signs with uncertain and inefficacious signs. It has already been noted 
that smoke, while a natural sign, is not efficacious. Moreover, some 
conventional, incomplex signs may appear to always have a qualified 
significatum, i.e. thing ut conci pitur or property of the soul as a likeness 
of a thing in which case some efficaciousness and constancy is assured. 

A final type of relation according to which signs are distinguished 
is that of temporality. A sign may be memorative, prognostic, or 
contemporaneous.14 Obviously, it is the significate, with respect to the 
sign, that is past, present, or future. 

From this brief resume of some divisions Scotus assigns to signs, the 
following schema results. 

Schema I : T ypes of Signs 
Foundations, i.e. the object or objects serving as signs in relation 

to one or more senses, including cognitive powers 
in general 

Signs 
Relations, i.e. the object's or sign's relationship to the signi fi- 

cata or that of which it is a sign : 
(1) natural (real) - conventional (rational) 
(2) constant - inconstant 
(3) efficacious - inefficacious 
(4) temporality 

In general, signs are active elements of consciousness whose function 
is to bring something else into cognition. This function is performed in 
varying ways according to the nature of the element serving as a sign 
(i.e. foundation) and the way such a sign signifies its signifícate (i.e. 
relation). A key part of this definition is the active function of the 
sign. Whether such a sign be conventionally imposed or naturally 
experienced, whether linguistic or conceptual, the sign qua sign has the 
ability to produce other knowledge than of itself in the thinker 
recognizing it as a sign. 

3 Concepts as Signs and the Meaning of 
' Intention ' 

Bound with the general theory of signs, a theory of intentions 
underlies Scotus' account of universais from a logical point of view. 

18 Rep. Par., IV, d. 1, q. 2 (Vives, XXXIII, 546). " Ibid. (Vives, XXXIII, 547). 
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' Intention' may refer to (i) an act of willing, (2) a formal feature in 
a thing ( ratio formalis in re), (3) a concept, or (4) a reason for tending 
toward an object [ratio tendendi in objectum). A ratio formalis in re is, 
for example, a feature of a thing from which a genus is taken which 
is distinct from a feature underlying a difference .15 

In Opus Oxoniense Scotus clarifies these meanings of 'intention' by 
comparing the relation of things and signs to the relation of things and 
intentions. 

Intentio hie dicitur illud per quod tanquam per principium formale in 
objectum tendit sensus ; et sicut quidquid est signum est res, secundum 
Augustinum de Doct. Christ ., licet non e converso; et ideo in distinctione 
rei et signi, res accipitur pro illa re quae non est signum, licet illa quae 
est signum sit etiam res; ita in distinctione rei et intentionis, licet intentio 
sit res, et forte sensibilis res, in quam possit sensus tendere, tarnen illa 
dicitur intentio quae non est tantum res, in quam tendit sensus, sed est 
ratio tendendi in alterum, cujus est propria similitudo.16 

While a sign is some kind of thing, it is precisely a sign when it is 
under consideration, not as a thing but rather in its function of 
signifying. Similarly an intention is not only a thing in its own right 
but also a basis for tending toward a thing of which it is properly a 
likeness. 

This identification of intention as a likeness unravels what Scotus 
leaves unexplicated in the texts cited, i.e. the third way of understand- 
ing 'intention/ namely as a concept. The very integrity of logic 
vis-a-vis metaphysical, psychological, and linguistic studies revolves 
around this conceptual meaning of 'intention.' "Intermediate between 
a thing and a statement or expression is a concept, and just as there 
is a science of things and a science of meaningful expressions, ... so 
also there can be a science of concepts, namely logic." 17 Qualifying 
this view somewhat in the Opus Oxoniense , Scotus maintains that the 
15 Rep. Par., II, d. 13, q. 1 (Vives, XXIII, 44) : "Est igitur qualitas sensibilis, 
quae est species lucis, vel intentio. Tarnen hoc nomen intentio aequivocum uno 
modo dicitur actus voluntatis; secundo ratio formalis in re, sicut intentio rei, 
a qua accipitur genus, differt ab intentione, a qua accipitur differentia; tertio 
modo dicitur conceptus; quarto, ratio tendendi in objectum, sicut similitudo 
dicitur ratio tendendi in illud cujus est." 'Feeling' has a similar range of 
meanings in English. 16 Op., II, d. 13, q. i (Vives, XII, 616). 17 In librum Praedicamentorum quaestiones, q. i (Vives, I, 438) : "Medium inter 
rem et sermonem vel vocem est conceptus; ergo sicut est aliqua scientia per 
se de rebus, aliqua per se de vocibus significativis, ut Grammatica, Rhetorica, 
quae considérant passiones vocis, scilicet inquantum vocis, scilicet congruum 
et ornátům; ita potest aliqua scientia esse per se de conceptu, et haec est 
Logica." 
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very same concept can be appropriated differently, for example, 
in terms of grammatical modes as various modes of signifying ( modus 
significandi) and in terms of logical modes as diverse modes of consider- 
ing ( modus consider andi), i.e. universal or particular, explicit or 
implicit. Moreover, it is through these differences that conceptus 
is the basis of certitude, truth, congruity, and their opposites.18 

Understood as a concept an intention is a natural sign,19 capable of 
being conceived perfectly or imperfectly, properly or commonly in 
comparison with the object of intention.20 These different characteriza- 
tions of 'concept' hinge upon whether "some reality is understood 
with its intrinsic mode." A perfect concept of a thing includes an 
intrinsic mode of that particular thing and hence is proper to it. 
However, an imperfect concept of a thing does not include that particu- 
lar mode but grasps the thing under a concept which is common to 
the thing and other things. (For example, a very white object may be 
conceived as Very white/ capturing its distinctive coloration, or as 
simply another white object.)21 By ignoring or overlooking real, 
particular modes of a thing, a concept becomes a somewhat indefinite 
modus considerandi as opposed to the more definite perfect and proper 
concept. Two significant characteristics of concepts are illustrated here. 
First, concepts as natural signs have varying degrees of adequacy in 
performing their significative function. Secondly, that concepts are 
perfect or imperfect (by means of a recognition of a distinction between 
a reality and its intrinsic mode) serves at least as a basis for establish- 
ing genus , species , differentia , etc. 

Besides having a detei minate nature as a sign, determinable in 
relation to its object, Scotus characterizes a concept as itself an object. 
In Theoremata VIII he says, "I call a 'concept1 what terminates the 
act of understanding/' 22 Hence, a concept is an object, too, only not 
to be confused with the object of intention in re. Rather it is the 
object of intention as the intellectum or intelligibile , terms as equivocal 
as 'intentio.' 23 Or, as he states in Theoremata IX, "I call 'concept' the 
" Op., I, d. 8, q. 3, n. 6 (Vives, IX, 583). 19 Op., I, d. 27, q. 3, n. 19 (Vives, X, 378); Op., IV, d. 10, q. 4, n. 3 (Vives, XVII, 
229) ; Quaestiones super I et II Perihermenias , I, q. 4, n. 2 (Vives, I, 547). 20 Theoremata, VIIĪ, 4 (Vives, V, 19). 21 Op., I, d. 8, q. 3, n. 27 (Vives, IX, 626-627). 22 Theoremata, VIII, 4 (Vives, V, 19) : "Conceptual dico, quod actum intelligendi 
terminât." 
23 Ibid. : "Hic objectum dicitur, vel intelligibile, vel intellectum, vel intentio. . . . 
Sicut autem intentio aequivoce dicitur de objecto et de actu, ita et conceptus. 
Hic autem sumitur pro objecto." 
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object intelligized in the act, namely just as it is in the intellect, not 
as a form, but as the known object in the act." 24 The same is echoed in 
the Opus Oxoniense where he states, "Logical intentions do not signify 
quiddities outside the soul, but only concepts in the soul." 25 In this 
latter sense a concept is an object only insofar as the knower is in an 
actual relationship to it. 

However, since logical intentions as a form of second intention sig- 
nify only concepts, determining the kind of sign-relation involved in 
conceptual signification poses a difficulty. If 'natural' is meant to 
refer to the relation involved in concepts as natural signs, some 
inconsistencies are apparent. For on the basis of Scotus' theory of 
signs, natural conceptual signs would seem to involve a real relation 
to a significate. Such real relations are indicative of an objectivity 
in a relation that, just as "the heavens above and the earth below," 
persists whether recognized by an intellect or not.26 

However, that this is universally the case for conceptual signification, 
given a theory of second intentions, is difficult, if not impossible, to 
maintain. That first intentions, i.e. concepts of the intellect's initial 
act of simple apprehension, are naturally objective in a sign-relation 
is at least plausible if not necessary. Though all intentions involve 
some intervention of a thinker, these first intentions indicate the 
mind's ability to reflect naturally the things of our experience as 
likenesses relatively independent of any relation to other concepts 
as signs. However, "... every second intention is a relation of reason, 
not just any, but that pertaining to the term of the act of the intellect 
of combining and dividing, or at least of comparing one to the other." 27 

Thus, a second intention is the act of entertaining some meaning for 
some referent, a meaning resulting from the reflexive intellect's 
operation of comparing, combining, and dividing. By interpreting 

24 Theoremata, IX, 6 (Vives, V, 23): "Conceptum dico objectum actu intel- 
lectum, prout scilicet est in intellectu, non ut forma, sed ut actu cognitum." 26 Op., IV, d. i, q. 2 (Vives, XVI, 107): "Sed eo modo quo definitio exprimit 
unum conceptum per se in intellectu, sive ille conceptus sit rei extra, sive 
rationis, bene potest definiri; et hoc modo tantum, et non aliter, definiuntur 
omnes intentiones Logicales; non signant quidditates extra animam, sed 
tantummodo conceptus in anima." 
28 Metaphysica, V, q. XI (Vives, VII, 270): "Item Avicenna 3. Meta.: Nullo 
intellectu intelligente, coelum esset superius, terra inferius, et iste pater, et ille 
filius . ' ' 
27 Op., I, d. 23, q. i (Ed. Vaticana, V, 352) : "Quia omnis intentio secunda est 
relatio rationis, non quaecumque, sed pertinens ad extremum actus intellectus 
componentis et dividends vel saltem conferentis unum ad alteram." 
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the naturalness of concepts to refer to the sign-relation, a dilemma 
arises in that, while concepts are natural signs, second intentions 
involve a relation of reason. Terms of second intentions - logical 
intentions such as the predicables being among the most obvious, 
e.g. genus, species, etc. - are applied to terms of first intentions, e.g. 
'homo/ 'animal/ etc. Is this applicability founded in a sign-significate 
relation which is real or rational? Natural or conventional? Or are 
these legitimate questions ? 

If relations of reason are to be understood in the same sense as 
Scotus' example of such relations in his sign-talk, e.g. notes of music, 
and thus artificial, second intentions would seem to require an interpre- 
tation whereby they are not natural signs but .of a wholly different 
category than first intentions. This, in turn, would seem to indicate 
that second intentions make up a decidedly formalistic system of 
logical relations based on the convenience of the logician. However, 
as already noted in the quote on the equivocal meanings of 'intention/ 
an intentional referent or ratio formalis in re underlies generic or 
specific assertions. Hence, perhaps the correct interpretation is that a 
relation is of reason, merely insofar as it involves the intervention of 
the comparing intellect, while the comparing that is done is a natural 
sign of the various ways the contents of first intentions allow or 
specify themselves to be mutually compared and interrelated by the 
thinker. The variety of alternatives in the apparatus of sign-theory 
as applied to conceptual signification high-lights the different statuses 
that might be assigned to universais. 

However, perhaps this form of the problem of universais - which 
are concepts - may be circumvented by interpreting 'natural' to apply 
not to a relation of likeness but to the foundation of conceptual signs. 
That is, concepts are natural signs insofar as it is their nature to 
function as signs, whereas what they are signs of and how they are 
signs may differ as it does, for example, between first and second 
intentions. Though Scotus used the word 'natural' to apply to the 
sign-relation, he does consider the aptitude of some entities to function 
as a sign, e.g. water as a sign of cleansing in baptism.28 Hence, there 
is precedent for this latter interpretation which avoids the inconsisten- 
cies involved in interpreting 'natural' to apply to the sign-relation 
of likeness in regard to concepts. 

28 op IV, d. I, q. 2 (Vives, XVI, 107). 
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4 Second. Intentions and the Logical Meaning of 'Universal' 

In Scotus' commentary on Porphyry's Isagoge, he outlines the 
meanings of 'universal,' specifying the second intentional sense that 
is the proper domain of the logician. 

Et quia omnem quaestionem praecedit, quid dicitur per nomen, ideo 
notandum, quod universale, sicut cetera concreta, tripliciter sumitur. 
Quandoque enim sumitur pro subjecto, idest pro re primae intentionis, 
cui appHcatur intentio universalis; et hoc modo universale est primum 
objectum intellectus. Quandoque sumitur pro forma, scilicet pro re secun- 
dae intentionis, causata ab intellectu, et applicabili rebus primae intentionis ; 
et sic loquitur logicus proprie de universali. Tertio modo pro aggregato 
ex subjecto et forma; et illud est ens per accidens, quia aggregat diversas 
naturas, ex quibus non fit unum per se ; . . ,29 

The last sense of universal need not be studied since, as Scotus notes, it 
is an ens per accidens of which there is no proper study. However, the 
first two meanings of 'universal' must be very precisely determined. 

In the first sense 'universal' is taken for a subject, apparently 
anything of first intention to which the intention of universal is applied. 
An example of this first sense is "'Human' is a universal" where 'human' 
expresses something of first intention to which 'universal' is applied. 
Moreover, in this first sense, what is universal is the j>rimum objectum 
intellectus . Apparently what is meant is that an object present to a 
perceiving, thinking subject, first becomes an object of understanding 
at that point when it is recognized in terms of a universal. Or, in other 
words, some determinate aspects of something present to the intellect 
become understood when recognized as predicable of many. This makes 
a good deal of sense. Consider the vast number of objects that enter 
one's consciousness. At what point or in terms of what criteria is 
one of these objects no longer merely perceived or perceptibly present 
but, at whatever depth, intelligibly understood ? It is first at the level 
of intellectual consciousness at that point at which universais may be 
applied to it. Hence the subjectum or res of the first sense of 'universal' 
appears to be anything of first intention to which a universal is applied 
or predicated.30 
29 Super Universalia Porphyrii Quaestiones, q. 3 (Vives, I, 71). My interpreta- 
tion of this passage, so fundamental to the remainder of Scotus' discussion, 
differs substantially from the vague, though instructive interpretation given 
by Mauritius a Portu in his Expositio super Quaestiones Scoti in Porphyrium. 
Cf. Johannis Duns Scotus, Opera Omnia , I, Editio nova iuxta editionem Wad- 
dingi (Paris: Vives, 1891). 30 A universal is not the same as the first object of the understanding but 
rather its "accidental mode/' Super Universalia Porphyrii Quaestiones , q. 5 
(Vives, 1, 106). (Hereafter this text is referred to as 'Sup. Un/) 
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In the second sense of 'universal' the forma or res of second intention 
is something applicable to things of first intention. Examples of this 
second sense are 'human' and 'species/ Logic properly studies universais 
in this second sense as things intelligible of themselves as a means 
by which anything is understood. The two meanings of 'universal' are 
outlined in the following schema. 

Schema II : The Meanings of ' Universal ' 

(1) a way of understanding some thing of first intention, 
e.g. " 'Human' is a universal" since "Socrates is a human 
and Plato is a human." 

'Universal' 
(2) a way of understanding some thing of second intention 

caused by the understanding and applicable to things 
of first intention, e.g. "A species is a universal" since " 'Human' is a species." 

To further elucidate what Scotus seems to have in mind here, let us 
consider a sentence such as "it is a universal," where 'it' may refer to 
any object of intellectual consciousness at that point at which a 
universal is applicable to it. 'It' may refer to anything of first intention 
and may have as its substituend 'human,' 'animal,' etc. Or 'it' may 
refer to something caused by the intellect and applicable to things of 
first intention and, in that case, 'it' may have as its substituend 'genus,' 
'species,' etc. This use of 'it' with its substituend of first intentions in 
the first sense and second intentions in the second sense illustrates 
Scotus' use of 'res' in the text under consideration. A kind of variable, 
'res' has some first intentional content as its reference in the first 
sense and in the second sense some second intentional construct. 

While the status of a thing of first intention was its being the first 
object of the intellect, the status of a thing of second intention is its 
being res causata ab intellectu and res apfilicabilis rebus primae inten - 
tionis. The dual elements in this characterization of a universal as a 
second intention which logic properly studies make for a theme which 
recurs throughout Scotus' commentary on Porphyry's Isagoge . There 
is an artificiality about a universal as a thing of second intention, a 
thrust to systematize, formalize, or classify on the part of the intellect, 
and yet this is tempered by a certain objective accountability. Even 
here, at the outset of the discussion of universais, the twofold condition 
for valid universais as second intentions is presented. They must be 
caused by the intellect (that is, artificial, hence pertaining to a relation 
of reason), and yet be applicable to things of first intention (that is, 
not without the relevance of a real relation). To determine the precise 
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degree of real relevance required will render possible a fair assessment 
of the artificiality and/or naturalness of universais as second intentions 
('natural' as applied to the sign-relation of universais as second 
intentions). 

5 The Existence and 'Properties' of Universais 

Because of the undeniable role of universais in understanding, 
Scotus readily asserts that universais exist.31 Yet specifying what that 
means within an Aristotelian scheme presents certain difficulties. 
In the Categories Aristotle claims that everything other than a primary 
substance either is said of or is in a primary substance. Universais, 
falling under the domain of logic, are not in primary substances as 
real accidents. But then is it permissible even for universais to be said 
of primary substances ? 

According to Scotus, as Aristotle speaks of them in the Categories , 
secondary substances do not exist except for the operation of the under- 
standing, a fact distinguishing them from primary substances. Only 
secondary substances, moreover, may be said of primary substances. 
Universais are secondary substances. These secondary substances may 
be called 'accidents' but they are not real accidents in the sense that 
one might posit their existence in a first substance. Rather they are 
intentional accidents which may be said of first substances. Thus, 
for example, 'human' may be said of 'Socrates.' As a universal and 
hence under logic's scrutiny 'human' is an intentional accident, not 
existing outside the operation of the intellect.32 

However, though thus dependent on the understanding, universais 
are not mere figments. By a 'figment,' Scotus understands some 
intention to which nothing corresponds in reality. Yet there is such 
correspondence for universais, a correspondence which moves the 
intellect to cause such intentions. Speaking of universais, Scotus notes : 

Dico ergo quod effective est ab intellectu, sed materialiter sive originaliter 
sive occasionaliter est a proprietate in re, figmentum vero minime, etc.33 

31 Sup. Un., q. 4 (Vives, I, 96). 32 Ibid. (Vives, I, 97) : "Ideo dicitur quod universale dicitur de primis. Ad 
illud, quod est contra hoc, quia solae secundae substantiae dicuntur de primis, 
dico quod secundae substantiae, ut ibi loquitur, sunt accidentalia, non quidem 
realia, de quibus ponit aliud membrum, scilicet 'in esse,' sed intentionalia, 
quibus per se competit 'dici de.' " 
33 Ibid. Later in question fifteen Scotus notes that a unity in a thing is but the 
occasion for unity in intention. In other words, as simply an occasion for a 
universal unity in a thing does not determine the nature of the unity signified 
by a universal. Cf. Sup. Un., q. 15 (Vives, 1, 191-192). 
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In this quote Scotus' use of proprietas in re seems to correspond to the 
earlier mentioned criterion for a universal, viz. applicabilis rebus 

primae intentionis. Later Scotus speaks of the 'properties' of universais, 
where 'property' is taken in its technical sense as a predicable. 

As a predicable, property is defined as an accidental quality occur- 
ring always and exclusively in every single instance of that of which 
it is predicated, convertible with but not part of the latter's essence (or 
definition).34 In this manner Aristotle speaks of "being grammatical" 
as a property of humanity. The property thus convertible with the 
definition of universal ("praedicabile de pluribus") is "to be one in 
many and of many" ("esse unum in multis et de multis").35 Whereas 
proprietas in re as a primum objectum intellectus is the genetic occasion 
for a universal, the property spoken of here, accompanying the 
definition of a universal, serves as the specifiable reference of a universal. 
Scotus is maintaining that universais are the result of a systematizing 
thrust on the part of the intellect and yet these universais must have 
some objective accountability. That accountability, it would appear, 
is both psychogenetic, the proprietas in re occasion of a universal, 
and semantic, the proprietas definitionis , viz. esse unum in multis 
et de multis , reference of a universal. 

At the outset of his commentary, Scotus noted that while justifiable 
as a science in its own right, logic must include the notion of being a 
modus sciendi and a scientia ut ens. This is the precise feature of logic 
that seems involved insofar as logic properly treats universais. That is, 
universais as second intentions, involving a relation of reason, are 
plainly artificial and yet they are held accountable in terms of their 
applicability to things of first intention. The latter is certified when 
esse unum in multis et de multis is recognized as a property of the 
universal artifice. Thus logic seems to be a utilization of universal 
artifices anchored by the efficacy of those artifices as tools for grasping 
first intentional objects. That efficacy is ascertained when the content 
of the universal artifice is somehow found in those objects. 

34 Sup. Un., qq. 30-31 (Vives, I, 34S-356)- 40 òup. Un., q. 0 (vives, I, no): JJicendum, quod sic quia dehnitio delimens 
sufficienter indicat essentiam definiti, igitur cuicumque inest aliquid converti- 
biliter, praeter ea quae ponuntur in ejus defini tione, illud habet tale sibi in- 
haerens pro passione. Et sic inest aliquid universali, quia si def initio ipsius 
universalis vera sit, quae est 'praedicabile de pluribus,' quae ponitur 1. Periher. 
cap. 5 tunc convertibile praeter essentiam universalis, 'esse unum in multis, 
et de multis/ " 
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6 The Question of the Predicables and the Forms of Predication 

But what of 'genus/ 'species/ and the like? These cannot be said 
of primary substances (e.g. "Socrates est species") nor do they seem 
to be (or have) properties of primary substances. Apparently the 
subject of Scotus' discussion of universais at the outset of his com- 
mentary on Porphyry's Isagoge is the domain of what may be said of 
primary substances, what is caused by the understanding, and applic- 
able to things of first intention. Universals such as 'homo/ 'albus/ 
etc. fall within that domain and as such are subject to logical investiga- 
tion. They may be classified in terms of the structure of that domain, 
viz. in terms of the meta-classes or strictly logical universais such 
as genus, species, etc. Yet what is the status of these strictly logical 
universais, the predicables themselves ? 

There are at least two forms in which this question may be raised. 
In its existential form, since 'genus/ 'species/ etc. are not primary 
substances and are neither in nor said of primary substances, in what 
sense do they exist ? An essential form of the question is: since 'genus/ 
'species/ etc. do not signify true natures (i.e. species, difference, and 
the like are not secondary substances), what is their justification as 
the logical structure of universais or as the forms of predicability ? 

The existential form of this question may strike many as misguided. 
In the first place, it is unclear what is being asked. What would it 
mean to say "genus exists" ? If it means that there is some ostensible 
object to which 'genus' refers as some sort of constant and efficacious 
natural sign, there seems to be a confusion of ostensive and operational 
levels of expression. 

Scotus is clearly aware of the necessity of specifying these diverse 
levels in terms of various forms of predication. He distinguishes among 
denominative and essential predication ( ut modus and ut quid) and 

among exercised and signified predication ( exercita and signata). 
Scotus invokes these forms of predication specifically to explain how a 
referential property of a universal may itself be expressed as a universal 
as well as to articulate in what manner predicables may be predicated 
of one another. 

For example, given that a property of a universal is A, the assertion 
"A is a universal" should not be construed in such a way that a univer- 
sal is understood to be essentially predicated of A, for A, as a property, 
is not essentially the same as the universal of which it is a property. 
Such an assertion as "A is a universal," where A is the property of 
some other universal, involves denominative predication whereby the 
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universal is taken ut modus . While a universal understood ut quid 
has a property - i.e. a feature co-extensive with the universal but of 
which 'universal' cannot be essentially predicated - a universal 
understood ut modus may be a mode of understanding that property.36 
Thus, for example, suppose that the first intentional content of the 
term 'human' is in many things. It is legitimate to assert 

" 'Human' 
is a universal" if 'universal' be taken as a mode of understanding 
that property. Thus, the content of 'human' as a property ut quid 
is not essentially the same as a universal ut quid and yet universal 
ut modus may be a way of considering that property. 

Scotus also invokes the notions of essential and denominative 
predication to resolve certain difficulties accompanying the claim that 
each of the predicables is univocally a universal. Construing universale 
as a genus for the five predicables so that the latter are species of 
universais does not imply an essential and exercita predication such as 
species est genus. For the meaning of 'genus' is extraneous to that of 
'universal' when 'universal' is joined to a predicable by means of the 
verb 'est.' However, while no predicable may be predicated convertibly 
of one another with exercita predication, they are predicable with 
praedicatione signata. Thus, it may be said that a genus is predicated 
of a species to explicate the meaning of "A human is an animal" as 
well as "species is a universal." 

On the other hand, since each predicable is a kind of universal, 
genus est species can be true as it stands if taken in the sense of denom- 
inative predication, i.e. precisely where the subject is taken ut quid 
and the predicate ut modus. In other words, such a statement as 
genus est species or differentia est species can be true if subject and 
predicate are not both taken uniformly, i.e. both ut quid or both ut 
modus. Thus, the quiddity of genus, in comparison with the universal, 
may be understood as a species, viz. as a species of that which is 
generally praedicabile de pluribus. With such a distinction, as apparently 
incongruous a statement as plurale est singulare can be true if 'plurale' 
is understood as a quiddity and 'singulare' as a mode of understanding 
that quiddity.37 

The notion of essential predication appears to refer to the quiddity 
of the subject and denominative predication to a mode of understand- 
ing the same by means of something outside that subject's quiddity. 
Moreover, only in the latter sense is universale a genus for the five 
36 Sup. Un., q. 6 (Vives, I, hi). 37 Sup. Un., q. 8 (Vives, I, 120). 
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predicables such that each predicable may be said to be a species of 
universal. For example, 'genus' can be predicated of each of the 
predicables according to praedicatio signata , e.g. "a genus is predicated 
of a species," while 'species' can be predicated of each of the predicables 
according to denominative predication where species as a predicate 
is taken ut modus , e.g. "genus is a species." Taking a term ut quid or 
ut modus seems to be a function similar to identifying whether the 
meaning or referent (in medieval supposition theory, whether the 
simple or personal supposition) is intended in the use of the term. 

Perhaps more simply the distinction ut quid and ut modus is also a 
means of specifying in Latin what is expressed and sufficiently handled 
by definite and indefinite articles in other languages. That is, the use 
of that distinction to explicate how 'universal' is predicated of its 
property or how each predicable is a species of universal is obviated in 
the English language through the utilization of such articles. For 
example, "The property of a universal is universal but is not the 
universal of which it is a property" would eliminate the former 
problem and "Difference is a species of universal but not the species 
as such" would eliminate the latter problem. In other words, ut quid 
specifies the definite content to which 'universal' is applied, e.g. 
the property or the difference, while ut modus specifies some universality 
of the content. 

Scotus' appeal to these various forms of predication demonstrates 
his view that the predicables, when predicated of themselves, must be 
taken on another level than that of terms such as 'homo' and 'albus.' 
Accordingly Scotus is not raising the existential form of the question 
of the predicables' status. Each predicable has a quiddity of its own, 
the genus of which - p medicabile de pluribus - is univocal among the 
predicables (although one predicable, e.g. a genus, may have a greater 
extension than another).38 Yet it is precisely insofar as a universal 
is an intention and not insofar as it is a being that universais are 
the subject of Scotus' logical investigation of Porphyry's universais.39 
38 Sup. Un., q. 8 (Vives, I, 120). Here Scotus argues that genus is a greater 
universal (maius universale) extensionally but not more of a universal (magis 
universale) intensionally. 39 Sup. Un., q. 8 (Vives, I, 121) : "Cum autem objicitur contra primum mem- 
brum, dici potest quod Metaphysicus omne ens reale considérât, non ens rationis, 
cujusmodi est universale ut hic loquitur. Vel si concedatur quod considérât 
intentionem inquantum ens, non tarnen sequitur quod intentionem inquantum 
intentio quia non sunt idem, quod universaliter accidit quando terminus 
sequens reduplicationem non significat absolute essentiam, sicut non est idem 
mobile in quantum mobile, et mobile in quantum ens." In effect, the subject 
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At the same time predicables such as 'genus' are concrete nouns of 
second intention. Terms such as 'genus' taken concretely supposit at a 
meta-linguistic level (the level of types of predication of universais) 
for their foundations at the object-language level. These levels may be 
distinguished again in terms of signified and exercised predication. 

Aliud sciendum quod esse in rebus primae intentionis illud exercet quod 
praedicari signât in secundis intentionibus. Ex quibus sequitur quod 
nomina concreta secundae intentionis respectu hujus quod est praedicari 
supponant pro suis fundamentis sive suppositis respectu esse.40 

The predicables as concrete nouns of second intention supposit in the 
language of exercised predication in the sense that since "a man is an 
animar' and "a dog is an animal," 

" 'animal' is a genus," thus il- 
lustrating that meaning of universais as causata ab intellectu et afi- 
plicabilia rebus primae intentionis (Schema II). 

7 Predicables and Signification 
As already noted, the distinction of ut quid and ut modus may be 

handled by definite and indefinite articles. The lack of such articles 
complicates Scotus' discussion for it is not always clear when he uses 
a term such as 'genus' or 'universal' whether he has in mind a genus 
such as animal or genus the predicable. Yet a clarification of the 
difference between a genus such as animal and genus the predicable 
is necessary if the question of the predicables' status in its essential 
form is to be resolved. Moreover, the essential form of the question 
of the predicables' status is the problem of universais from a logical 
point of view. 

For example, the term 'universal' according to Schema II could be 
taken for something of first intention to which the intention of uni- 
versal is applied or for something of second intention both caused by 
the intellect and applicable to something of first intention.41 As an 

of logic is an intention and a universal, though not an essence to be considered 
absolutely in itself. 
40 Sup. Un., q. 14 (Vives, I, 178). 'Esse' and 'praedicari/ while central, are 
not the only examples of this medieval version of the contemporary distinction 
between use and mention. Scotus identifies the following pairs of terms: 'non- 
nego/ 'tantum-excludo, ' and 'praeter-excipi' where the first term in each pair 
is an expression of first intention or use (praedicatio exercita) and the second 
term, second intentional mention (praedicatio signata) . Cf. Ibid. 
41 This ambiguity is explicitly noted by Scotus in regard to difference , property , 
and accident. Sup. Un., q. 27 (Vives, I, 315): "Ad quartum potest dici quod 
differentia ut est nomen secundae intentionis sic est aequivocum. Uno enim 
modo significat intentionem applicabilem ei, quod est principium differentiae 
ut est relatio realis, sicut rationale dicitur differentia et sic est universale hie. 
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example of the first meaning of 'universal' homo was suggested insofar 
as it can be said that homo est universale . As an example of the second 
meaning of 'universal' - that meaning which is the chief concern of 
logic - species was suggested insofar as homo est species and genus est 
species. Using articles, these exemplary sentences would be clarified 
as follows: " 'human' is a universal" insofar as universal is a way of 
understanding [ut modus) the first intentional content of 'human'; 
and " 'species' is a universal" insofar as human is a species (of animal) 
and genus is a species (of universal). In this way the suggested examples 
seemed to reflect the two meanings of 'universal.' 

However, this choice of examples conceals some fundamental 
problems concerning the logical nature of universais. For in what sense 
is the quiddity of 'human' as first intentional content properly con- 
sidered and predicated by a universal? Also, could not 'human' 
equally be taken as a second intention, i.e. as an example of the second 
meaning of 'universal' - causata ab intellectu , applicabilis rebus primae 
intentionis - insofar as Sortes est homo and Johannes est homol In 
short, what distinguishes 'human' as a universal from 'species' as a 
universal ? 

Scotus begins to clarify the distinctiveness of the predicables in 
questions nine, ten, ánd eleven of his commentary on Porphyry's 
universais. In question nine he asks whether a universal is in a thing 
or in an intellect as the subject in which a universal as an accident 
inheres. In questions ten and eleven he probes whether the proposition 
homo est universale is respectively true and per se. 

Responding to question nine, Scotus maintains that a universal is in 
a thing as the subject of the universali accidental character simply 
because the universal by means of its content identifies a thing and not 
the intellect.42 Thus, 'human' in the sentence "John is human" 
denotes John and not the mind of the utterer of the sentence. More- 
over, the content signified by 'human' in some sense inheres in John. 

Alio modo significat relationem rationis, cujus species sunt differentia numero 
et differentia specie, a quibus dicitur denominative differens specie et differens 
numero. Et sic est abstractum, sicut quando est nomen primae intentionis." 
Sup. Un., q. 34 (Vives, I, 384) : "Accidens est de numero quinqué universalium 
ut hic sumitur. Sed hoc nomen accidens sumitur multipliciter." Sup. Un., q. 31 
(Vives, I, 356): "Sciendum est autem quod accidens aequivoce est nomen 
primae intentionis et secundae." Sup. Un., q. 30 (Vives, I, 349) : "Intelligendum 
tarnen quod proprium est aequivocum quia potest esse nomen primae intentionis. 
. . . Alio modo proprium est nomen secundae intentionis." 
42 Sup. Un., q. ii (Vives, I, 136): "Universale est in re ut in subjecto quia 
illam denominat, non intellectum." 
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Similarly in the sentence "Human is a species/' 'species' expresses an 
intentional accident of the character of being human or a mode of 
understanding that character. Obviously in these two examples 
'John' and 'human' are the subjects respectively identified by the 
universais 'human' and 'species.' However, in what sense does 'species' 
inhere in the meaning of 'human' ? 

At this juncture Scotus sets up, by means of a theory of signification, 
the mechanics to answer this question and to answer the essential form 
of the question of the predicables' status. He notes that there are three 
ways in which the significate of a common term signif ying a true nature 
may be entertained.43 First, such a significate may be attended to pre- 
cisely according to its esse in supposits - ultimate, real subjects - 
which is called its esse materiale and in this way the significate can be 
said to have certain common accidents. Secondly, the significate may 
be considered absolutely - that is, in itself, apart from its presence in 
real individuals or in the understanding - according to its esse quiddi - 
tativum and in this way it can be said to have essential predicates. 
Finally, this significate may be considered as apprehended by the 
intellect by means of an intelligible form, i.e. according to its esse 
cognitum , and in this way there belong to it certain intenti ones. 

A given significate of a common term signifying a real nature may 
be attended to as it crops up in one's experience of contingent things. 
That is the sense in which, by attending to a significate according to 
its esse materiale , common accidents are in supposits. When the 
significate is attended to without regard to its cognized status or its 
existential realization, it is entertained according to its esse quiddi - 
tativum wherein its predicates are neither psychogenetic nor logical 
nor contingent. As for a significate considered in its esse cognitum , 
Scotus explicates it in this fashion. 

Intellectus enim considerans naturam hominis unam in multis et de mul tis, 
ab aliqua proprietate reperta in natura sic considerata, movetur ad causan- 
dum intentionem et illam causatam attribuit illi naturae, cujus est pro- 
prietas a qua accipitur.44 

43 Sup. Un., q. ii (Vives, I, 136): "Sciendum tamen, quod significatum termini 
communis, significantis veram naturam, tripliciter potest considerali. Uno 
quidem modo secundum esse in suppositis, quod dicitur 'esse materiale' ejus, 
et hoc modo insunt sibi accidentia communia. Secundo modo consideratur 
absolute secundum 'esse quidditativum,' et sic insunt ei praedicata essentialia. 
Tertio modo ut per formam intelligibilem, ab intellectu apprehenditur quod 
est 'esse cognitum/ et sic insunt ei intentiones." 
44 Sup. Un., q. ii (Vives, I, 136). 
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In other words, whereas in the first way the significate is attended to 
as it exists in things, in the third way the significate is attended to 
precisely as known. Thus, for example, the intellect attends to the 
fact that in a number of supposits - e.g. Sortes, Johannes, etc. - 
there exists the significate of 'homo.' Thereupon the intellect is moved 
to cause the intention, 'universal,' and to attribute it to the signifícate 
of 'homo' since this significate has that property of being in many 
supposits. It must be noted that here the significate of 'homo' must 
signify a true nature and be entertained precisely according to its 
esse cognitum. 

This third way of considering the significate of a common term 
provides a means for specifying the general status of predicables. As in 

questions four and six of Scotus' commentary, the equivalence of 
j>r aedi cabile de filuribus and unum in multis et de multis is observed. 
If a universal is truly predicated of many, then it has the property 
of being one in many and of many and vice versa. When the significate 
of a common term signifying a true nature is considered as one in 
many and of many, an intention is caused and attributed to that same 
significate or nature to which that property belongs. Predicables such 
as species are caused by the intellect insofar as the intellect is moved 
by its consideration of the significate (i) of a common term signifying 
a true nature and (2) considered according to its esse cognitum. 

The sense of Scotus' response to the question of whether a universal 
is in a thing or in an intellect now becomes clear. A universal is in 
a thing insofar as a universal identifies a thing, i.e. insofar as the 

significate of the universal is considered according to its esse materiale 
or as that significate is in supposits. Nonetheless, a universal is an 
intention and is attributed to that significate only insofar as the latter 
is considered according to its esse cognitum. 

In this threefold way of entertaining a significate of a common term, 
esse quidditativum is reminiscent of the Avicennian notion of the 
essence absolutely considered, apart from a consideration of what is 
only in sensible particulars (esse materiale) or in universalizing predic- 
ability ( esse cognitum ).45 The significate may be considered in view 
of its presence in supposits or in itself or its presence to an apprehend- 
ing and combining and discursive intellect. In depicting each of these 
levels, Scotus utilizes the word 'insunt' to signify something which 
inheres in the significate or what is meant, entertained in a certain 
46 Avicenna, Metaphysica, V, la, fol. 86vi; Logica III (Yenice, 1508). Also, 
Aquinas, De Ente et Essentia (Taurini: Marietti, 1948), 14. 
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way. Thus, common accidents are in the significate considered in its 
esse materiale , essential predicates are in the significate considered in 
its esse quidditativum, and intentions such as species are in the sig- 
nificate considered in its esse cognitum. 

The following schema outlines Scotus' theory of signification, 
identifying what inheres in a meaning entertained at a given level. 

Schema III : Levels of Meaning (Significatum) 
Levels of Meaning What Belongs to a Meaning Examples of 'homo' 
of a Common Term at the Given Level 
Esse Materiale Accidentia Communia "Iste homo est albus." 
Esse Quidditativum Praedicata Essentialia "Homo est rationale animal." 
Esse Cognitum Intentiones " 'Homo' est species." 

(Entertaining the significate of 'homo' at the esse cognitum level is 
made explicit in the example through the use of single quotes. How- 
ever, the use of single quotes should not be construed as though I am 
referring to the linguistic term. 'Homo/ taken esse cognitum , is a 
conceptual and not a linguistic sign.) 

The admission of these three ways of considering the significate 
of a common term signifying a true nature does not commit Scotus 
to realism or nominalism. Neither does it require a belief in any free- 
floating natures. Rather it seems to be a careful statement of the ways 
of attending to terms and what they signify. When a theory of reference 
or ontological structure has been admitted, if the significate or meaning 
of a term refers within that theory or structure it has real significance 
and its meaning may be attended to precisely in regard to that theory 
or structure that gives it real significance - i.e. according to its esse 
materiale. Or the meaning of a term may be considered in such a way 
that the admitted theory of reference or ontological commitment is 
viewed as one of many possible determinations that meaning might 
take on. At this level of consideration, ordy what is unessential to the 
meaning of the term is not attended to and its general determinations 
are the objects of consideration - i.e. according to its esse quidditativum . 
Finally, a term's meaning may be considered precisely in terms of a 
logico-cognitive structure that it may assume - i.e. according to its 
esse cognitum** Since something is first an object of understanding 
48 The expression 'logico-cognitive' sounds clumsy but it seems to come close 
to conveying the role Scotus assigns to predicables as logical second intentions 
and types of universais (not to be confused with types of genera, viz. the cate- 
gories). Originally I employed the expression 'linguistico-cognitive' structure 
wherever 'logico-cognitive' now stands. There is some plausibility to the 
former expression since Scotus works out his theory of predicables in terms of 
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when a universal is applied to it, this last mode of consideration centers 
around the type of universal that a signifícate, considered according 
to its esse cognitum, is. 

The predicables are thus caused by the mind and attributed to a 
true nature insofar as that nature is a significate considered according 
to its esse cognitum . A proposition such as " 'Human' is a universal" 
is true when 'human' is understood as a term predicated of many 
individuals and its significate is being entertained as such, i.e. accord- 
ing to its esse cognitum . 'Human' is a species insofar as 'human' is 
understood as a significate predicated of many individuals, i.e. in 
terms of praedicatio signata and not inasmuch as 'human' is understood 
as signifying something in supposits, i.e. in terms of praedicatio 
exercita,*1 In other words, difficulties are resolved by clarifying the 
semantic level at which a term is being employed and this is achieved 
by noting the way the significate of that term is being entertained, 
viz. precisely as in supposits or as present to the mind. 

Scotus' replies to objections in regard to question ten are particularly 
revealing. In the first objection it is claimed that the proposition 
"homo est universale" is false insofar as the subject signifies a true 
nature and thereby supposits for that same nature. Yet since 'uni- 
versale' does not signify that same nature, 'universale' does not 

predicate that nature either. Echoing the sentential formalism of 

supposition theory Scotus replies by noting that a variation of sup- 
position can stand with an invariance of the subject and its significate. 
While a term in a proposition can take on simple, personal, or material 

supposition, its isomorphic relationship to a significate remains intact. 

the forms of predication. However, he also sharply distinguishes modus signifi- 
carteli from modus consider andi in referring to concepts in general. Moreover, 
concepts in particular or second intentions such as the predicables are part 
of the subject-matter of logic as a science other than metaphysics and grammar. 
Cf. supra, nn. 17 and 18. Also, Scotus distinguishes modes of signifying and 
modes of understanding which accompany a signifícate, and which are respec- 
tively inseparable from and extraneous to that signifícate. For example, singular 
or plural is an inseparable character of a significate in terms of the grammatical 
form and not in terms of the modus intelligendi. What this suggests is that the 
predicables comprise the variant ways of understanding and not merely naming 
a signifícate as predicated. Cf. Sup. Un., q. 16 (Vives, I, 211). 
47 Sup . Un., q. ii (Vives, I, 136): "Ad hoc dico, quod species inest homini, 
secundum quod homo praedicatur de individuis, loquendo de praedicatione 
signata, non de praedicatione exercita, id est, non secundum quod est idem 
suppositis, quod est primum membrum distinctionis." In praedicatio exercita, 
e.g. Sortes est homo , Johannes est homo, there is use of 'homo' to denominate 
individuals, whereas in praedicatio signata, e.g. homo de Sorte, Johanne et aliis 
praedicatur, there is mention of 'homo' as a predicate of other terms. 
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Moreover, that diversity is "more a multiplicity of speech, if there 
be such." 48 The proposition "homo est universale'' is true in that 
the subject supposits for a true nature but precisely insofar as that 
nature is present to the intellect, i.e. in its esse cognitum. As noted 
earlier, that nature so considered has intentional accidents, viz. 
universais. For the multiplicity that attaches to a term as a figure 
of speech is obviously not a real multiplicity, but rather a contrived 
multiplicity, and these levels of multiplicity are to be kept distinct. 
Hence, Scotus notes that in the proposition "Socrates est homo" no 
such distinction is overtly operative, yet that same proposition would 
be false were 'homo' taken as it is in the proposition 

" 'homo est 
species." 

The import of Scotus' discussion in his replies to these objections 
is that of a given common term, the significate of which is capable of 
being entertained in any of three ways, such second intentional terms 
as 'universale' or the predicables can be predicated only when that 
significate is taken in the third way, i.e. according to its esse cognitum. 
The form of multiplicity that is attended to in such predication is the 
multiplicity attaching to a significate as in a logico-cognitive structure. 
The specification of the type of universality is the concrete use of a 
predicable, i.e. that about a signifícate which a predicable identifies 
by some other name (denominai). 49 Hence, universale or species is in 
the significate of 'human' "as abstracted from every real accident 
which belongs to it according to its esse materiale , but not from an 
intentional accident." 50 

By identifying levels of meaning for the significate of a common 
48 Sup. Un., q. ii (Vives, I, 136): "Ad primům argumentum dico, quod vera 
natura potest sumi tripliciter. Non tarnen propositio distinguenda est, quia 
diversitas suppositionis stat cum unitate subjecti et significati. Sed est magis 
multiplicitas figurae dictionis, si qua sit." By 'sentential formalism' I am refer- 
ring to the fact that supposition is a characterization of a term in a sentence, 
which characterizations are formal to the extent that types of supposition 
are adduced. Cf. Wilhelm von Ockham, Summae Logicae, Pars Prima, ed. Ph. 
Boehner (St. Bonaventure, New York 195 1), I75ff. 49 Sup. Un., q. ii (Vives, I, 137) : "Ad tertium dico quod non est ibi praedicatio 
in abstracto, quia species est concretum et denominative praedicatur de re." 
Something is denominatively predicated of another (B) if it simply identifies B 
by means of something other than B. Precisely in this sense is 'species' predicated 
of a thing. 60 Sup. Un., q. ii (Vives, I, 137): "Ad tertium dico, quod universale inest 
homini ut abstrahitur ab omni accidente reali quod sequitur ipsum secundum 
esse materiale. Non autem ab accidente intentionali, quare, etc." This view of 
the predicables comports well, too, with the earlier mentioned view of Scotus 
that logical intentions signify only concepts in the soul. Cf. n. 25 supra. 
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term signifying a true nature, i.e. proceeding from a real accident and 

by locating universais as intentional accidents in that significate at a 
certain level of consideration ( esse cognitum), Scotus is carefully 
keeping distinct the logical character of universais which is identified 

by the predicables. Such universais do not signify a true nature or a 
real accident in things but simply characterize a significate insofar as 
it is subject to cognitive structures. Hence, universais are not real 
in that naive sense whereby they are considered simple likenesses or 
natural signs of real properties or natures (as the existential form of the 

question of their status might suggest). This corroborates my interpre- 
tation of the 'naturalness' of concepts or intentions, such as universais. 
That is, it is their nature to be the foundation or that which is used as 
a sign, but their relation to what is signified is not natural in an 

objective sense, for universais are caused by the intellect. 
However, while Scotus avoids any naive confusion of the significative 

function of a term such as 'homo' with the function of a term such as 
'species,' the essential form of the question of the predicables' status 
remains. That is, does the admitted conventionality of the predicables 
imply that they are arbitrary or ontologically neutral? The objective 
accountability that Scotus emphasizes in regard to universais in general 
throughout his commentary on Porphyry's Isagoge seems to militate 

against a contention that the predicables are ontologically neutral. 
Yet, since the predicables do not signify true natures themselves, 
in what lies the basis of their objective accountability or validity? 

8 The Nature of the Predicables and the Autonomy of Logic 
Scotus attempts to establish the adequacy of the predicables by 

steering a course that minimizes the degree of ontological commitment 
(or implicit acceptance of a particular metaphysics) involved in the 
use of predicables and under-determines their role - and the role of 
logic - in determining what there is. Consistent with the position 
described earlier, Scotus continues to maintain that universais, 
metaphysically considered, are simply accidents of what is signified. 
The logical universais or the predicables are the types of these inten- 
tional . accidents which can be articulated by considering what is 
signified solely insofar as it is being entertained by the mind (esse 
cognitum). The sufficiency of the predicables is then to be established 

simply in terms of predication and not by appeal to metaphysical 
theory or to the Aristotelian system. 

There are not five predicables, then, because a universal signifies 
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either an accident ( accident or property) or a substance, and if a 
substance, either the whole substance ( species ) or a part (the material 
part the genus , the formal part the difference) .51 This sort of division 
confuses metaphysical and logical orders since, metaphysically 
considered, all universais are accidents. Moreover, only as intentions 
and not as things are the predicables subject matter for logic and is 
their division properly logical.52 

The autonomy of logic is preserved only if the predicables have a 
content which can be both differentiated and shown to be complete 
on its own terms or, in the medieval idiom, per se . In this sense Scotus 
argues for the adequacy of the predicables solely in terms of what it 
means to be predicated. Predication of itself may be divided into 
quidditative and qualitative predication. In quidditative predication 
an essence is predicated of a subject "through a mode of [the sub- 
ject's] essence, i.e. through the mode of [the subject's] subsistence 
and not by denominating [i.e. not by naming it from something 
else - denominare ]." If the whole essence is predicated, the predicate 
is a species , and if only a part, the predicate is a genus . 

Qualitative predication, on the other hand, is predication in the 
manner of denominating and this may occur in two ways. Either the 
essence of the subject is predicated in terms of its essential quality 
(in which case the predicate is a difference) or simply an accidental 
quality is predicated. The accidental quality may proceed from the 
principles of the subject so that the predicate is convertible with the 
subject or not and the predicate is respectively a property or an 
accident .53 In establishing the sufficiency of the predicables in this 
51 Sup. Un., q. 12 (Vives, I, 154). This is the first of two attempts to establish 
the sufficiency of the predicables, both of which Scotus rejects. This first 
attempt is based on a theory about the nature of the significates of the predic- 
ables, corresponding explicitly to a substance-accident, whole-part, formal- 
material ontology. The second attempt is based on the relation of Porphyry's 
Isagoge to the rest of the Aristotelian system, construing the predicables as 
ordinabilia or ways of being able to order diverse features within a genus or 
among genera. 52 Sup. Un., q. 12 (Vives, I, 154): "Contra hune modům, universalia cum sint 
intentiones secundae, accidunt rebus primae intentionis. Sed nihil per se distin- 
guitur secundum illud cui accidit. Ergo nec intentiones distinguuntur per se 
penes res. Sed logicus per se considérât intentiones. Ergo haec divisio non est 
logicalis. Item omnia universalia inveniuntur in genere accidentis, ergo male 
distinguuntur per significare substantiam vel accidens." 
53 Sup. Un., q. 12 (Vives, I, 155): "Praedicari enim dividitur in praedicari 
in quid et in quale tanquam in per se differentias quia isti sunt primi modi 
praedicandi. Praedicari in quid est praedicare essentiam subjecti, per modum 
essentiae, id est, per modum subsistentis, et non denominantis. Et hoc contingit 
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manner, Scotus claims he is being faithful to Porphyry, and to the 
meaning {ratio) and per se differences of a universal.54 

As ways of being predicated of many, the predicables are not to be 
confused with ordinary conceptual signs of what is nor with ways of 

being able to structure what is. Yet insofar as per se differences among 
ways of being predicated can be adduced, the predicables involve a 
minimal content. These logical combinations are thus not wholly 
functional nor purely extensional and intentionally opaque. However, 
while the predicables are established on the basis of some content, 
that content is not of a determinate, explicitly articulated ontology. 
If any ontological character is to be alleged of the predicables as 
described by Scotus, that character must be of an ontology in that 

qualified sense in which Quine uses the term, viz. as a background 
theory for saying how to interpret or re-interpret one theory into 
another.55 

dupliciter vel quod praedicet totam essentiam subjecti et sic est species. Si 
enim aliquid esset in essentia individui praeter essentiam speciei, duo individua 
essentialiter differrent et per differentias acceptas ab ilio quod plus est in hoc 
et in ilio, posset species formaliter dividi et individuum diffiniri, quod est 
inconveniens. Si vero partem essentiae, sic est genus. Si enim totam ipsum 
genus speciei essentiam diceret, sufficeret ad definiendum speciem et differentia 
superflueret. Praedicari in quale, est praedicari per modum denominantis, 
quod contingit dupliciter, vel quod praedicet subjecti essentiam per modum 
denominantis et tunc praedicatur in quale substantiale sive essentiale, et sic 
est Differentia. Est enim Differentia substantiae qualitas, per Aristotelem 5. 
Metaphy. Vel quod praedicet accidens per modum denominantis, et tunc 
praedicatur in quale accidentale. Vel ergo praedicat accidens convertibile, 
egrediens a principiis subjecti, et sic est proprium vel accidens commune, et 
sic est ultimum Universale." 
5* Porphyry's definitions of the predicables are as follows. Boethius, In Isagogen 
Porphyrii Commenta (Vol. XXXXVIII of CSEL), Recensvit Samuel Brandt 
(Vindobonae: F. Tempsky; Lipsiae: G. Freytag, 1906), 179-180: "Tripliciter 
igitur cum genus dicatur, de tertio apud philosophos sermo est; quod etiam 
describentes adsignaverunt genus esse dicentes quod de pluribus et differentibus 
specie in eo quod quid praedicatur, ut animal." Ibid., 203 : "Species est quod 
de pluribus et differentibus numero in eo quod quid sit praedicatur." Ibid., 
265: "Differentia est quod de pluribus et differentibus specie in eo quod quale 
sit praedicatur." Ibid., 275: "Proprium ... in quo concurrit et soli et omni et 
semper, quemadmodum homini esse risibile." Ibid., 280: "Accidens vero est 
quod adest et abest praeter subiecti corruptionem." For Aristotle's characteriza- 
tions of the predicables, cf. Topics , I, 4-5 and Categories, 2-5. For a brief outline 
of the history of their interpretation, cf. Eike-Henner W. Kluge, Op. Cit., 
171-202. 
56 W. V. O. Quine, Word and Object (Cambridge, Mass. i960), 35; Ontological 
Relativity, in: Journal of Philosophy, LXIV (1968), 191-193; Philosophy of 
Logic (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1970), 100. Scotus' treatment of the predicables 
and the sense in which that treatment resembles Quine's discussion of a back- 
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Scotus derives this background theory from an ordinary, object 
language inclusive of such terms as 'Sortes' which refer to individuals 
and such terms as 'homo/ 'animal/ etc. which signify true natures. 
From analysis of the use, i.e. the predication, of such terms, a back- 
ground theory or the minimal content involved in the structure of 
predicating is gleaned. For example, if in "Sortes est homo" it is 
considered that all that is essential to the subject is being predicated 
of the subject, what is being predicated may be called a 'species/ 
However, what is essential to a subject may or may not be predicated. 
What is thereby engendered is a per se distinction of praedicari 
whereby what is essential to a subject's subsistence - either in its 
entirety (a species) or in its material aspect (a genus) - is predicated 
of the subject or an essential quality (a difference) or an accidental 
quality (a property or an accident) is predicated of a subject.56 

Scotus distinguishes the predicables and establishes their sufficiency, 
then, not on the basis of a determinate theory about the nature of 
things nor even, for that matter, on the basis of a determinate theory 
about the nature of essences.57 Rather the predicables are ways of 
praedicari , viz. in a quidditatively essential, qualitatively essential, 
or qualitatively accidental fashion. That is their content, constitutive 
of their per se differences and thereby of the sufficiency of their 
structure. A theory of essence may or may not hold that the whole 
essence of Socrates is humanity and that the latter is defined as an 
animal and rational. However, if such a theory is recognized, the 
predicables are the means of recognizing that in saying, "Sortes est 
homo, Sortes est animal, Sortes est rationale/' 'homo' is a species, 
'animal' is a genus, and 'rationale' is a difference, i.e. that the entire 

ground theory may reflect Aristotle's own intentions in presenting the predic- 
ables at the outset of the Topics. 56 In the Topics Aristotle mentions only four types of universais, viz. genus, 
property, accident, and definition. Scotus points out that in that context 
Aristotle is distinguishing universais in terms of what predicates the essence 
or not and what predicates convertibly or not. Accordingly the species and 
difference on Porphyry's list are omitted since they reduce to genus in this 
framework, viz. what predicates the essence non-convertibly. Definition, in 
turn, is missing from Porphyry's list since, according to Scotus, it "does not 
have some one mode of predicating in quid or in quale Sup. Un., q. 12 (Vives, 
i, 156) • 67 In the course of establishing the logical integrity of the predicables, Scotus 
confronts two related issues which I do not discuss here. Scotus refutes the 
views that 'individuum' and 'ens' are additions to the list of predicables. The 
arguments involved demand separate and full investigation, however, for the 
thesis I am proposing in the present study. Sup. Un., q. 12 (Vives, I, 154-157). 
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essence in terms of which Socrates subsists or the material essence 
in terms of which Socrates subsists or the essential quality in terms 
of which Socrates is being denominated is being predicated of that 
subject. 

The basis for this content involves Scotus' recognition of two 
nemeses of much contemporary philosophy of language, viz. the 
notions of meaning and essence. These notions have already been 
introduced in Scotus' discussion of the ways of considering the sig- 
nificate of a common term, as outlined above in Schema III. In 
general meaning is relative to the way a term signifying a true nature 
is entertained while essence is simply one of those ways. When a theory 
of reference is admitted, if the significate of a term is recognized 
within that theory or structure, it has real significance or, in effect, 
it is attended to according to its esse materiale . Or the meaning of a 
term may be considered in such a way that the admitted theory of 
reference is viewed as one of many possible determinations that 
significate might take on. At this level only what is unessential to the 
significate of the term is unattended to as the essence of the sig- 
nificate or its esse quidditativum is entertained. Finally the meaning 
could be entertained in terms of the cognitive structure to which 
it is present. In effect, the significate would be attended to according 
to its esse cognitum . 

In terms of Schema III, then, a predicable may be recognized as 
part of the significate of a common term insofar as that significate is 
entertained solely as present to a logico-cognitive structure. Yet the 
other levels of meaning-entertainment outlined in Schema III are 
relevant to Scotus' determination of the content of the predicables 
and their measure of ontological commitment. For the per se differences 
of praedicari, i.e. the content by means of which the sufficiency of the 
predicables is established, may identify, or more simply, may be 
predicated of what is in a significate considered according to its 
esse materiale - viz. praedicari in quale - and considered according 
to its esse quidditativum - viz. praedicari in quid.6* 

58 While the difference between predicating essentially and accidentally appears 
innocuous enough, the difference Scotus alleges between genus and difference 
appears to betray a commitment to a distinctive metaphysics. Why does a genus 
predicate quidditatively and a difference qualitatively ? Since both genus and 
difference predicate what is essential, what does Scotus mean, as outlined in 
Schema IV below, when he claims that a genus predicates per modum essentiae 
and in quid while a difference predicates per modum denominantis and in quale ? 
Scotus invokes a matter-form distinction, claiming its universal applicability 
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For example, suppose that within a given theory of reference the 
term 'this' followed by a common term functions as a reference 
operator. Assuming the general meaning of 'human' along with this 
system of reference, in the sentence "this human is tall," the significate 
of 'human' is being entertained according to its esse materiale. By 
noting the level at which the subject, the common term, 'human/ 
is being entertained, the predicate's content as a predicate may be 
ascertained. 'Tall' is one of the common accidents inhering in a 
significate considered according to its esse materiale. In the predication 
of 'human' by 'tall,' the significate of 'human' essential to any possible 
system of reference is not predicated of 'human' but only a common 
accident accruing to a human in that system of reference in which 
'human' is preceded by 'this.' In terms of Scotus' discussion of the 
content of the predicables, then, 'tall' is an accident in the predicable 
sense of 'accident.' 

The sentence "this human is tall" thus also illustrates the manner 
in which one might come to predicate a predicable, such as 'accident,' 
of something to be predicated , such as 'tall.' In that process three 
factors are at work. First, the predicable, 'accident,' was predicated 
of 'tall' as a result of attending to the meaning of 'tall' within a 
logico-cognitive structure. Secondly, 'tall' has been attended to 
precisely as something to be predicated. Thirdly, complying with 
Scotus' criteria for ascertaining determinate predicable content, both 
what is predicated of a subject by 'tall' and the manner in which 
'tall' is predicated of a subject were entertained. Thus, 'tall' predicates 
an accident of a subject and predicates of a subject in a denominative 
manner, by naming the subject from something else. 

Moreover, since the predicables do not themselves specify what is 
essential or unessential, the use of a theory of reference in regard to 

to beings. A genus is taken from the "material part" - presumably of what 
is the subject of predication - and thus predicates what is essential to the 
subject's subsistence. A difference, on the other hand, is taken from the "formal 
part" and predicates what informs or qualifies, albeit essentially (or in quale 
quid). Cf. Sup. Un., q. 19 (Vives, I, 259-260) and Sup. Un., q. 28 (Vives, I, 
332-333)- However, there is another reason for Scotus' per se distinction of 
praedicari, giving rise to the distinction between genus and difference. This 
reason is perhaps more compatible with his general attempt to underline a 
distinctively logico-cognitive content for the predicables. A difference predicates 
in quale because, if it predicated in quid, an infinite number of differences could 
be generated and nothing would be knowable. Ultimately there is a finite 
number of species specialissima and genera generalissima if there is cognition 
at all. Cf. Sup. Un., q. 19 (Vives, I, 260) and Sup. Un., q. 12 (Vives, I, 156-157). 
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the subject in the preceding example illustrates that what is de- 
terminately to be considered generic, specific, or accidental is based 
on extra-logical considerations of the meanings involved. Nevertheless, 
without determining what will be predicated of a term or concept in 
that set of statements comprising its essential or its unessential 

significance, the predicables are a recognition that some such predica- 
tion will take place. 

Schema IV: The Predicables and their Differences 
Per se 

Predicables Differences Manner of What is Character 
of Praedicari Predication Predicated of Object 

per modum 
Genus in quid essentiae essentia pars 

per modum 
Species in quid essentiae essentia tota 

per modum in quale 
Differentia in quale denominantis essentia essentiale 

per modum 
Proprium in quale denominantis accidens convertibiliter 

per modum non- 
Accidentia in quale denominantis accidens convertibiliter 

Schema IV reflects the information Scotus presents in establishing 
the sufficiency of the predicables, thus revealing that the predicables 
involve as much content as is necessary to articulate the structure of 

predication. This content, as already argued, corresponds to the levels 
of meaning attributed by Scotus to common terms in his theory of 

signification and outlined in Schema III earlier. However, the pre- 
dicables characterize a significate precisely as present to a logico- 
cognitive structure.59 

59 The predicables are all universais by definition, praedicabile de pluribus. 
Given the Aristotelian framework of only primary substances (indefinitely 
referred to as 'x,' 'y,' etc.) and secondary substances (indefinitely referred to as 
'F/ 'G,' etc.), a first order language exists which corresponds to the medieval 
notion of first intention. In this first order language occur sentences such as 
"Socrates is human" and "A human is an animal" which might be symbolized 
respectively as 'Hs' and '(x) (HxdAx).' A quantificational structure is at work 
or used ( prae dicati o exercita) but not mentioned (praedicatio signata) at this 
first order level. However, this quantificational structure can be gleaned and 
considered in its own right just as a signifícate according to Scotus might be 
considered esse cognitum as well as esse materiale. One way of considering that 
structure is in terms of the ways secondary substances may be said of primary 
substances and of each other. These ways are not predicates but predicables 
(or predicates in a second order language), not the instances but the generaliza- 
tions of praedicabile de pluribus. If the foregoing is a fair description of Scotus' 
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Relating the foregoing schemata to Scotus' assertion about the 
meanings of 'universal1 outlined earlier in Schema II, a further cor- 
respondence can be gleaned, viz. the correspondence of the esse cognitum 
level of entertaining a significate and the second intentional character 
of universais. According to Schema II in the first meaning of 'uni- 
versal/ something was first an object of understanding when an 
intention expressing universality is applied to it. For example, the 
meaning of 'human' first becomes an object of separate attention 
when some universal, e.g. 'species/ is predicated of it. In the second 
meaning of 'universal/ universais caused by the intellect and ap- 
plicable to things of first intention are identified by the predicables. 
These predicables are second intentions resulting from mentioning 
and analyzing the use of universais in the first sense. 

In effect, by comprising the basic structure for predication, the 
predicables may be said to constitute the structure of cognition. So 
construed, the predicables are not ont ologically neutral. Yet the content 
of their basic structure is sufficiently minimal to neither generate 
nor be derivative of an explicit theory of essences or an explicit theory 
of reference. Rather their irreducible structuring simply tells how much 
of what is can be known and known essentially or not. 

The value of a system such as the predicables is patent. If a language 
is to develop, i.e. if new terms are introduced which take on a variety 
of functions within that language, only a comprehensive meta- 
linguistic and meta-cognitional system can affirm the suitability of 
the given language for the new term and the new meaning and reference 
attached to the same. Similarly only such a meta-language can provide 
a schema for assessing the suitability of a meaning from system to 
system, e.g. studying humans in biology and studying humans in 
psychology, or for achieving a determinacy that insures translation 
from language to language, be the language natural and/or formal. 
What is perhaps most remarkable about the predicables as described 
by Scotus is the manner in which they provide this meta-language 
or underlying ontology without predetermining what is to be con- 
sidered essential or determinate from language to language or from 
system to system. 

Santa Clara, CA, U.S.A. 
University of Santa Clara 
views on the predicables, the issues involved in the present study could perhaps 
be clarified through a formalization of the predicables, thus exposing the 
ontological commitment involved in the predicable theory. 
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Geometry and Theology in the XII Ith century 

An example of their interrelation as found in the Ms Admont 442 
The influence of William of Auxerre? 
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in the philosophical works of antiquity, not so much as pure 
illustration of what is being discussed, but because - and this is 

particularly true of Aristotle - mathematics was seen as the scientific 
discipline par excellence.1 This is at least equally true for the 13th c. 
paraphrases and commentaries on Aristotle's works, such as those by 
Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas.2 The use of mathematical 
definitions and propositions etc. is to be found not only in the Aris- 
totelian works of the Middle Ages, but also in other philosophical and, 
for that matter, theological works. We have only to think of Oxford 
to realize that particularly from the 13th c. onwards a number of 
thinkers were according mathematics a very important place amongst 
the sciences. As an illustration of this point the names of Robert 
Grosseteste, Roger Bacon (13th c.) and Thomas Bradwardine (14th c.) 
spring to mind.3 Although one might maintain that Roger Bacon, for 

example, held rather extreme notions in comparison to his con- 

temporaries, the application of mathematics to philosophy and theol- 

ogy went far further in the 14th c. ; people not only believed that 
mathematics could be applied to philosophy and theology, but that it 
had to be applied.4 This is so evident that in order to find out about 
the state of mathematical knowledge in that period one should not 
1 See especially Aristotle and his Posterior Analytics. Cf. T. L. Heath, Mathe- 
matics in Aristotle, Oxford 1949. Well-known examples in Aristotle are e.g.: 
the sum of the angle of a triangle and the incommensurability of the side 
and diagonal of a square. 2 See e.g. Albertus Magnus, Anal. Posteriora (Opera omnia, ed. Borgnet, vol. 2), 
I i, 4; I i, 5; I 2, 4; I 2, 9; I 2, 10 et passim. 3 See A. G. Molland, The geometrical background to the Merton school, in: British 
Journal for the History of Science, 4 (1968), 109-110. 4 J. E. Murdoch, Mathesis in philosophiam scholashcam introducta. The rise and 
development of the application of mathematics in fourteenth century philosophy 
and theology , in: Arts libéraux et philosophie au moyen âge. Actes du 4me 
congrès international de philosophie médiévale (Montréal 1967), Montréal- 
Paris 1969, 215-254. 
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only examine specifically mathematical works, but also works from 
other disciplines where one can find as much, if not more information. 
Theology is a case in point (e.g. the Sententian commentaries).5 To 
give one example, we often come across medieval discussions on the 
continuum in this kind of theological work.6 

In what follows there will be a closer examination of an example 
of the interrelation between theology and geometry. MS Admont 442 
contains a section (f ir-8r) that is described in the literature as "liber 
geometrie", and is ascribed by some to Albertus Magnus. An examina- 
tion of the contents reveals that the "über geometrie" is a collection 
of geometrical tracts, one of which deals with the properties of the 
horn angle (angulus contingentie) which is used to illuminate two 
theological questions. 

The first section looks at the extent to which geometry was used 
in the thirteenth century to throw light upon these theological ques- 
tions. Particular mention will be made of Thomas Aquinas, Albertus 
Magnus and William of Auxerre. 

In section 2 the contents of this "liber geometrie" from MS Admont 
442 are described and section 3 examines more closely the above- 
mentioned tract dealing with the horn angle and its use. The actual 
text of the tract is given in an appendix. 

Section I. Geometry in two 13th c. theological questions 
In his Summa Theologiae 7 Thomas Aquinas deals with the question of 
whether the sum goodness of human nature can be eliminated by sin, 
given the fact that every sin (as a corruptio boni) takes away some 
part of it. Thomas thinks not. The arguments he uses to this effect 
will not be examined here. What we are concerned with is the fact 
that Thomas mentions a geometrical solution to the problem in the 
corpus of his question which, he says, is available in "other" sources, 
6 See J. E. Murdoch, Mathesis in philosophiam etc. (note 4) and J. E. Murdoch: 
From social into intellectual factors : an aspect of the unitary character of late 
medieval learning, in: J. E. Murdoch and E. D. Sylla (eds.): The cultural 
context of medieval learning. Proceedings of the first international Colloquium 
on Philosophy, Science and Theology in the Middle Ages, Dordrecht-Boston 
J975> 271-348. 8 See e.g. J. E. Murdoch and E. A. Synan, Two questions on the continuum. 
Walter Chatton O.F.M. ( ?) and Adam Wodeham O.F.M., in: Franciscan Studies, 
196 (1966), 212-288. 7 Summa Theologiae la Ilae, q. 85 art. 2: Utrum totum bonum humanae 
naturae possit auferri per peccatum. To be dated c. 1269-1270. For the dates 
of Thomas' works, see J. A. Weisheipl, Friar Thomas d'Aquino, Oxford 1974, 
358ff. 
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but which he himself rejects. The solution is this: sin cannot eliminate 
the sum goodness of human nature if one accepts that every sin does 
not take away an equally large amount in absolute terms but in 

proportional terms. Now, if you take away half of something and then 
half of what remains and so on, however long you go on for, there 
will always be something left over. Thomas rejects this solution, 
remarking that every successive sin does not remove less than the 

previous one but may even remove more if it is more serious.8 
The same question arises in Thomas' Sententian commentary and 

in the questio disputata "De Malo", the former does not mention this 

rejected example, though the latter does.9 
The mathematical side of this example is a well-known matter, 

it is based on the unending divisibility of the continuum and it 

immediately calls to mind Zeno's paradoxes.10 What is of primary 
concern to us is who these "other" sources who use this example were. 
In a number of éditions of Thomas' Summa (the Ottawa and Black- 
friars editions) there is a footnote which refers to William of Auxerre.11 
Before we go on to look at this author, let us first examine how other 
13th c. authors dealt with this problem. At this juncture we should 
perhaps mention that virtually the same text as that in Thomas' 
Summa is to be found in pseudo-Vincentius of Beauvais.12 
8 Cum autem inveniatur hujusmodi bonum continue diminui per peccatum, 
quidam ad huius manifestationem usi sunt quodam exemplo in quo invenitur 
aliquod finitum in infinitum diminui, numquam tamen totaliter consumi. 
Dicit enim Philosophus (= Physica III 6, 206 b 3ff.) quod si ab aliqua mag- 
nitudine finita continue auferatur aliquid secundum eamdem quantitatem, 
totaliter tandem consumetur  Si vero fiat subtractio secundum eamdem 
proportionem et non secundum eamdem quantitatem, potent in infinitum 
subtrahi; puta si quantitas dividatur in duas partes et a dimidio subtrahatur 
dimidium, ita potent in infinitum procedi; ita tamen quod semper quod posterius 
subtrahitur, erit minus eo quod prius subtrahebatur. Sed hoc in proposito non 
habet locum. Non enim sequens peccatum minus diminuit bonum naturae quam 
praecedens, sed forte magis, si sit gravius. 9 In II Sent., dist. 34, q. 1 art. 5. (To be dated ± 1252-1256). De Malo q. II, 
art. 12 (to be dated 1266-1267) : quam quidem difficultatem aliqui vitare volue- 
runt accipientes similitudinem ex continuo finito quod <in> infinitum dividitur 
si fiat divisio secundum eamdem proportionem; puta si a linea finita .... 
10 Zeno of Elea, 5th c. B.C. See Aristotle's Physics, VI 9, 239 a 27ff. See T. L. 
Heath, A History of Greek Mathematics, Oxford 1921, vol. I, 271-283. 11 William of Auxerre (died 1231 or 1237). This identification is not correct, 
because William explicitly rejects this "proportional division" argument, as we 
will see. 
12 Vincentius of Beauvais (died 1264), Speculum Morale Book III, d. 16, ed. 
Duaci 1624 (anast. Graz 1964), 959-960. This part of the Speculum Maius was 
not composed by Vincentius, but was produced in the early 14 c. See: B. L. 
Ullman, A Project for a New Edition of Vincentius of Beauvais, in: Speculum, 
8 (1933). 319. 
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Albertus Magnus deals with the problem under discussion in his 
Sententian commentary and his Summa Theologiae. In the Sententian 
commentary 13 he answers the question in the negative: sin does not 
cause the total disappearance of the bonum naturale. But Albertus 
also indicates how some of the "antiqui" came to the same conclusion, 
that is to say by postulating that the bonum naturale is reduced as 
the continuum is divided,14 which is what Thomas says, as we have 
already seen. Albertus rejects this theory for two reasons. One: the 
bonum naturale is less capable of resisting sin the second time round, 
and if the second sin were as large as the first it would be absurd if 
this second sin caused less "damage". Two: if a second and further 
sins are bigger than the first then it is "contra intellectum" to think 
that they remove less than the first. As a matter of fact the same 
arguments can be found in Thomas, though abridged. Albertus' 
exposition in his Summa Theologiae 15 is analogous to the treatment 
in the Sententian commentary. 

Alexander of Hales deals with the same problem in his Sententian 
commentary and also in the Summa Universalis Theologiae attributed 
to him.16 In both cases there is a brief reference to the same mathe- 
matical example. 
13 In II Sent. dist. 35 c. art. 5 (Opera omnia, ed Borgnet, vol. 27, 568-569) : 
utrum malum in toto potest absumere bonum naturale. This is to be dated 
1244-1249. 14 Op. cit., 560: Ad noe quidam antiquorum dicere voluerunt quod bonum 
naturale diminuitur sicut dividitur continuum: si enim dividatur continuum 
secundum partes proportionatas toti, stat divisio et finitur continuum, ut dicit 
Philosophus. Si autem dividatur secundum partes habentes rationem totius, 
cum continuum semper sit divisibile, numquam stabit divisio, eo quod nulla 
divisionum dividit formam continui a materia continui. Ita dicunt quod primum 
peccatum tollit aliquotam partem boni naturalis, et secundum non tantam per 
aequalitatem, sed dividit a residuo aliquotam, ut primum, et dividit residuum 
in ratione totius. Unde si primum diminuit centesimam, secundum diminuit 
centesimam residui, et sic deinceps. 15 Summa Theologiae I, tr. 6, q. 27, cap. 4 (Opera omnia, ed. Colon, vol. 34, 1, 
206). This work should be dated after 1270 (for part I): Nec valet solutio 
quam quidam ponunt, scilicet quod secundum peccatum non tantam tollit 
quantam primum, sed tollit aliquotam residui, sicut est in divisione in infinitum 
in continuo. Dicit enim Aristoteles, quod nihil per aliquotas dividitur in in- 
finitum, sed stat divisio acceptis aliquotis per divisionem. This counter-argu- 
ment is not consistent with his view expressed in the Sentent. Comm. See note 14. 16 Alexander of Hales (died 1245), Summa IIa Ilae, Inquisitio I tr. 1, q. 8, 
Cap. IV (22), (ed. Quarracchi, 1930, 33): utrum bonum naturae quod minuitur 
per malum, sit finitum vel infinitum. Only one mathematical remark: Dicitur 
autem alio modo infinitum quod est per modo infiniti divisione. This work is a 
compilation from the works of Alexander of Hales, dating from 1240 to 1256. 
Alexander of Hales, Glossa in quattuor libros Sententiarum, II, d. 35 (15), (ed. 
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The same question arises in Bonaventura' s Sententian commentary 
with the identical example, and it is here again rejected.17 What we 
do find here, however, is another mathematically-based solution which 
is more acceptable to Bonaventura, namely that good is a "habilitas" 
which can go on being reduced just like a curved line can be indefinitely 
moved away from a straight one, i.e. it can never be removed so far 
that it cannot be removed any further.18 

If we consider these four authors we may conclude that the use of 
mathematical argument was a normal state of affairs in the 13th c. 
as far as the theological question of the influence of (indefinitely many) 
sins on the bonum naturale was concerned. Given the fact that this 
question is dealt with in the Sententian commentaries by all these 
authors, we might well ask what research into earlier Sententian 
commentaries could reveal, since Petrus Lombardus does not raise the 

question himself in the Sententie, although he does initiate the dis- 
cussion. Let us take a single example : Petrus of Poitiers. This question 
does play a role in his commentary, but it is treated quite differently.19 
A systematic investigation of the Sententian commentaries would be 
necessary, however, in order to obtain a complete picture. 

A second theological question which is bound up with the same 
mathematical argument in MS Admont 442 is the problem of whether 

Quarracchi, 1952, 345). There is nothing mathematical in the work itself; 
it is only in the later addition (dating from after the time of the Summa of 
Phillipus the Chancelor, 1232-1236) that the "proportional division" is 
mentioned. 
17 In II Sent. d. 35, art. 2, q. 3, (ed. Quarracchi 1938, 863) : et propterea alii 
dixerunt aliter quod ilia habilitas, etsi semper diminuatur, numquam totaliter 
tollitur, quia divisibilis est in infinitum. Sicut enim in corporalibus quantitas 
molis divisibilis est in infinitum et numquam potest adeo per divisionem 
diminui quin adhuc possit minor effici, sic in spiritualibus habilitas  sed 
nec iste modus dicendi satisfacit. Nam, quamvis continuum sit divisibile in 
infinitum, tamen numquam est continuum aliquod ita magnum quod si dimi- 
nuatur diminutione quantumcumque parva et postmodum consequenter fiat 
ablatio partis ita parvae  quin aliquando totum consumatur. 
18 Op. cit. p. 864 : et propterea est quartus modus dicendi, videlicet quod 
habilitas semper potest minui et numquam totaliter consumi et hoc quia est 
elongabilis a rectitudine in infinitum. Sicut enim linea curva potest infinities 
elongari a rectitudine, id est, numquam tantum elongari quin adhuc possit 
magis  Hic autem modus dicendi inter ceteros praedictos magis videtur 
esse rationabilis. 
19 Petrus Lombardus, Sententie, II d. 35, 12, (ed. Migne P.L. 192, 737): 
Peccatum vero, id est culpa, proprie animae corruptio est. Si autem quaeritur 
in quo possit corrumpi anima, in parabola illius qui incidit in latrones, qui eum 
vulneraverunt et spoliaverunt, Luc. X clarescit. See: Peter of Poitiers, Sen- 
tentiae, ed. Moore, Gavin, Dulong, Notre Dame (Ind.) 1950, vol. II, 74ff. Dated 
c. 1170. 
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the intercessions (suffragia) of the church can benefit the damned or 
the souls in purgatory. If this is indeed so then we have a situation 
analogous to the previous case (i.e. the relationship between sin and 
the bonum naturale of the soul), namely can an indefinite number of 
intercessions cancel out the whole punishment ? 

Albertus Magnus deals with this problem in his Sententian com- 
mentary.20 His treatment is therefore interesting because Albertus 
records the opinions of three of his predecessors: namely those of 
"Praepositivus", the Porretani and "Antisiodorensis" (William of 
Auxerre).21 Prepositinus is recorded as having defended the pro- 
position that the whole punishment could be cancelled out, contrary 
to what the Porretani claimed. For them the suffragia took away the 
same proportion of the remaining part (an argument we saw in the 
previous question).22 William of Auxerre is said to have posited that 
the punishment was not reduced since an effect remained as long as 
the cause was present. In his opinion the suffragia do no more than 
help the souls bear their punishment. Albertus argues against all 
three opinions; of the four arguments he uses against the Porretani 
the last two are of mathematical importance. The third argument 
maintains that although the punishment is not completely cancelled 
out, it is no longer felt.23 The fourth states that a natural body (and 
thus even more a "dispositio corporis vel anime") cannot be divided 
indefinitely. Infinite divisibility only applies to mathematical 
entities.24 

This problem is also dealt with in the Sententian commentary of St. 
Thomas Aquinas , and like Albertus, Thomas refers to "Praepositivus", 
the Porretani and "Altisiodorensis". The Porretani position is expressed 

20 In IV Sentent, dist. 46, E. art. 2 (Opera omnia ed. Borgnet, 30, 630) : 
quot sunt opiniones de suffragiis respectu damnatorum. 
21 Prepositinus of Cremona, (i 140- 12 10) Summa c. 1190/ 4; Porretani: School 
of Gilbert de la Porrée, (1080-1154), XII; Antisiodorensis : William of Auxerre 
(died 1 23 1 or 1237) Summa aurea. 
22 Id. (see note 20) : Allii dixerunt, ut Porretani, quod haec diminitio geo- 
metrica est, ut tollatur pars ejusdem proportionis per secundum suffragium et 
non semper ejusdem quantitatis .... et sic manet semper poena, eo quod est 
divisibilis in infinitum. 
23 Id. p. 631. Item isti incidunt in inconveniens quod effugere volunt; quia 
licet secundum minuat similem in proportione et non aequalem, tarnen tot 
suffragia fieri possunt, quod poena insensibilis efficietur. 
24 Id. : Item quaeratur, In qua arte hoc didicerunt, quod poena divisibilis esset 
in infinitum: hoc enim falsum est, quia et corpus naturale non est divisibile 
in infinitum: ergo multo minus dispositio corporis vel animae: sed de mathe- 
matico tantum probatum est quod est divisibile in infinitum. 
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as 'the way one would go about dividing the line', but in view of the 
fact that the line is the prime example of a continuum, the argument 
is the same as the now familiar division of the continuum.25 Thomas 
advances four arguments against this assumption, just as Albertust 
does.26 

In contrast to Albertus and Thomas, Alexander of Hales does not 
make use of a mathematical illustration for the problem in question. 
Nor does he deal with it in the same way. Bonaventura limits himself 
to mentioning the "ablatio secundum proportionem geometricam", 
but rejects it outright.27 

It follows that in this case too we would have to examine the 
Sententian commentaries. Petrus Lombardus discusses the function 
of the suffragia, but our specific problem is not mentioned.28 

Let us now concentrate on an author who has been mentioned several 
times before: William of Auxerre (d. 1231 or 1237). 29 As has been 
stated above, some editions of the Summa Theologiae by St. Thomas 
have a note referring to William's Sententian commentary (also known 
as Summa Aurea), because he is said to have used the mathematical 
example of the "division of the continuum". In these cases reference 
25 In IV Sentent, d. 45, q. 2, art. 2 quaestiuncula 4: Et ideo Porretani alium 
modum invenerunt, dicentes, quod hoc modo proceditur in diminutione poena- 
rum per suffragia, sicut proceditur in divisione linearum, quae cum sint finitae, 
tarnen in infinitum dividi possunt et numquam per divisionem consumuntur, 
dum fit subtractio non secundum eamdem quantitatem, sed secundum eamdem 
proportionem. 28 Loc. cit. : Sed iste modus multipliciter defectivus invenitur. Primo quia 
infinita divisio, quae congruit continuae quantitati, non videtur posse ad 
quantitatem spirituálem transferri (See Bonav., note 17)  Quarto, quia in 
divisione lineae tandem pervenitur ad hoc quod non est sensibile: corpus enim 
sensibile non est in infinitum divisibile .... 
27 In IV Sent. d. 46, art. 1, q. 1. (ed. Quaracchi 1949, 947): quia fit ablatio 
secundum proportionem geometricam, non secundum proportionem arith- 
meticam, id est, quando fit, remittitur primo aliquota pars poenae, in secunda 
vice adimitur tantum, non secundum quantitatem, sed secundum propor- 
tionem .... et ideo semper remanet. Sed certe istud non solvit quia suffragia 
sequentia non minus valent quam praecedentia  28 See Petrus Lombardus, Sententie IV d. 45, (ed. Migne P.L., vol. 192, 948-949). 29 William of Auxerre (died 1231 or 1237). Archdeacon of Beauvais, teacher of 
theology in Paris. One of the first to be influenced by Aristotle's non-logical 
works, as can be seen from his writings. See J. Gründell, Die Lehre von den 
Umständen der menschlichen Handlung im Mittelalter , in: Beiträge, 39, 5, 
Münster 1963, 328ff. His most famous work is: Summa aurea in quattuor 
libros Sententiarum, of which several versions are known. One is published in 
the edition of P. Pigouchet, Paris 1500, (Frankfurt a. M. 1964), which version 
is dated c. 1222-1225. 
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is made to Summa Aurea, book II, tr. 26, q. 5. This is indeed the place 
where the question as to whether sin can completely corrupt the bona 
naturalia is treated. William of Auxerre's answer is no, and he refers 
to an earlier place in his work. Let us now examine this more 
closely. 

The first time he deals briefly with this question and he agrees 
with Augustine that the soul has infinitely more " 'being' 

' and goodness 
than the lower creatures, and that it is indeed true that the soul 
contains "infinita tanta" (an infinite number of parts) so that even 
an infinite number of sins cannot fully corrupt it. In illustration he 
points to the infinite number of points in a line, or the infinite number 
of lines in a plane, or the infinite number of angles of contingency in 
a right angle - if you take one away an infinite number still remain.30 
In the more elaborate treatment of the later passage 31 he refers to 
the Gospel text Luke X and argues that the consequence of a positive 
answer would be the mortality of the soul. The first argument used 
against the opinion that sin corrupts all the bona naturalia is the 
familiar geometrical proportion argument,32 using the example that 
every sin would remove one thousandth part of the bonum naturale. 
He rejects this opinion, however, just as Albertus and Thomas were 
to do later, saying that it would be absurd to assume that a second 
and every subsequent sin would remove less of the increasingly weaken- 
ing soul.33 Then he puts forward another opinion, namely that the soul 
contains an excess of "esse", and thus an infinite number of parts, 

30 Ed. cit. Liber II, tr. 15, questio incidens (end), f 72rb: Ad argumentum ergo 
premissum quo probatur quod malum corrumpit bona naturalia anime ex 
toto, solvimus resistendo ad hanc : et non sunt infinita tanta in anima, dicentes 
quod immo, sicut patet : quod si dematur punctus a linea, aut linea a superficie 
aut angulus contingentie ab angulo recte linee, in quolibet tarnen istorum in 
infinitum est illud quod remanet respectu eius quod demitur. In infinitum dico 
proportione numerali. 
31 Ed. cit. Liber II, tr. 26. q. 5 (2nd part) f 87™: Contra unum dictum superius 
arguitur. Dictum est quod peccatum corrumpit bona naturalia, sicut dicitur in 
evangelio: Homo quidam descendebat ab Hirusalem in Hierico et incidit in 
latrones, etc. Ergo cum peccatum sit corruptio boni naturalis, per aliquantum 
peccatum diminuitur aliquantum et per aliud tantum, et non sunt infinita 
tanta. Ergo per multitudinem peccatorum possunt naturalia anime ex toto 
destrui. Ergo anima ex toto potest destrui; igitur non est immortalis. 32 Ed. cit. f 87™ : ad primum dicunt quidam quod per primum peccatum potest 
demi tantum de naturali bono anime, sed per secundum peccatum non potest 
demi in quantitate tantum, sed tantum in proportione respectu residui. 33 Id.: Sed contra hanc opinionem obicitur quia secundum peccatum invenit 
animam debiliorem quam primum, ergo magis susceptibilem lesionis, ergo 
magis ledit earn. 
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if not more, as a right angle contains an infinite number of angles 
of contingency.34 

Thus we see that William of Auxerre takes up a position regarding 
this question different from the later authors that we have looked at 
above; he does not use the geometrical proportion argument to back 

up his opinion, but rather the properties of the angulus contingentie.35 
Before we examine William of Auxerre's opinion on the second 

theological question we may ask whether the angulus contingentie 
appears more often in William's work. This does indeed seem to be 
the case. A quick inspection immediately reveals two examples: 

1) When considering the question of whether daily sin corrupts the 
soul or not, it is maintained that daily sin is infinitely smaller than 
mortal sin and thus corrupts infinitely less, just like mortal sin re- 
moves infinitely little from good in comparison to what remains. 
Compare the removal of a point from a line, a line from a plane and 
an angulus contingentie from a right angle.36 

2) The question as to whether the totting up of circumstances in- 
creases the gravity of the sin is answered in the negative because 
such an increase in gravity is negligible in comparison to the whole 
sin, just as the angulus contingentie is negligible in comparison with 
the right angle, and even if an infinite number of angles of contingency 
were to be added to a right angle, that right angle would not become 
appreciably bigger.37 

34 Id. : Aliter potest dici et melius, quod anima cum sit inter creaturas similima 
Deo, abundat in esse, cum sit affinis Summo Esse. Et si infinita tanta demantur, 
non tarnen ex toto destruitur. Sunt enim infinita tanta et plus quam infinita, 
sicut in angulo recto sunt infiniti anguli contingentie. 36 The horn-angle or angulus contingentie is an angle formed by the tangent 
to a circle and (half of) the circumference of the circle. See § 3. 36 Summa aurea, Liber II, tr. 16, ed. cit. f 72rb: consequenter queritur de 
péccato veniali .... (f 72 va) : Ad primům respondemus quod peccatum veniale 
corrumpit, sed cum sit in infinitum minus quam .peccatum mortale, in in- 
finitum minus corrumpit, et in infinitum minus est illud quod adimit peccatum 
veniale de bono quam illud quod adimit mortale, sicut in infinitum minus est 
illud quod adimit mortale de bono quam illud quod remanet. Sicut si adimatur 
punctus a linea, aut linea a superficie aut angulus contingentie ab angulo recto : 
in infinitum maius est quod remanet in quolibet istorum quam quod adimitur. 
37 Idem: Liber II, tr. 30, q. 4, f 103 va: Hec argumentatio non valet: Infinite 
circumstantiis hoc peccatum aggravatur : ergo in infinitum aggravatur, quoniam 
ilia aggravatio instantis non se habet in aliqua proportione ad totale peccatum 
sicut angulus contingentie non se habet in aliqua proportione ad angulum 
rectilineum; et si anguli contingentie infiniti adderentur angulo rectilineo: non 
propter hoc in infinitum augmentaretur angulus rectilineus vel esset in in- 
finitum maior. 
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Let us now turn our attention to William's treatment of the second 
theological question where MS Admont 442 mentioned the use of a 
mathematical argument, namely the question as to whether the 
suffragia of the church can completely mitigate the punishment of 
the damned. In his treatment 38 William of Auxerre distinguishes 
between people in purgatory and the (genuinely) damned. With regard 
to the damned he puts forward two opinions: some (e.g. Prepositinus) 
say that the intercessions of the church help the doomed, in other 
words reduce the punishment, but others do not agree.39 A counter- 
argument used against the former group is that the complete punish- 
ment might be cancelled out. William treats this matter differently 
from the question of the bona naturalia, namely by saying on the one 
hand that the suffragia do not cancel out more of the punishment 
than what the damned would have deserved if they were still alive, 
and on the other hand that what is cancelled out is negligible in com- 
parison to what remains.40 This reminds us of his treatment of the 
first question, but contrary to expectation this is not argued with 
the help of a mathematical example. What he does do is to refer to 
the question of the bona naturalia. When dealing with the question 
of whether the suffragia help the souls in purgatory we do find a 
mathematical example. What is striking, however, is that this time 
the example is not used in the argumentation of the proposition that 
it is nevertheless possible that something remains, even if the suffragia 
reduce the punishment somewhat, but instead is used as follows: 
just as the point is insignificant in terms of the line, so are the suf- 
fragia in terms of the punishment, and, they cannot reduce it at all.41 
38 Idem: Liber IV, f 303ra: De damnatione reproborum; Circa quam primo 
videndum est de suffragiis ecclesie : an prosint damnatis. 
39 Idem: f 303ra: Alii dicunt quod prosunt quantum ad mitigationem pene. 
Idem: f 303vb: Qualiter possit sustineri opposita opinio. 40 Idem: f 303rb: Ad quinto obiectum dupliciter potest solvi: potest enim dici 
quod suffragia ecclesie tollunt de pena quantum meruerunt damnati dum 
viverent sibi remitti si fierent suffragia pro eis. 
Idem : f 303rb : Vel potest dici quod illud quod tollitur de pena per suffragia 
non habet se in aliqua proportione ad residuum. Unde numquam tantum 
tolletur de pena quin plus remaneat: sicut cum aliquis peccat mortaliter, 
tollitur aliquid de naturali habetudine, sed illud inproportionabile est residuo. 
Unde per peccatum non possunt ex toto tolli vel destrui naturalia. 41 Idem: f 304 vb: Item si prosunt, queritur quartum: aut enim per aliquanta 
suffragia remittitur aliquota pena aut non. Si non, cum pena purgatorii sit 
finita et suffragia ecclesie non possunt demere aliquotam illius pene, nichil est 
quod demunt respecta pene: sicut punctus nichil est cum respectu linee  
Si vero per aliquanta suffragia demitur aliquota pene, ergo per duplo maiora 
suffragia duplo magis demetur de pena, et ita tanta possunt esse suffragia 
quod tota pena demetur. 
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What is further striking is that only the line-point example is used and 
not the other two that we saw earlier (line-plane and angulus con- 
tingentie-right angle). 

Let us now consider the result of this - admittedly not very rigorous - 
research. The same mathematical argument (i.e. the division of the 
continuum) is mentioned by a number of 13th c. authors in considering 
the question as to the effect of an infinite number of sins on the bonum 
naturale. These authors are William of Auxerre, Alexander of Hales, 
Bonaventura, Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas. In dealing with 
the question of the effect of the suf fragia Bonaventura, Albertus 
Magnus and Thomas Aquinas mention the same example, the latter 
two attributing it to the Porretani. Bonaventura provides another 
solution to the first question, based on the mathematical concept of 
"infinity". William of Auxerre illustrates his own answer with an- 
other geometrical example, i.e. the relationship between a right angle 
and the angulus contingentie, something that is not to be found in 
the other authors.42 Moreover, it appears that both questions, inter 
alia, are dealt with in the Sententian commentaries, so we would 
have to look at these commentaries to obtain a complete picture. 

In this article, as the introduction explains, we shall however be 

directing our attention to an elaboration of the geometrical example 
mentioned by William of Auxerre as it is to be found in a tract in 
MS Admont 442. 

Section 2 . The first 8 leaves of MS Admont 442 
MS Admont 442 contains 76 quarto leaves of mathematical and 
medical texts. The first work is described as: f ir to 8r liber geome- 
trie.43 Attention has been drawn to this part of the MS by Grabmann 44 

42 Note that William of Auxerre has "bona naturalia anime", mostly in the 
plural and always accompanied by the word "anima". Albertus and Thomas, 
however, have "bonum naturale" or "bonum naturae", always in the singular. 43 The description, as stated in the microfilm copy of the Ms, is : f 1 a, liber de 
geometria; f 8 b, liber de perspectiva; f 16 a, liber Alfragani de abbreviatione 
Ptolomei; f 38 a, correctio antiqui computi Dionysii per fratrem Albertům 
(Albertům Magnum); Í53a, Johannes de Sacrobosco computus ecclesiasticus ; 
f 58 b, medicinalia. 
The second, the "liber de perspectiva" is Book IV of the Geometria incerti 
auctoris, as edited by N. Bubnov in Gerberti Opera Mathematica, Berlin 1899 
(anast. Hildesheim 1963), 336 etc. 44 M. Grabmann, Mittelalterliches Geistesleben, II, München 1936, 432: 
Cod. 442 der Stiftsbibliothek Admont, eine dem frühen 14. Jahrhundert ent- 
stammende Handschrift, enthält von f 38r / 51 v eine Arbeit Alberts über den 
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who dates it as 13th to 14th century and maintains that it could be 
by Albertus Magnus as might be the case with two other works in 
this MS. Geyer 45 mentions the MS in an article, part of which consists 
of an investigation of the MSS which might contain the mathematical 
works of Albertus Magnus and particularly his Euclidian commentary. 
He rejects the possibility that Albertus Magnus is the author of the 
two other works in Admont 442, but goes no further into the liber 
geometrie, the contents of which we are now going to examine. 

Liber geometrie consists of leaves ir to 8r,46 each of which consists 
of two columns, and appears to be a single entity: the parts that 
can be distinguished after further investigation follow on from each 
other. However, close examination of the contents shows that the 
name liber geometrie is wrong in so far as it suggests the unity of a 
work that is also conceived as such. The following sections can be 
distinguished : 
1. f ira-4ra: definitions principally taken from book I of Euclid's 

Elements of Geometry 
2. f iva-4ra: Books I and II of Eucliďs Elements of Geometry 
3. f4ra-5ra: proofs of proposition 32 of Book I of Euclid and of 

"secondary propositions'' 
4. f 5ra-6rb : a tract on the horn angle or angle of contingency (angulus 

contingentie) and its properties which the author claims 
were used by some magistři in the proof of a theological 
question. See section 3. 

5. f 6rb-8rb: a tract on the relationship between side and diameter. 
These sections (apart from the fourth) will now be examined in the 
above order. 

i. f i^a.jva The incipit of the first tract is: "Punctus sic describitur 
ab Euclide in le geometrice sue: Punctus est cuius pars non est".47 

Computus .... In der gleichen Handschrift befindet sich von der gleichen 
Hand (f ir/ 8r) eine kurze Arbeit über die Geometrie des Euklid mit dem 
Initium  Stiftsarchivar J. Wichner hält in seinem ungedruckten Hand- 
schriftenkatalog auch diese Abhandlung für ein Werk Alberts .... Auf diese 
kurze Eukliderklärung folgt in der Handschrift (f 8V / I5r) eine Perspektive 
.... Ich konnte bisher nicht mit Sicherheit erkennen, ob diese beiden Traktate 
des Admonter Hs. auch Albert zuzuweisen sind. 
45 B. Geyer, Die mathematische Schriften des Albertus Magnus, in: Angelicum, 
35 (I958)» *59-175* see especially pp. 164-165. 46 The text ends in the middle of f 8rb. The rest of this folio is empty and on 
f 8va the following tract begins. 47 Expl. : Equidistantes linee sive paralelle sunt que in eadem superficie plana 
collocate numquam conveniunt si in infinitum protrahantur ut a.b.c.d. (= 
Euclid I, last definition). 
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It is a collection of definitions mainly taken from Book I of Euclid's 
Elements of Geometry, principally in the translation by Adelardus II.48 
However, there are differences at a number of points. Definitions are 
left out 49 and the order is changed in a number of places.50 More- 
over, material is inserted that we will not find in the Adelard version 
of Euclid, e.g. 
- a second definition of the straight line (in addition to the tradi- 
tional Adelardus-Euclid one) 51 namely "linea recta est cuius medium 
non exit ab extremis". This does not occur in other translations of 
Euclid,52 nor in Anaritius,53 though it is in the geometrical com- 

mentary assigned to Albertus Magnus 54 and in other works by him.55 
- after the well-known definition of the line,56 mention is made of 
the fact that there are two sorts of lines - straight ones and curved 
ones. After the definitions of the straight line it is remarked that the 

general definition is only applicable to curved lines if they have a 

beginning and an ending and that different descriptions must be 
used for other types of curved lines.57 This is not in Adelardus nor in 
48 See for the Adelard versions and their classification M. Clagett, The medieval 
Latin translations from the Arabic of the Elements of Euclid, with special emphasis 
on the versions of Adelard of Bath, in: Isis, 44 (1953), 16-42. 49 E.g. the definitions of surface, plane surface, rectilineal angle, diameter, 
semicircle. 
50 The definition of the "circle" has been put in the place where Euclid has 
the definition of "surface". 
51 Linea recta est ab uno puncto ad aliud extensio in extremitates suas utrumque 
eorum recipiens. 62 All the Adelard versions give a definition which is identical with the definition 
given in note 51. Hermann of Carinthia's version is virtually identical. 
Gerard of Cremona has a different reading, but this is not like the second defini- 
tion of Admont 442. 
See M. Van Ryzin, The Arabic-Latin tradition of Euclid* s Elements in the 
twelfth century, diss. Wisconsin i960. 
53 Anaritii in decern libros priores elementorum Euclidis commentarli  ed. 
M. Curtze, Leipzig 1899, (= Euclidis Opera Omnia Supplementum), 5. 
Curtze's edition is not reliable. I use my collation of the mss. Anaritius has 
several alternative definitions, but does not give the one found in Admont 442. 
54 Quod quare sit, Aristoteles in sua tangit diffinitione dicens: rectam esse 
cuius medium non exit ab extremis. Ms. Vienna, Dominicans 80 / 45, f io5v. 
See my forthcoming article: The commentary of Albert on Euclid* s Elements of 
Geometry, in: Albertus Magnus and the sciences, commemorative essays 1980, 
ed. by T. A. Weisheipl (P.I.M.S. Toronto). 
55 Albert gives this definition several times: e.g. in his Posterior Analytics 
(I 2, 9; I 3, 1; II 4, 2) and De Predicamentis (III 7; IV 5); but in these works 
Albert attributes this definition to Plato (when he gives an attribution at all). 
66 Linea est longitudo sine latitudine cuius extremitates sunt duo puncta. 67 Hec autem descriptio locum non habet nisi in illis curvis lineis que principium 
habent et finem sicut in arcubus. In his autem que carent principio et fine, 
sicut in circulis, alia utendum est descriptione (f Ira). 
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Anaritius, but there are similar remarks in the geometrical commentary 
of Albertus Magnus.58 
- in addition to the definition of the circle in the words of Adelardus 
there is one by Augustinus.59 
- with the definition of the plane angle and its division into right, 
acute and obtuse angles there is a definition of the right angle which is 
much less precise than that in Euclid and which is perhaps based 
more on the drawing or on its appearance.60 At this point an elabora- 
tion has also been inserted which deals with the angulus contingentie, 
which is the most acute angle, and the angulus portionis, the largest 
acute angle, and with the appropriate concepts such as 'the touching 
of a circle by a line' etc.61 These matters can be found in Book III of 
Euclid, to which the author refers. 
- in the labelling of three-sided straight line figures, the impression 
is given that the right-angled triangle is always equilateral, the 
obtuse-angled triangle is always an isosceles triangle, and that an 
acute-angled one is always a scalene triangle. Thus two different 
categorisations of triangles would be incorrectly linked.62 
- in the labelling of four-sided straight line figures, names in the 
Boethius tradition occur, and Boethius himself is explicitly mentioned 
as the source. 
58 Reliquum autem quod additur (meant is the second part of the definition: 
cuius extremitates duo sunt puncta), non omni convenit linee, quia nec circulan 
nec infinite. Ms. Vienna, Dom. 80 / 45, f io5v. 69 Huic etiam concordat Augustinus in libro Soliloquiorum, dicens: circulus 
est linea circumducta undique ad medium equaliter pertingens (= Solil, liber II, 
cap. XIX, 33), (f i^a). 60 Rectus (angulus) est quando linea recta cadit super aliam rectam directe, 
non declinans ad alteram partem, (f Ira). 
Adelard has: Quando recta linea supra rectam lineam steterit duoque anguli 
utrobique fuerint equales, eorum uterque rectus est. 
The other Arabic-Latin translations give similar definitions, as does Boethius. 
See M. Van Ryzin, op. cit. (note 52), 80, 147, 198, 283, 326 and M. Folkerts, 
Boethius Geometrie II. Ein mathematisches Lehrbuch des Mittelalters , Wiesbaden 
1970, 114 and 177. 61 See § 3 of the present article for these notions. 
62 Harum autem alia est ortogonium, unum sc. rectum angulus habens, alia 
ampligonium, unum sc. obtusum angulus habens, alia oxigonium in qua sunt 
3 anguli acuti. Prima dicitur ysopleurus. Secunda ysocheles, tertia scalenus vel 
gradatus, (ff. irb-iva). 
Drawings of these figures are to be seen at the bottom of the folio, viz. three 
triangles, one labelled on one side "ysopleurus" and on the other side "oxi- 
gonium", one labelled "ysocheles" and "ortogonium" and one labelled "ambli- 
gonium" and "scalenus". Note the permutation of "ysopleurus" and "yso- 
cheles", a mistake also to be found in Albertus Magnus. See my forthcoming 
article (note 54). 
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We cannot do more than draw provisional conclusions from these 
points. The author gives his own collection of geometrical definitions, 
making use of Books I and III of Euclid in the Adelardus tradition, 
and also of a Boethius version.63 In addition, he uses other, non- 
Euclid versions (e.g. Augustine's definition of the circle and a definition 
of the right angle whose only parallels are, as far as I know, the defini- 
tion used by Hugo of St. Victor and the explanation to be found in 

Anaritius).64 Another thing that is striking is the definition of the 

straight line, the formulation of which suggests that a link with 
Albertus Magnus cannot be excluded. In view of these considerations, 
it seems probable that the contents of this piece ought to be given a 
relatively early date. 

2. f iva-4ra. The manuscript proceeds immediately to the second 
tract. The incipit is the well-known "punctus est cuius pars non est".65 
The tract consists of definitions, postulates, axioms and propositions 
from the first two books of Eucliďs Elements in a version virtually 
identical to the one labelled Adelardus II. The only exceptions among 
definitions, postulates and axioms of Book I are as follows: a minor 
variant in the definition of 'plane',66 a not entirely correct formulation 
of the parallel postulate 67 and the fact that no more than seven axioms 
are given, leaving out the fifth 68 and the additional ones found in the 
Adelardus versions. With regard to the propositions of Book I, the 
author provides 47 in the order and formulation of the Adelardus 

63 "Altera parte longius" for rectangle, "romboides" and "rombos" for paral- 
lellogram and rhomb, respectively. 
Preter has omnes quadrilatere figure itapacie (!) id est mensule vocantur ut 
dicit Boetius (f iva). See M. Folkerts, o.e. (note 60), 116 and 182. 
64 Hugo of St. Victor, Practica geometriae, ed. R. Baron, Notre Dame 1966, 
18, 72: Kathetus autem linea a fine iacentis in directum elevata ita ut in 
neutram partem inclinetur, et ubi iacentem contingit, angulum rectum efficiat. 
However, in Anaritius' commentary too (see note 53) there is a passage in 
which this "inclination" is mentioned, but not as a definition: Angulus ergo 
rectus est quem due recte comprehendunt linee, quarum queque ita super 
aliam est erecta ut nulla in eis sit inclinatio. Ideoque rectus vocatur et meruit 
difinitionem equalitatis. (See Curtze's edition, 14-15). 86 This is Euclid I, def. 1. 
Expl. : eaque sui parte <que> perpendiculari anguloque acuto interiacet (II, 13). 
66 Superficies est aimensio longitudmem et latitudinem tantum habens. Ade- 
lardus' versions lack: dimensio (f iva). 67 Si linea recta super lineam rectam ceciderit, in stead of: super duas rectas 
lineas (f 2ra). 68 Neither Euclid s fifth axiom, nor Adelardus (which is m fact identical witñ 
the first one) are to be found. 
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versions, without proofs. The two definitions and thirteen propositions 
of Book II are provided (without proofs) and the fourteenth proposition 
is lacking. We conclude that this part contains little that is new and is 
simply one of many manuscripts of the Adelardus II version. 

3. f 4ra-5ra. The next piece follows without interruption. The incipit 
is as follows: "Omnis triangulus habet 3 ángulos equales 2 rectis. Hec 
propositio sumpta est ex ultuma parte 31e (!) propositions primi libri 
Euclidis".69 It contains the very well-known proposition which is 
often used as añ example by Aristotle,70 i.e. that the sum of the angles 
of a triangle is equal to two right angles, a proposition which forms 
the last part of proposition I 32 of Euclid. The author proves this 
theorem, making use of preceding theorems by Euclid.71 A remark 
suggests that the proof had only been established for a right-angled 
triangle (although nothing in the terminology suggests that) but that 
it is analogous in the case of acute- and obtuse-angled triangles. Sub- 
sequently proof is given for the first part of I 32 and the relevant 
additional propositions I 29 and I 15. The proofs of I 32 (first part) 
and I 15 show errors and/or inaccuracies. 

What is the purpose of this tract ? Perhaps it is a reasonable sug- 
gestion to suppose that the intention of this piece is to provide a 
genuine and elaborate proof of this theorem (well-known from the 
Aristotelian commentaries), as an example, for the purposes of ex- 
plication and practice. 

The way in which this is done indicates first and foremost that 
Euclid's work is known and that the mathematical level was not yet 
so high that unassailable proof could be produced. This would make a 
relatively early date probable (first half of the 13th c. ?). 

4. f 5ra-6rb. See section 3. 

5. f 6rb-8rb. Following on directly comes the last section whose incipit 
reads: "Sequitur alia pars. Dyameter est assymeter coste. Hanc 
propositionem inducit Aristoteles in primo Topicorum" (= 106 a 38). 72 

69 Expl. : et sic propositum est probatum. 70 Cf. Anal. Post. I 1, 71a 17; Anal. Post I 5, 74a 16; Metaf. 0 9, 1051a 21 et 
alii. See T. L. Heath, Mathematics in Aristotle, Oxford 1949. Aristotle used 
it 54 times! 
71 E.g. I 32, (first part), postulate 1, I 16, I 13 and axiom 2. 
72 Expl. : Igitur per deductionem ad impossibile diametri (?) ad costam nulla 
est proporcio numeralis. Ergo diameter est assimeter coste. Et sic propositum 
est probatum. 
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The tract is about the mutual relationship between side and diagonal, 
Aristotle's Topica being mentioned as the source of this problem. 
The author states that "diameter" and "costa" both have two mean- 

ings according to whether one means a square or a circle. Euclid's 
I def. 17 (diameter) and I prop. 34 are used at this point. The problem 
is then divided into a number of cases: 
1. Some say that the proposition that "dyameter est assymeter 

coste" is only true for the diameter of a circle. This property is 
then demonstrated on the basis of the "incommensurability" of 
curved and straight lines for which Aristotle is again summoned 
up as the authority,73 and the definition of proportionality from 
the 5th book of Euclid. 

2. The author tells us that others say that the theorem is valid for 
the diameter of a square. This form of the proposition is the one 
best known to us. Within this group a further distinction is made 
because two different meanings are given to the word assymeter. 
One is "unequal" (inequalis) and the other is "incommensurable" 

(incommensurabilis) . 
2a. Assymeter = inequalis . Algazel is stated to have said that this is 

immediately obvious but that mathematical proof is given for 
the sake of science and pleasure.74 This proof is provided by the 
construction of a circle round and contiguous with a square.75 
From the properties of lines in a circle (Euclid III 7) it is demon- 
strated the the hypothesis that the diagonal of a square is 

equal to or smaller than a side is incorrect. 
2b. Assymeter = incommensurabilis . Even people who equate as- 

symeter with incommensurabilis say that the diameter of a 

square is intended. They prove this theorem in principle on the 
basis of Euclid X 7, (= X 9 in the Greek edition) by maintaining 
that if the side and the diagonal are commensurable then this 

73 Quod autem curvum et rectum non proporcionantur, probat Aristoteles in 
libro Physicorum (= VII, 4, 248 b 10). Sunt enim diversorum generum id est 
diversarum specierum, et proporcio debet esse inter res eiusdem generis sicut 
patet per rationem proporcionis in V Euclidis (f 6va). 74 Et licet hoc pateat sensui manifeste, sicut dicit Algazel m sua Metaphysica, 
capitulo de compositione corporis, tarnen ex eo quod aliquis seit hoc probare 
geometrice, generatur scientia in anima eius et delectatio cui nichil est con- 
trarium ut dicit Aristoteles i° Topicorum. (= 106 a 38), (f 6va). Cf. Algazel, 
Metaphysica, ed. Mückle (1933), 12: Omnis enim diametrus secans quadratum 
in duos triángulos equales, semper est maior quolibet laterum; et hoc patet 
sensui in omnibus quadratis, et probatur in geometria. 
75 With the help of Euclid I postulate 3 and IV 9. 
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must also be true for the side and the half diagonal. The ratio of 
the area of the square the side of which is the half diagonal of 

the original square (areas I and II in the 
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is (areas II + III + IV + V in the figure) is 
2:4. This is not the relationship that obtains 
between two numbers which have been 
squared. That is why the sides of both squares 
are not commensurate in length. 
Apart from this proof, there is another one 
given 76 with the help of seven "arithmetical" 
propositions, the first one of which is the same 

as Euclid X 5. These propositions concern proportions (especially 
between numbers). At first sight the proof seems inconsistent and 
incorrect, which might indicate that there are lacunae in the text.77 

Given the fact that the incommensurability of side and diagonal is a 
famous problem (as it was in Antiquity), and because examination 
might yield further information about the tract under discussion, we 
will dwell a little longer on it. The most well-known proof of this 
proposition is to be found in Aristotle and is based on a reductio ad 
absurdum, i.e. if the side and the diagonal of a square were commen- 
surate then a number could be just as well even as uneven, which is 
absurd.78 

As far as the Middle Ages are concerned there are a number of 
mentions of and short arguments on incommensurability, especially 
in the Aristotelian commentaries and paraphrases of the 13 c. (e.g. 
by Albertus Magnus) 79 in which - as might be expected - the Aris- 
totelian proof is referred to. 

Regarding the early purely mathematical works, in Adelardus ' 

versions of Euclid the proposition does not appear, as is the case in 
78 Potest et nichilominus premissa propositio probari alio modo in predicta 
dispositione per VII propositiones, (f 7rb). 77 Notions are used which we find in Boethius' Arithmetica, 1 24 ff., (ed. Fried- 
lein, 1867, 49ff.). Boethius' Arithmetica is quoted twice. 
78 See e.g. Aristotle's Anal. Priora, I 23, 41 a 23, I 44, 50 a 38 and Metaphysics 
A 2, 983 a 12. 
Cf. T. L. Heath, Mathematics in Aristotle , Oxford 1949, 22, 30 and 196. 79 E.g. Albertus Magnus, Anal. Priora I 5, 2, ed. Borgnet, vol. 1, 612; idem 
I 7, 14 ed. cit. 673; Metaphysica I 2, 10, ed. Colon, vol. 16.1, 27; idem IX 2, 2, 
ed. cit. 2, 417. 
The incommensurability is mentioned by Albert in his Anal. Post. I 5, 9, ed. 
Borgnet, vol. 2, p. 152; Metaphysica IV 4, 2, ed. cit. i, 203; Topica I 4, 3, 
ed. Borgnet, vol 2, 281 and idem, VIII 2, 9, ed. cit. 519. 
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Anaritius' commentary.80 It is only in Campanus' edition of Euclid 
(c. 1259) that this incommensurability is mentioned and proved (in 
the form of an elaboration of Aristotle's method) ; Campanus adds it 
to X 7.81 This does not necessarily mean that he was the first to have 
produced that proof. Roger Bacon refers to incommensurability a 
couple of times in his Communia Mathematica and also notes that 
there is nevertheless some sort of proportion between the side and the 
diagonal of a square.82 In a MS from Florence (BN. Conv. Soppr. 
J IX 26) there is an exposition of a proof that seems to relate to 
Campanus' version of Euclid X 7 ; this proof is contained in a collection 
of mathematical notes one part of which is certainly traceable to 
Roger Bacon.83 

As far as the 14th c. is concerned there are not only extended 
special tracts, e.g. by Nicolas Orestne and his circle,84 but this incom- 
80 G. D. Goldat, The early medieval traditions of Euclid's Elements, diss. Wiscon- 
sin 1957. Curtze, ed. cit. (note 53). 81 Venetia 1482: X 7 ( = greek X 9). "Ex tertia parte huius nota diametram 
esse incommensurabilem coste". 
82 Roger Bacon, Communia Mathematica, ed. R. Steele (Opera hactenus inedita, 
fase. XVI 1940), 14: quod dyameter non potest probari coste assimeter ante 
ultimam partem septime proposicionis decimi libri. 
Idem, 79 : sed in aliis quantitatibus .... non est proporcio certa nec nota 
nobis nec nomine ut inter latus quadrati et dyametrum ejus. Nam si latus sit 
aliquod digitorum, diameter nullorum erit. Unde nullam habent communem 
mensuram, sicut vulgatum est apud philosophos, quod diameter est coste 
assimeter quasi lateri incommensurabilis, hoc est, non habet aliquam com- 
munem mensuram geometricam. 
Idem, 81-82: sicut in quantitatibus que non communicant in aliqua mensura 
nota, inter quas non est proporcio nota, licet sit proporcio, ut si sumatur dia- 
meter et costa et tercia linea eis conj uñeta in propocione sicut bene possibile 
est, ut sunt hic diameter (BD) et latus AB et semidiameter AC, sicut ex octava 
sexti Elementorum Euclidis manifestum est, et inferius declarabitur, cf. Robert 
Grosseteste, Physica IV (ed. R. C. Dales, Boulder 1963, p. 92). Idem: see 
p. 118. 
Cf. Rober Bacon, Communia naturalia, II (Opera hactenus inédita, ed. R. Steele, 
fase. IV, 1913), 317-322 and Robert Grosseteste, Physica IV (ed. cit.) p. 103. 83 H. L. L. Busard, Ein mittelalterlicher Euklidkommentar der Roger Bacon 
zugeschrieben werden kann , in : Archives Internationales d'Histoire des Sciences, 
vol. 24, n. 95 (1974), 199-218, especially 216 and 217. 84 See Nicole Oresme, Quaestiones super Geometriam Euclidis, ed. H. L. L. 
Busard, Leiden 1961, qq. 6-9, pp. 13-25 and J. E. Murdoch's review in: 
Scripta Mathematica 27 (1964), 67-91. See H. Suter, Die Quaestio 'De proportione 
dyametri quadrati ad costam eiusdem' des Albertus de Saxonia, in: Zeitschrift für 
Mathematik und Physik, 32 (1887), 41-56. See V. P. Zoubov, Quelques observa- 
tions sur V auteur du traité anonyme " Utrum dyameter alicuius quadrati sit 
commensurabilis costae ejusdem", in: Isis, 50 (1959), 130-134. See V. P. Zoubov, 
Autour des Quaestiones super Geometriam Euclidis de Nicole Oresme, in: Medieval 
and Renaissance Studies, 6 (1968), 150-172. See A. Maier, Die Vorläufer 
Galileis im 14. Jahrhundert, Roma2 1966, 155ÍÍ. 
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mensurability is also treated in other questions, e.g. those concerning 
the continuum.85 However, it is immediately obvious that neither 
Oresme's treatment nor the anonymous questions published by Suter 
or Zoubov offer any point of reference. The exposition in Admont 442 
and particularly the last proof is completely different. The fact that 
there are still differing interpretations of the word "diameter" in our 
tract and that Boethius' Arithmetica is actually the only source 
quoted apart from Aristotle may lead us to give it an earlier date 
than that of Oresme and his circle. 

However, the fact that a proof based on proportions is provided 
rather tends to make one think of the 14th c. Nevertheless the defi- 
ciency of the exposition of the proof and the mathematical infelicities 
in it strongly indicate the 13th c. 

Section J. The angulus contingentie as argument in theological questions 
in MS Admont 442 

In section 1 we dealt with the geometrical arguments mentioned by 
various 13th c. authors to deal with two theological questions. In this 
section we will examine the elaboration of such an argument as it is 
to be found in MS Admont 442. The fourth section of the geometrical 
notes from that MS fill folios 5ra-6rb and immediately follows on the 
preceding section. The Latin text of this tract is given in an appendix 
at the end of this article. 

The piece deals with (the proporties of) the horn angle (angulus 
contingentie) which the author says the magistři use to argue the 
proposition that naturally good characteristics (bona naturalia) of 
the soul, although it is finite, cannot be completely corrupted by 
even an infinite number of sins. 

The author immediately proceeds to the 
formulation of proposition 15 of the third angulus 
book of Euclid (in a version identical to contingentie 
that of Adelardus) in which it is explained ^ 

/á 
what an angulus contingentie is, i.e. the angle s' 
which is formed by a tangent to a circle and / angulus 
the (half) circumference of the circle. Ill 15 [ portionis |' 
goes on to say that this angle is the smallest Í  - 

85 E. G. William of Ockham, Walter Chatton and Nic. Bonetus. See J. E. 
Murdoch and E. Synan, op. cit. (note 6), 261 and V. P. Zoubov, Walter 
Catton, Gerard d'Odon et Nicolas Bonet, in: Physis, 1 (1959), 262-278 (esp. 
272-273). 
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of all acute angles. The angle of a semicircle (angulus portionis) is also 
defined here: this is formed by the diameter of the circle and the 
(half) circumference and is the largest of all the acute angles. The 
angulus contingentie and the angulus portionis together form a 

right angle. 
The author assumes a knowledge of the proof of the proposition 

since he immediately follows up with a property, namely that the 

angle of contingence is indivisible. He offers two proofs for this. 
In the text of the first proof as given in the MS there is a particular 

passage of a few lines whose contents do not link up with what precedes 
it. It is highly likely that this passage is not in its proper place. If 
these lines are reinserted a little earlier then they do make sense. 
This correction has been made in the edition given here in the ap- 
pendix with precise indication of what the correction consists of. 

The first proof is a reductio ad absurdum, based on the claim that all 
angles of contingence are equal. This leads to the contradiction that 
a part is equal to the whole. Granted then that the whole is greater 
than the part it is no less true that both the total angle of contingence 
and its part each form a right angle with the angulus portionis. This 
leads again to a contradiction. The first claim concerning the equality 
of all angles of contingence is accepted without further ado and it is 
only later that proof is offered. However, if one makes this assumption 
there is little that can be said against the proof. 

The second proof is difficult to follow particularly because as the 
text stands, the author does not describe the angles or lines in a 
consistent fashion and because he does not build up his proof in the 

way that we would. However, the aim and the drift of the proof are 
clear. What we have is once again a reductio ad absurdum which 
runs roughly as follows : 

Suppose that an angulus contingentie is divisible. Draw a dividing 
line (linea dividens, EF). This line will then also touch the circle. The 
proof offered is not correct but it is understandable if you suppose 
that the author intends to prove that this (hypothetical) dividing line 
must eventually coincide with the tangent. 

This is how the author continues. A straight line is drawn from the 

point of contact through the centre of the circle, (i.e. a diameter) 
which is at right angles to the tangential line EF. For us there is an 
inconsistency in the subsequent use of "at right angles", because, 
according to the author, the diameter and the dividing line (EF) form 
two angles which are either both right angles or together are equal 
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to two right angles (proposition I 13 of Euclid), but this "incon- 
sistency" would not seem abnormal for the Middle Ages. 

In the paraphrase of the passage which now follows w*e are faced 
with the problem of making the text consistent. If we assume that 
the author is consistent in the indication of the angles by means of 
two lines - as we would be used to - and in his labelling of the lines, 
then the text would reveal some lacunae. If we accept that the author 
identifies the angles with one line in the first part and with two in 
the second then we are faced with the problem that there is no con- 
sistent labelling of lines. The paraphrase given in the following para- 
graph attempts to keep to the text as it is as much as possible and 
to give it a consistent meaning. This also defines the value of the 
paraphrase given. 

In the appendix an alternative reading is given for the same 
passage which results in a consistent text thanks to some easily 
justifiable additions. Nevertheless, the paraphrase based on the text 
without additions remains valid except for the indication of- the 
angles. In my opinion there are not yet enough grounds for reaching 
a clear decision on the absolute necessity of the additions. 

As we were saying, the diameter and the dividing line EF form 
together two angles which are both right angles or are together equal 
to two right angles. In the first case the absurdity results from the 
fact that the angle formed by the diameter and the dividing line EF at 
right angles to it (angulus qui clauditur linea perpendiculari) as well 
as the angle formed by the diameter and the "originál" tangent 
(angulus qui clauditur linea contingentie) are both right angles. But 
the first is a part of the second, which leads to the contradiction. In 
the second case one of the two angles is obtuse and the other acute. 
The obtuse angle which is now also formed by the diameter and the 
dividing line which is also perpendicular (obtusus qui clauditur linea 
perpendiculari et dividente) is a part of the right angle which is formed 
by the diameter and the "original" tangent (rectus qui clauditur linea 
perpendiculari et contigente). Thus a part would be greater than the 
whole which is impossible. The other, acute, angle would consist of 
an angulus portionis and an angulus contingentie, but because the 
angulus portionis is the largest of the acute angles, this is absurd. 

Since all possibilities lead to a contradiction, the hypothesis that 
an angulus contingentie is divisible is rejected. 

There then follows the statement that a proof of the property that 
all angles of contingence are equal can be based on the second proof 
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just given of the indivisibility of this angle. After this an indication 
is given of how a right angle can contain an infinite number of angles 
of contingence, namely when an infinite number of circles touch a Hne 
at one point. Special mention is made of the fact that the line touches 
all the circles. 

The author then relates that this proposition about the properties 
of the angulus contingentie is used as an argument in the proposition 
about the effects of an infinite number of sins on the bona naturalia of 
the soul, the first theological question we looked at in section i, but 
is also used in the second theological question that we looked at, i.e. 
the effect of the suffragia of the Church. The author also states what 
the consequence of a positive answer to the first question would be, 
namely that in that case the soul would not be immortal. 

The theory put forward here is that (in the first question) the 
essence of the soul nevertheless remains in spite of the infinite number 
of sins that each remove something, and that (in the second question) 
some part of the punishment "quoad acerbitatem" remains, in the 
same way as it is possible to take away something of a right angle an 
infinite number of times by means of an angulus contingentie, while 
the nature of the angle itself nevertheless remains. 

This "process" concerning the angle of contingence and the right 
angle is then more fully set out, and the tract ends with the remark 
that an infinite number of acute angles are present not only in the 
right angle but in every angle, except in the angulus contingentie, 
which is indivisible. This claim rests on the fact that every angle can 
be divided into two and the remaining portion again into two ad inf. 
- the well-known property of the (mathematical) continuum. 

Now that we have a rough idea of what the tract contains, a few 
remarks should be made before we examine how and where this 
work should be placed. Firstly, as we have already stated, the text 
that has come down to us contains quite a few interpretative prob- 
lems and cannot be called an example of a correct mathematical 
treatment. This might be due to the original author or to the way 
in which the text has come down to us. As far as I know it is the 
only MS to contain this text.86 Secondly, one might ask oneself 
86 The catalogue of Clagett and Murdoch lists a ms with a tract on the horn- 
angle: Ms Assisi Bibi. Comm. 196, f 33v. But this consists of only a few lines 
and has virtually nothing to do with our text. 
See M. Clagett and J. E. Murdoch, Medieval Mathematics, Physics and Philos- 
ophy, a revised catalogue of photographic reproductions, in: Manuscripta, 2 (1958), 
131-154- 
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what the value is of this mathematical argument with regard to 
the proposition for which it is used and the other geometrical argu- 
ment which we have seen, namely that of the " 'division as if of the 
continuum". The argument using the angulus contingentie seems at 
first sight a better one because all angles of contingence are equal, 
so that the second and every subsequent sin will remove an equal 
amount of the bona naturalia and 
not less. On the other hand, how- 
ever, it is not the case that an in- 
finite number of angles of contin- 
gence fit into a right angle. This is 
only true of an infinite number of 
genuine horn angles, i.e. angles 
which are delimited by two curved 
lines (and not, as with the angulus 
contingentie, by a straight and a 
curved line). The drawing will clarify this; the angles of contingence 
are the angles e, d+e, c+d+e, b+c+d-f-e etc., e being a constant 
factor. The angles b, c and d are genuine horn angles and of these 
there are indeed an infinite number in a right angle. However, we 
do not find this in our tract. 

Let us now see if there are data that will help us to place the tract 
a little more accurately. First of all we will have to see what kind of 
knowledge people had in a given period of the Middle Ages about 
these angles. What is called the angulus contingentie already appears 
in Euclid III 15 qua content and the angulus portionis is even defined 
in the third book.87 Ill 15 proves that no straight line can be drawn 
between the tangent of a circle and the circumference, thus im- 
plicitly confirming the indivisibility of the horn angles. The peculi- 
arity of this angle rests on the fact that it is not Archimedean or 
(historically more accurately) not Eudoxic with regard to the angles 
delimited by straight lines, i.e. no finite multiple can ever exceed an 
angle delimited by straight lines. 

In the A delardus versions of Eucliďs Elements the name "angulus 
contingentie" does not seem to occur, which also holds for Anaritius' 
commentary. However, in the latter explicit mention is made of its 
indivisibility, at least the fact that it is not divisible by a straight 
line and therefore has no quantity. Therefore it does not remove 
87 III Def. 7: Angulus autem portionis dicitur qui a corda et areu continetur. 
III Def. 15 : See text in the appendix. 
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anything - so to speak - from a right angle.88 In Albertus Magnus 
* 

geometrical commentary (written between 1235 and 1260) 89 we find 
the name angulus contingentie and the statement that this angle 
cannot be divided by a straight line (thus has no quantity), though it 
can by a curved line.90 Campanus of Novarra also mentions the name 
in his edition of c. 1259 and explicitly examines its non-Archimedean 

property.91 Further mention of the angulus contingentie is to be found 
in Robert Grosseteste' s De Luce (c. 1215-1220) with the additional 

property that this angle fits into a right angle an infinite number of 
times, but nevertheless removes something from it when it is deducted 
a finite number of times.92 For Robert Grosseteste the relationship 
between these two angles is different from that of the half-whole or 
of diameter and side, or of point and line.93 Roger Bacon only mentions 
the name.94 

In the 14th c. the angulus contingentie and its properties constituted 

88 Ed. Curtze (see note 53), 129. (Corrected with my collation of the mss.) : 
In quinta decima figura (libri tertii) voluit Euclides quod angulus extrinsecus 
qui continetur ab arcu gad et a perpendiculari dz, esset minor omni acuto 
angulo, quomam non dividitur. Si ergo foret divisibilis  Anaritius' com- 
mentary has been translated by Gerard of Cremona (died 1187), and must have 
been known from the second half of the Xllth or the beginning of the Xlllth 
century. 89 See my article (note 54). 90 Nota autem quod Sophiste impugnant istud theorema, dicentes omnem 
quantitatem esse divisibilem in infinitum. Ergo angulus contingencie eciam 
dividi debet in infinitum. Et ad hoc attendendum quod apud geometriam nichil 
dicitur dividi nisi quod linea recta dividitur, et quod linea recta non dividitur, 
dicitur non habens quantitatem. Et ideo (angulus contingencie) eciam minimus 
dicitur quia quantitatem non habet. Unde eciam ille qui a circumferentia et 
dyametro fit maximus est quia diminuita a recto per id quod quantitatem 
non habet in geometria. Potest tarnen dividi circularibus lineis. Sed hoc ideo 
non dicitur divisio quia aliam constituit figuram non habentem angulum si 
circumducatur. Et hec quidem ratio est secundum propria istius scientie. (at 
III 15, f 105*) . 91 Ed. Ratdolt, Venetia 1482, at III 15 and X 1. See M. Uagett, Archimedes 
in the Middle Ages , vol. 1, Madison 1964, 430-431, and J. E. Murdoch, 
The medieval language of proportions, in: Scientific Change, ed. by A. C. Crombie, 
London 1961, 243. 92 R. Grosseteste, De Luce, in: Die Philosophische Werke des Robert Grosse- 
teste, Bisschofs von Lincoln (= Beiträge etc. IX), Münster 191 2, ed. L. Baur, 
54 : et aliter dicitur angulus contingentie pars anguli recti in quo est infinities, 
et tamen finite subtractus ab eo diminuit illum. 
Cf. R. Grosseteste mentions the angulus contingentie in his De Lineis, ed. 
cit., 61. 
93 Loc. cit. See William of Auxerre, for whom the relations are the same! 
See notes 30 and 36. 94 Roger Bacon, Opus Maius IV (ed. Bridges, 1897, Frankfurt 1964), 125. 
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a familiar discussion point in philosophical-theological literature, re- 
lated to (mathematical) treatment of the continuum. One might think 
of Thomas Bradwardine and Nicole Oresme in this respect.95 More 
elaborate treatments also appear in other contexts, e.g. in the dis- 
cussion about the relationship of the species in Peter Ceffons ,96 How- 
ever, it is clear from the passages in Ceffons quoted by Murdoch that 
the theory has been elaborated upon here. For example, the pro- 
portion and the excess value of the right angle in relation to the 
angulus contingentie does play a role here, something which is no- 
where to be found in MS Admont 442. 

If we were to judge solely on the basis of the mathematical know- 
ledge displayed in the tract we would probably date it as 13th rather 
than 14th c. As we have seen in section (1) William of Auxerre is the 
only one of the authors under examination who makes use of the 
properties of this angle in order to solve one of the theological ques- 
tions under discussion. We have not yet found an author who does 
the same for the second question. 

The following considerations would support the supposition that 
there is a connection between our tract and William of Auxerre: 
William of Auxerre is the only one who uses this argument in sup- 
port of his own opinion and, what is more, this piece of mathematics 
is more frequent in his Summa Aurea. It is also striking that both 
William and Admont 442 mostly use the term "bona naturalia 
(anime)", while other authors only use "bonum nature" or "naturale". 
The term "soul" is only of significance in William of Auxerre and 
Admont 442, and it is only these two that draw the conclusion that 
the soul would not be immortal if an infinite number of sins could 
take away all the bona naturalia of the soul. 

We would have to add, however, that at least two later authors use 
exactly the same example in dealing with the question of the bonum 
naturale and sin; the two are Aegidius Romanus 97 and his pupil 

95 Thomas Bradwardine, Geometria Speculativa (ed. Paris 1495), tr. 2, cap. 4, 
conci. 6. 
Nicole Oresme, Quaestiones super geometriam Euclidis (ed. H. L. L. Busard, 
Leiden 1961), qq. 18-20. 
See J. E. Murdoch, The medieval language of proportions, (see note 91), 
243, 249. 98 J. E. Murdoch, Mathesis in philosophiam scholasticam introducta, (note 4) 
238ff. 97 Aegidius Romanus (i 1 243-1 3 16). In Secundum librum sententiarum, 
Pars 2, Dist. 34, q. 2, art. 3, Venetiis 1581 (Frankfurt a.M. 1968), 511. 
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Thomas of Strasbourg 08 in their Sententian commentary. Their treat- 
ment and application, however, differ significantly from what we 
find in Admont. For example, the infinite increase in or enlargement 
of circles which form these angles of contingence is of great significance. 

In view of all this it seems more acceptable - on the basis of the 

present data - to assign this and the other tracts in the geometrical 
section of Admont 442 to the 13th rather than the 14th c. 

Section 4. Conclusion 

We have seen how a number of 13th c. authors use a geometrical 
example as an argument to be accepted or rejected in two theological 
questions, i.e. the example of the division of the continuum in order 
to indicate that from something that is finite an infinite number of 
entities can nevertheless be removed. In William of Auxerre the 

properties of the angle of contingence are used as an example in one 
of the two questions, as is subsequently also the case in Aegidius 
Romanus and Thomas of Strasbourg. 

In MS Admont 442 we find an elaboration of this and an application 
to the other theological question. In the MS this tract occurs with 
other mathematical tracts that probably did not originally form one 
tract but were placed together later. 

Tract i provides its own collection of definitions, principally taken 
from book I of Euclid's Elements, and tract 2 is a version of the 
Adelardus edition of Euclid's books I and II. Tract 3 is to be seen 
as an elaboration of a frequently used mathematical proposition (and 
the necessary secondary propositions), namely that the sum of the 

angles of a triangle is equal to two right angles. Tract 4 is also an 
elaboration but this time of a mathematical example in two theological 
questions, while tract 5 seems to have the same goal as tract 3, i.e. 
the elaboration of a well-known example, the incommensurability of 
side and diameter. 

Mention can be made here of a passage in Roger Bacon where he 

gives ten reasons why mathematical proofs should be given." The first 
reason is that there are famous propositions, lack of knowledge of 
the proof of which is lamentable because they are on everybody's 

98 Thomas (ab Argentina) of Strasbourg (died 1357), Commentaria in IUI 
libros Sententiarum, liber II, d. 34, art. 3. Venetiis 1564, (Ridgewood 1965), 
p. 188. 99 Roger Bacon, Communia Mathematica, II d. 3, c. 4, ed. cit. (note 82), 
p. 118. 
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lips. The examples that Bacon then gives are exactly the propositions 
that are discussed in our tracts 3 and 5.100 

Giving the name of an author or an exact date remains speculative. 
The work has been ascribed to Albertus Magnus, but this is in fact 
only based on the (erroneous) ascription to him of several other works 
which also appear in MS Admont 442. On the other hand there are 
some interesting parallels, as was mentioned in section 2. However, 
the fact that Albertus does not say anything about the example of 
the angulus contingentie in his discussion of the two theological 
questions, while dealing extensively with the theories of his predeces- 
sors, makes it highly unlikely that he is the author of this collection 
of mathematical notes. 

As far as the date is concerned, the 13th seems more likely than 
the 14th century, all the more so since - apart from the considerations 
given above - the tracts take the form of notes rather than of the 
"questiones super Euclidem" of the 14 c.101 

Whoever the author is and whenever these notes came into existence 
this geometrical section of Admont 442 is a neat illustration of the 
close bond between different scientific fields in the Middle Ages. It 
provides a fine example of the interrelationship between theology 
and geometry. 

Nijmegen 
Filosofisch Instituut 
Thomas van Aquinostraat 3 

100 N. B. Euclid III 15, is mentioned in connection with the 2nd reason, and 
Euclid I 29 in connection with the 5th. 101 E.g. Oresme's Questiones (note 84) and the questions found in Ms Erfurt 
Q 344, ff 68-87. 

APPENDIX 

Admond 442, f 5ra-6ťb 
i Sequitur alia propositio quam inducunt magistři ad probandum quod <bona> 

naturalia anime non possunt omnino corrumpi per infinita peccata quamvis 
anima sit finita et unumquodque peccatum aliquid demat de naturalibus bonis 
anime. Dicunt ergo sic: Si ab altero terminorum diametri cuiuslibet circuii 

5 ortogonaliter linea ducatur, extra circulum earn cadere necesse est atque inter 
illam et circulum aliam lineám capi inpossibile est. Angulum autem ab illa et a 
circumferentia contentum (Ms: conteptum) omnium angulorum acutorum 
acutissimum esse, angulum vero intrinsecum a diametro et circumferentia 
contentum omnium angulorum acutorum amplissimum esse necesse est. Unde 

10 etiam manifestum est esse lineam rectam a termino cuiuslibet dyametri cuius- 
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übet circuii ortogonaliter duetam circulum ipsam contingere (= Euclides 
III 15 + corollarium). 

Describatur igitur circulus. Deinde protrahatur linea contingentie AB et 
habens 3 ángulos contingentie sc. CD. Inde sic: uterque predictorum est in- 
di visibilis. Probatio: Detur quod sit divisibilis ut tu dicis et uterque illorum 15 
dividatur in 3 ángulos contingentie <linea> utroque illorum dividente, sc. 
EF. Inde sic: uterque illorum in quos iste totalis divisus est, pars est illius 
divisi, sed omnes anguli contingentie sunt equales, / sicut omnes recti. Ergo 
uterque istorum est equalis diviso, ergo pars est equalis suo toti, quod est 
contra ultimam animi conceptionem : omne totum etc (= Eucl. axiom 8). / * 20 
Dato quod totalis sit maior parciali, sed totalis cum angulo porcionis facit 
angulum rectum et parcialis similiter cum eodem angulo porcionis, ergo vel 
oportet dare quod parcialis sit equalis totali et pars suo toti, vel oportet dare 
quod angulus ex angulo porcionis et angulo totali constans sit maior angulo 
recto (f 5rb) constante ex angulo porcionis et angulo parciali, quod est inpossibile 25 
quia omnes recti sunt equales, vel oportet dare quod angulus contingentie 
sit indivisibilis. 

Vel sic: Detur quod angulus contingentie sit divisibilis. Protrahatur ergo 
linea recta a puncto contactus anguli contingentie que dividat ipsos in 2 ángulos. 
Inde sic: illa linea dividens totalem angulum contingentie contingit circulum 30 
in puncto in quo latus totalis anguli contingentie circulum contingebat. Habeo 
igitur quod illa linea dividens, id est EF, contingit circulum in puncto M; et 
quod contingat ipsum patet quoniam si in utramque partem educta fuerit, 
circulum non secabit sed dividet alium angulum contingentie ex opposito quia 
si dividat unum, et alium si protrahatur in utramque partem. Sed linea cir- 35 
culum contingens est que cum circulum tangat, in utramque partem deducta 
circulum non secat, ut habetur expresse per secundam regulam 3 libri (= 
Eucl. III def. 2). Illa autem linea dividens sc. EF talis est; ergo contingit 
circulum. 

Amplius: a puncto contactus sc. ab M protrahatur linea recta ad centrum 40 
circuii per primam petitionem: a quolibet puncto etc. (= Eucl. I post. i). Sed 
illa protracta a contactu ad centrum cadit super lineam contingentera EF 
perpendiculariter ut libri 3 11 234 (sic) theorema proponit quod talis est: Si 
circulum linea recta contingat, a contactu vero ad centrum linea recta ducatur, 
necesse est semper (= super ?) lineam contingentem perpendicularem esse (= 45 
Eucl. III 17). Sed quando linea recta cadit super (f 5va) rectam perpendiculariter, 
facit 2 ángulos rectos vel equales 2 rectis ut in 13 propositione 1 libri habetur: 
Omnes recte linee super lineam rectam etc. (= Eucl. I 13). Igitur linea recta 
producta a puncto contactus ad centrum cadens super lineam dividentem 
perpendicularem facit 2 ángulos rectos aut equales 2 rectis. Si rectos, ergo 50 
uterque duorum angulorum qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et linea con- 
tingentie est rectus. Omnes autem recti sunt equales per primam petitionem 
i libri (= Eucl. I post. 3). Ergo rectus qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et 
< rectus qui clauditur> linea contingentie AB sunt equales. Sed primus est 
pars secundi; ergo pars est equalis suo toti. Hoc autem inpossibile sicut ultima 55 
conceptio communis proponit (= Eucl. ax. 8). Si autem facit 2 ángulos non 
rectos sed equales 2 rectis, facit ergo unum obtusum et alium acutum. Sed 
quicumque illorum sit obtusus : constat quod omnes obtusi sunt maiores rectis 
sicut habetur in diffinitionibus primi libri (= Eucl. I def. 9). Sed ille obtusus 

* Sicut  totum etc.: lines 18-20. The Ms has this passage after "indivisi- 
bilis", line 27. But it makes no sense in that place, and should be transposed 
to the place where I have put them. 
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6o qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et dividente, est pars recti qui clauditur linea 
perpendiculari et contingente. Ergo pars est maior suo toto. Item: si alius est 
acutus, cum ipse idem constet ex angulo porcionis et angulo contingentie, erit 
angulus porcionis pars illius acuti. Sed angulus porcionis est amplissimus om- 
nium acutorum ut patet per ante premissam propositionem <libri> 3: Si ab 

65 altero terminorum dyametri etc. (= Eucl. III 15). Ergo pars maior est suo 
toto, et hoc est inpossibile. 

Ex hac ergo ultima demonstratione elice demonstrationem illius: omnes 
anguli contingentie sunt equales. Patet ergo deducendo ad inpossibile quod 
angulus contingentie est indivisibilis, et sic est acutissimus acutorum. 

70 Nunc videndum quomodo (f 5vb) in angulo recto sint infiniti anguli con- 
tingentie. Ut autem hoc pateat, describe circulum, deinde protrahe diametrum 
secantem circulum in 2 media. Ab altero vero terminorum diametri protrahatur 
linea contingentie per XV tercie (= Eucl. III 15). Inde sic: subiecta figura 
habet 3 lineas, sc. circumferentiam, dyametrum et lineám contingentie, et 

75 habet etiam 3 ángulos, sc. angulum porcionis qui clauditur in semicirculo et 
dyametro, item angulum contingentie qui clauditur linea semicirculi et linea 
contingentie, et angulum rectum qui clauditur linea contingentie et diametro 
circuii ; et in hoc ultimo est demonstrare infinitos esse ángulos contingentie. Et 
nota quod in eodem puncto est contactus illorum trium angulorum. His habitis 

80 sic procedas : In diametro circuii sunt infinita puncta sicut et in qualibet linea. 
Sed super quodlibet punctum potest circulus describi per secundam petitionem 
que talis est: Super centrum quodlibet quantumlibet spacium occupantem 
circulum assignari posse ( = Eucl. I post. 2). Possunt igitur super infinita puncta 
diametri infiniti circuii assignari, ita quod omnia latera circulorum ex parte una 

85 transeant inter lineám diametralem et lineám contingentie per medium puncti 
ubi est contactus recti anguli. Inde sic: uniuscuiusque circuii latus quod est 
intra angulum rectum, contingit lineam contingentie. Ergo cum infinita sint 
ibi latera circulorum, infiniti ibi erunt contactus duarum linearum quarum 
applicatio non erit directa. Ergo per diffinitionem anguli infiniti erunt ibi 

90 anguli et non nisi contingentie, quia angulus contingentie est qui clauditur 
linea semicirculi et linea contingentie. Ergo infiniti sunt anguli contingentie in 
angulo recto. 

(f6ra). Quod autem illa linea recta contingat latus cuiuslibet circulorum, 
patet quoniam ortogonaliter protrahitur ab extremitate diametri cuiuslibet 

95 circulorum. Tunc autem linea recta circulum contingere dicitur sicut ex cor- 
rellario preallegate XV propositionis III libri habetur (= Eucl. III 15 coroll.). 

Adaptatur autem predicte solutioni hec propositio in hunc modum: cum 
peccatum habeat corrumpere bona naturalia anime sicut habetur Luce X, 
constat quod quodlibet peccatum demit aliquod bonum naturale ipsius anime, 

100 sed in anima non sunt bona naturalia infinita cum ipsa sit finita. Ergo per 
multitudinem peccatorum possunt corumpi omnino bona naturalia anime. Ergo 
anima non est immortalis. 

Eadem est obiectio contra illos qui dicunt quod suffragia ecclesie demunt 
aliquid de pena dampnatorum quoad acerbitatem. Cum enim pena infernalis 

105 sit finita quoad acerbitatem, per multitudinem suffragiorum ecclesie potest 
tota consumi. 

His obiectionibus instatur a quibusdam beneficio predicte propositionis. 
Dicunt enim quia licet anima sit finita, non tarnen tociens poterit auf erre de 
bonis naturalibus anime peccatum quin remaneat ipsa essentia anime. Eodem 

110 modo, licet pena infernalis sit finita quoad acerbitatem, non tamen per multi- 
tudinem suffragiorum potest omnino tolli sicut contingit in angulo recto a quo - licet sit finitus - non poteris tociens auferre per angulum contingentie quin 
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remaneat natura ipsius anguli. Et quod hoc sit verum, potest hoc modo probari : 
Auferatur semel ab angulo recto angulus contingentie, remanebit angulus 
porcionis. Item ab angulo porcionis auferatur angulus contingentie: aut remane- 115 
bit aliquid aut nichil. Si nichil, ergo angulus contingentie est equalis angulo 
porcionis, quod est contra XV propositionem III libri (= Eucl. III 15). Si 
quid, iterum ab ilio angulo qui remansit auferatur alius angulus (f 6rb) con- 
tingentie; aut remanebit aliquis angulus aut nullus. Si nullus, ergo in angulo 
recto sunt tantum 3 anguli contingentie quod est contra premissam, se. quod 120 
in angulo recto sunt infiniti anguli contingentie. Si aliquis, iterum ab ilio 
auferatur angulus contingentie; procedit predicto modo quia aut remanebit 
aliquis aut nullus. Si nullus, ergo in angulo recto sunt tantum 4 anguli con- 
tingentie quod est contra predictam. Si aliquis, iterum ab ilio auferatur angulus 
contingentie, et remanebit aliquis aut nullus. Et sic procedendo numquam erit 125 
sistere in aliquo, cum probatum sit in angulo recto esse infinitos ángulos con- 
tingentie. 

Quod autem non solum in angulo recto sed etiam in quolibet angulo - 
preterquam in angulo contingentie - sint infiniti anguli acuti, sic probari 
potest. Fiat angulus acutus A, deinde dividatur in 2 acutos linea secante ipsum 130 
per IX propositionem 1 libri (= Eucl. I 9). Item uterque illorum dividatur in 
2 alios per eandem propositionem que talis est: Datum angulum per equalia 
secare (= Eucl. I 9). Et sic in infinitum procedere poteris, cum nullus sit ibi 
angulus contingentie nec esse possit, qui solus est indivisibilis ut probatum 
est. Eodem modo procedas omnino in demonstratione anguli expansi et recti. 135 

Alternative text for lines 48-55 and 59-61 : 
Igitur linea recta producta a puncto contactus ad centrum cadens super lineam 48 
dividentem perpendiculariter (MS: perpendicularem) facit 2 ángulos rectos 
aut equales 2 rectis. Si rectos, ergo uterque duorum angulorum <qui clauditur 50 
linea perpendiculari et linea dividente et> qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et 
linea contingentie, est rectus. Omneš autem recti sunt equales per primam 
petitionem 1 libri. Ergo < rectus qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et linea 
dividente et> rectus qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et linea contingentie 
AB, sunt equales. Sed primus est pars secundi, ergo pars est equalis suo toti. 55 

Sed ille obtusus qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et <linea> dividente, est 59 
pars recti qui clauditur linea perpendiculari et <linea> contingente. 
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Vivarium XVIII, 2 (1980) 

Cesare Cremonini and the Immortality of the Human Soul 

LEONARD A. KENNEDY, C.S.B. 

Cesare into 
Cremonini 
the service 

was 
of the 

born 
d'Este 

in Cento, 
princes 

Italy, 
at Ferrara. 

in 1550 
From 
and went 

the into the service of the d'Este princes at Ferrara. From the 
age of 21 he taught at the University of .Ferreira. In 1591 he 

began teaching in the Second Ordinary Chair of Philosophy at the 
University of Padua. When. Francesco Piccolomini retired from the 
First Ordinary Chair in 1601, Cremonini succeeded to it. This was 
the most prestigious Chair at Padua, and Cremonini held it until his 
death in 1631. 

Reputation 
It is generally thought that Cremonini denied the immortality 

of the human soul. This reputation was current during his lifetime. 
Shortly after his death, his pupil Giovanni Imperiali wrote concerning 
Cremonini : 

Olet enimvero morbosi animi virus, divinos hominum spiritus cum brutis 
animantibus communes f acere, corruptionique reddere obnoxios.1 

Gabriel Naudé (1600-1653), who had talked with Cremonini, also 
claimed that Cremonini rejected the immortality of the human soul, 
though he was unwilling to have this publicly known : 

Ce Cremonin étoit grand Personnage . . . qui savoit la vérité, mais qu'on 
n'ose pas dire en Italie. . . . Cremonin cachoit finement son jeu en Italie: 
nihil habebat pietatis, et tamen pius haberi volebat. Une de ses maximes 
étoit: intus ut libet ; foris ut moris est . Il y en a bien en Italie qui n'en croyent 
pas plus que Cremonin. Machiavel et lui étoient à deux de jeu, et Epicure, 
Lucrece, Cardan, Castellanus, Pomponace, Bembe, et tous ceux qui ont 
écrit de l'Immortalité de l'Ame.2 

This attitude towards Cremonini was no doubt strengthened by the 
statement of Gisbertus Voetius (1589-1676) that Cremonini wanted 
1 Musaeum Historicum et Physicum (Venice, 1640) 174. That Imperiali was a 
pupil of Cremonini is stated in N. G. Papadopoli, Historia Gymnasii Patavini, 
tomus I (Venice, 1726) 359. ¿ Naudeana et Jr ahm ana, 2nd edit. (Amsterdam, 1703) 55 (first pagination). 
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inscribed on his tomb a statement that the whole of Cremonini was 
there: Caesar Cremoninus hie totus jacet. Although Voetius later 
denied the truth of the story,3 one suspects that it strengthened 
Cremonini's reputation of heterodoxy. Paulus Freherus (16x1-82) 
said that Cremonini fostered dangerous opinions concerning im- 
mortality.4 Pierre Bayle (1647-1706) repeated Voetius' story and its 
denial, although he qualified this report by saying that Cremonini 
probably had not denied immortality but had simply claimed that 
Aristotle had done so.5 N. C. Papadopoli claimed that everyone, 
especially Cremonini's disciples, suspected that he did not accept 
immortality : 

Si minus compertus impietatis, certe suspectus. Eercrebuerat enim apud 
omnes opinio, praesertim apud discípulos, non bene eum de animaram 
immortalitate sensisse.' 

and Jacobus Facciolatus stated that Cremonini, fonder as he was of 
philosophical liberty than of religion, argued from the ambiguous 
texts of Aristotle that the human soul is mortal. Jacobus added, 
however, that Cremonini gave up this position when he was close to 
death.7 

This view that Cremonini denied immortality persisted through 
the nineteenth century and into the twentieth. The Dictionnaire 
Universel stated boldly that Cremonini believed that the soul was 
material, capable of corruption, and mortal, like that of brute animals.8 
E. Renan, quoting Naudé, thought that Cremonini denied personal 
immortality : . . . bien qu'il reconnaise que l'immortalité doit être cherchée 
dans l'espèce et non dans l'individu.9 L. Mabilleau, Renan's pupil, 
claimed that Cremonini, as a philosopher, denied immortality, but 
that he accepted it because of his Christian faith; and that this 
doctrine of a double truth was possible for Cremonini because, for 
Cremonini, faith did not fear contradictions because it came from 
the heart, not the intellect.10 The judgment of J.-R. Charbonnel was 
similar to that of Mabilleau. He accused Cremonini of really denying 
immortality though giving lip service to it : 
3 Selectae Disputationes Theologicae , I (Utrecht, 1648) 206. 4 Theatrum Vir ovum Eruditione Clarorum (Nuremberg, 1688) 1525. 5 Dictionary, vol. 2 (London, 1735). The Dictionnaire was first published in 1697. 6 Historia Gymnasii Patavini , tomus I (Venice, 1726) 360. 7 Fasti Gymnasii Patavini (Padua, 1757), part III, p. 276. 
8 9th edit. (Paris, 1810), V, 215. 9 Averròès et V Av err oïsme (Paris, 1852) 411. 10 Etude Historique sur la Philophie de la Renaissance en Italie : Cesare Cremonini 
(Paris, 1881) 322-323, 341-348 . 
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C'est là, on en conviendra, jouer sur les mots, c'est faire litière avec trop de 
désinvolture de déclarations singulièrement vigoureuses et de formules 
capitales qui entraînent la mortalité de l'âme humaine: envisagée comme 
une tendance non antérieure à la masse qu'elle meut, l'âme est associée 
à la dissolution de l'organisme.11 

Charbonnel, however, thought that Cremonini should not be charged 
with duplicity but with "a sudden timidity" which prevented him 
from "being entirely sincere." 12 

Even in recent times, Cremonini's reputation has remained un- 
changed. For example, A. Carlini has said in the Enciclopedia Italiana 13 

that Cremonini's teaching is incompatible with a doctrine of im- 
mortality; R. Pintard has followed Naudé and Mabilleau in accusing 
Cremonini of dissimulating, and of living a life which was a denial of 
his protestations of faith; 14 and E. Namer has written that Cremonini 
denied the immortality of the human soul.15 

Cremonini's difficulties with the Inquisition served to strengthen 
this long-standing tradition of his heterodoxy. On four different 
occasions (i6n, 1614, 1619, and 1626), the Inquisition investigated 
him. None of the processes against him, however, were completed.16 

First Treatise on Immortality 

Despite the tradition concerning Cremonini's doctrine of immortality, 
no proper account has been given of his teaching concerning this 
subject. Since his two treatises on immortality have not hitherto 
been identified, they have not been studied. His two other works 
dealing with this subject, though less extensively, have not been 
published and thus have not been systematically examined. It is 
imperative, therefore, to examine these four works of Cremonini in 
order to discover exactly what he thought concerning this important 
matter. 

A recent article has attempted to list all the philosophical works 
of Cremonini known at the present time. Of these works, the most 

11 La Pensée Italienne au XVIe Siècle et le Courant Libertin (Paris, 1919) 249. 12 Ibid., 270-274. 13 Vol. XI (Milan, 1931) 832-833. 14 Le Libertinage Erudit dans la première moitié du XVIIe siècle (Paris, 1943) 
107-109, 170-172. 16 La Philosophie Italienne (Paris, 1970) 92. 18 D. Berti, De Cesare Cremonini et della sua controversia con V Inquisizione di 
Padova e di Roma, in: Atti della R. Accademi dei Lincei, 1877-78, serie terza, 
Memorie della classe di Scienze morali, storiche, e filologiche, vol. II (Rome, 
1878) 273-299. 
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important for our study exists in a single copy in Paris. It is a treatise 
on the rational soul, part of a commentary on the De Anima , dictated 
by Cremonini and written by P. de Angelis Coriolanus Ocrillus in 
1615-16.17 There is no reason to doubt its authenticity.18 This treatise 
contains some sixty headings. The ones involving the question of 

immortality are : 

Inter omnes animas, sola rationalis est immortalis . 
Animae rationales non ante sunt productae in numero determinato. 
Anima rationalis est forma informans, et multiplicata ad multiplicationem 
individuorum. 
De origine animae rationalis. 
An unio animae et corporis sit naturalis. 
An resurrectio sit cognoscibilis naturaliter. 
Per quid individuetur anima rationalis ? 
An anima separata retineat potentias vegetativas et sensitivas. 

Cremonini teaches that, according to Aristotle, the rational soul 
is immortal. He argues from eighteen texts of Aristotle that Aristotle 
taught the immortality of the human soul.19 He then deals with 

thirty-six texts of Aristotle which seem to deny this teaching, in 
order to show that these texts do not really do so.20 Now, we know 
that it is no easier today than it was in Cremonini's day to be sure 
what Aristotle taught concerning immortality. Accordingly, rather 
than enter the labyrinth of Aristotelian exegesis, we shall simply 
content ourselves with the knowledge that, according to Cremonini 
in this commentary, Aristotle definitely taught the immortality of 
the human soul. 

Cremonini also teaches that the light of reason can establish the 
human soul's immortality. One group of arguments is based on the 
nature of the intellect. The intellect (a) abstracts from singularity 
and therefore from matter, (b) knows immaterial beings, (c) knows 

infinity, (d) reflects on itself and its operations, (e) can know all things. 
All these abilities indicate that the soul, of which the intellect is a 

power, is independent of matter in its operation and its existence.21 
Another group of arguments is based on the nature of the will. 

17 Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds latin, Cod. 16637, 3°5r~384v. 18 L. A. Kennedy, The Philosophical Manuscripts of Cesare Cremonini , in: 
Manuscripta, XXIII (1979) 79-87. 
19 Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds latin, Cod. 16637, ö- 3I4r~3I5r- 20 Ibid., ff. 3i7r-320v. 
21 Ibid., ff. 3i5v-3i6r. 
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The will desires everlasting existence; it is free; it opposes bodily 
desires; it desires God, the supreme good. Moreover, if there were no 
immortality, the desire of the will for virtue would be frustrated 
since the good would not be rewarded or the evil punished. The will, 
too, desires perfect knowledge and perfect virtue, neither of which is 
obtainable in this life. Thus the nature of the will indicates that the 
soul transcends matter and is immortal.22 

Though the soul is capable of surviving death, it is nevertheless 
essentially the form of matter. It remains a form even when separated 
from matter.23 It is not the soul's fault if it cannot inform or act on 
matter after death; it is the fault of the matter.24 The soul is naturally 
united to matter and has a natural inclination to be joined to it.25 
The purpose of this union is that the soul might gain knowledge, 
which it cannot do without the body.26 

If the soul is essentially and naturally joined to the body, does it 
exist in a natural state after death ? For Cremonini, the soul in itself 
is an imperfect being, a part of a whole. It does, however, have being 
by itself, and thus violence is not done to it if it exists outside matter.27 
However, since the soul is naturally joined to the body, we must 
say it is in a preternatural state when separated from it.28 

The question arises, of course, as to how the soul can know after 
death. According to the followers of Alexander of Aphrodisias, the 
intellect cannot understand without using images, and after death 
there are no images. For these philosophers this was enough to prove 
that the soul is not immortal. But Cremonini says, on the other hand, 
that the intellect in this life does not depend on images on the sub- 
jective side but only on the objective side; that is, images are simply 

22 Ibid., ti. 314.r, 3i6r-3i7r. 23 "Respondeo animam rationalem esse essentialiter actum potentialem, id est, 
posse actuare corpus, et hoc habet etiam separata a corpore." Ibid., f. 319V. 24 "At vero anima rationalis licet ipsa sit apta movere non potest movere 
deficiente corpore." Ibid., f. 320V. 26 "Dico secundo unionem animae rationalis cum corpore esse naturalem quia 
anima rationalis habet naturalem inclinationem ut uniatur corpori." Ibid., 
f. 325v- 28 "Anima rationalis unitur corpori ut cognoscat. Hunc finem assequitur per 
corpus, sine quo non assequeretur, quatenus corpus est proportionatum animae." 
Ibid., f. 32ór. 27 "Anima rationalis habet esse absolute et per se, ratione cuius non est illi 
violentum esse extra corpus, naturale autem et essentiale uniri corpori quatenus 
ens imperfectum et pars totius." Ibid., f. 3261. 28 "Naturale est animae uniri corpori, preternaturale est esse extra corpus." 
Ibid., í. 325T. 
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a source of content for the intellect.29 When the soul is actually a 
form, it understands by using images. But after death it understands 
without images because it is subsistent in itself.30 If one says, however, 
that the soul has two different ways of knowing, it would seem to 
follow that one must say that it undergoes a change of essence when 
death takes place.31 However, according to Cremonini there is no 

change of essence. He thinks that there would be a change of essence 

only if both states are natural, but the state of the conjoined soul 
is natural and that of the separated soul preternatural.32 

One might also argue that, since understanding without images 
is a nobler type of activity than understanding through images, 
the former type of understanding would be more natural to the soul. 
If one accepted this argument, the soul would be in a more natural 
state after death than before.33 Cremonini's answer to this argument 
hinges on what is more natural to the soul. The former type of under- 

standing, considered in itself, is higher, but it is not higher in relation 
to the rational soul, which understands more naturally with images 
than without them.34 Cremonini, however, does not indicate in what 

way the soul understands better with images than without. 
Cremonini also cannot decide whether the intellectual knowledge 

gained in this life remains after death. He points out that St. Thomas 

29 "Argumentum hoc est Achilles Alexandreorum. Dico primo maiorem non 
esse intelligendam simpliciter quia, si anima rationalis et intelligere eius non 
pendet nisi obiective a phantasia, potest esse separabilis. . . Ibid., f. 3191. 
For Alexander's philosophy, see P. Merlan, Greek Philosophy from Plato to 
Plotinus , in : The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy 
(Cambridge, 1967) 117-123. 30 "Forma cognoscitur ex operatione. Sed operatio animae rationalis, id est 
intelligere cum phantasmate, est corruptibilis. Ergo. Respondeo, primo, intel- 
ligere cum phantasmate duo dicere. Unum est ipsum intelligere, quod respondet 
animae prout subsistens est. Alterum est cum phantasmate, quod respondet 
animae prout informans est. Informatio actualis non semper est; anima per se 
subsistens semper est. Quare intelligere semper est in anima, cum phantasmate 
non item." Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds latin, Cod. 16637, 320v-32ir. 
31 "Si anima est immortalis, ergo, ne separata sit otiosa, intelliget sine phantas- 
mate. Ex quo fit, primo, ut mutet essentiam quia mutat operationem." Ibid., 
f. 321 v. 
32 "Si intelligere sine phantasmate esset connaturalis operatio animae rationalis, 
apte colligeres ex mutatione modi operandi quem habet in corpore mutationem 
essentiae. Sed haec mutatio est praeter náturám. Ex operatione autem praeter 
naturam non igitur mutatio essentiae/' Ibid. 
33 "Secundo, cum nobilius sit intelligere sine phantasmate, connaturalius id 
erit animae." Ibid. 
34 "Secundo, licet simpliciter nobilius sit intelligere sine phantasmate, animae 
tamen rationali nobilius est cum phantasmate quia connaturalius." Ibid. 
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Aquinas and Duns Scotus have claimed that it does, and that others 
have claimed that it does not. Cremonini, however, does not make 
up his own mind on this matter.35 

A strong argument against immortality is that, if the soul is naturally- 
joined to the body and yet after death exists for eternity without this 
union, it would seem that it would exist forever in an unnatural 
state.36 Cremonini's first answer to this argument is that that is 
natural to a thing which belongs to it always or usually while it is in 
its natural state . After death, however, the soul is not in its natural 
state but in a preternatural state. Hence it is not unnatural for it 
to be separated from the body.37 The soul's separation from the body 
is also not unnatural for a further reason: the soul retains its power 
to inform the body but it is the body which is responsible for the 
separation.38 

Cremonini's second answer to this argument against immortality 
is that it is not absurd for a being to be in an unnatural state for ever 
provided that, though individuals are in such a state, the species as a 
whole is not.39 This would mean that, as long as the human race 
continues to exist and some members are still alive, the race as a 
whole is not in an unnatural state. Therefore the situation is not an 
absurd one, even though most of the human race would exist in a 
separated and unnatural state. 

Cremonini's third answer to this argument is that, even if it is 
absurd and unfitting for the rational soul to be separated from its 
body for an infinite time, the alternative, that nature be deprived 
of rational souls, would be even more absurd. Since nature has to 

36 "Dices: si manent potentiae manentne etiam scientiae et habitus ? D. Thomas 
et Scotus affirmant. Alii negant quia species intelligibiles pendent a phantasmate 
quod intent cum corpore, ut patet in senibus obliviosis." Ibid. , f ̂ 27v. 36 "Connaturale est quod ut plurimum est. Sed iam de aeteraitate et a condito 
mundo infinitae propemodum animae sunt separatae et diutius manent separatae 
quam fuerant in corpore. Ergo animae connaturale esset esse sine corpore/1 
Ibid., f. 32 ir. 87 "Respondeo illud esse connaturale rei non quod ut plurimum est in re sed 
quod est aut semper aut ut plurimum in re posita in suo statu naturali. . . . Quia 
ergo connaturale est animae, cum sit actus corporis, esse in corpore, ideo non 
est habenda ratio eius ut separatae." Ibid., f. 32ir-v. 38 "Non est anima separata violenter quia non est illi naturaliter semper 
informare sed suo tempore. Quia corpus non est, non potest igitur informare." 
Ibid., f. 3i8v. "At vero anima rationalis, licet apta sit infinito tempore actuare, 
ipsum tarnen corruptibile corpus non aptum est actuari." Ibid., f. 3i8r. 39 "Respondeo non esse absurdum aliquod violentum esse perpetuum in 
individuo, modo non sit in specie." Ibid., f. 318V. See also f. 3i8r. 
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choose between these absurdities, it should choose the lesser of them. 
A similar case exists when nature has to choose between the two 

principles that there cannot be a vacuum and that a stone cannot 
go upward. When there is a conflict between these principles the 
former takes precedence and the heavy stone ascends.40 

Cremonini's next answer is that, since it would be absurd for human 
souls to exist for ever in an unnatural bodiless state, we could, as 
Chrysostom Javelli said, be sure that there would be a resurrection 
of bodies.41 Yet, when Cremonini explicitly discusses the question 
as to whether the resurrection of bodies is naturally knowable, he 
does not answer it. He is content to report the opinions of Duns 
Scotus and St. Thomas Aquinas, without giving his personal opinion.42 

Cremonini's final answer is that, as far as j>hilosoj>hy can see, the 
situation is absurd; yet faith takes away the absurdity by explaining 
that death is a punishment for sin. Similarly, the eclipse at the time 
of Christ's death could not be explained naturally; it could be ex- 
plained only by faith. 43 

Another serious difficulty for Aristotelians concerning immortality 
has to do with the individuation of souls after death. For Aristotle, 
matter is the principle of individuation of individuals in a species.44 
Since death is the separation of the soul from its matter, the soul 
would not be able to remain an individual after death and personal 

40 Demus esse absurdum et mconveniens dan animam rationalem quae 
infinito tempore sit separata vi. Certe tarnen maius absurdum esset in natura 
carere universum anima rationali. Cum ergo natura in altera trum debeat 
incurrere maluit animam rationalem separatam esse in aliqua vi. Sicut exempli 
gratia unum quod est inconveniens et violentum: et dari vacuum et lapidem 
ascendere. Cum tarnen alterutrum faciendum sit maluit natura lapidem ascen- 
dere gravem quam dari vacuum, quia inconvenientius." Ibid., f. 318V. 41 "Hinc colligi tur, inquit Javellus, resurrectio mortuorum." Ibid. Javelli 
said that the resurrection of bodies is a possibility but that it is not a matter 
for philosophy. His own solution of this difficulty was like Cremonini's first 
solution ; namely, that the everlasting separation of the soul from the body in 
death would not be violent because, technically, violence would be done only if 
there were the possibility of the soul being re-joined to the body by an intrinsic 
or extrinsic natural principle, which would be lacking here. See Javelli's Super 
tres libros Aristotelis de Anima (Venice, 1555), Book III, f. 14.or-v. 42 Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds latin, Cod. 16637, f- 326V. 43 "Tertio, esto sit inordinata, eius tarnen causa non cognoscitur naturaliter. 
Nos illustrati lumine fidei seimus fuisse peccatum quo mortalis est f actus homo. 
Sicut eclypsis tempore passionis Christi apparuit sensibiliter sed eius causa 
ignota naturaliter." Ibid.,i. 3i8r. 44 Metaphysics, XII, 8; io74a32-37. 
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immortality would then be impossible.45 Cremonini's brief solution 
of this difficulty is that, after death, souls are individuated by a 
relationship to matter, in ordine ad materiam ,46 He promises to 
explain this fully later but when he comes to the question he simply 
discusses the opinion that the soul is individuated by matter (which 
he attributes to Aristotle and Cajetan) and the opinion that it is 
individuated by itself (which he attributes to Scotus and Aquinas). 
He himself does not state his own personal view.47 The problem of 
what Cremonini means by in ordine ad materiam is compounded since 
in this later text he identifies individuation by matter with individua- 
tion by a relationship to matter, although in the earlier text he seemed 
to have distinguished them.48 

Another difficulty for Aristotelians concerning immortality is that 
Aristotle teaches that an actually infinite multiplicity is impossible.49 
But Aristotle also teaches that the world (and hence, presumably, 
the human race) is eternal.50 Now, if the human soul is immortal, 
there would be an actually infinite multiplicity of human souls at 
present in existence. Thus it would seem that the human soul cannot 
be immortal. Cremonini says that he has solved this difficulty else- 
where, but the reference he gives is not helpful since it does not seem 
to refer to this commentary on the De Animag- 

li, for Cremonini, the ultimate goal of the soul is immortality, 
its origin cannot be the power of matter but only the creative power 
of God. But while Aristotle, according to Cremonini, taught the 
soul's immortality, he did not teach that it was created.52 

45 "Multiplicatio individualis est per materiam. Animae sunt multiplicatae 
individualiter. Ergo sunt in materia; ergo corruptibiles." Bibliothèque Nationale, 
Fonds latin, Cod. 16637, 320V. 46 "Respondeo individuali in ordine ad materiam eo modo quo dictetur postea." 
Ibid., f. 320V. 47 Ibid., f. 327V. 48 "Per quid individuetur anima rationalis ? Caietanus, De Ente et Essentia, 
q. 13, fuse prosequens hanc questionem, individuari inquit a materia, tum quia 
Aristoteles individuationem sumit a materia, tum quia habet esse in ordine 
ad materiam, ergo et individuari". Ibid., f. 327^ 49 Physics, III, 6. 50 Ibid., VIII. 
51 "Infinitum non potest dari aut in corporibus aut in spiritualibus quia rationes 
quibus tollit infinitum 3 Phys. aeque valent de utrisque. Sed, si anima rationalis 
est immortalis, et ex 8 Phys. mundus aeternus, datur infinitum actu. Alibi 
responsum est, ubi de infinito." Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds latin, Cod. 
16637, mv. 52 "Dico secundo non posse produci ab ullo agente naturali quare est indivi- 
sibilis, immortalis, per se subsistens, non apta ex materia fieri cum non sit in 
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Second Treatise on Immortality 
A second treatise on immortality is also in a single copy in the 

Bibliothèque Nationale.53 It is the second question of Book III of 
the De Ánima , and deals with what has been, or can be, said about 
immortality according to: (i) the ancients, especially Aristotle; (2) 
faith; (3) natural philosophy. 

The authenticity of this treatise is not as well established as that 
of the first. Like the first, it was owned by Cardinal Richelieu (1585- 
1642), a contemporary of Cremonini, and bears on its binding the 
arms of the Cardinal and an ascription to Cremonini. But, unlike 
the first, it contains no such ascription in the manuscript itself. It 
was written in the Roman College in 1610 by D. Ambrosius Polia, a 
Sicilian of Leontini. One would think that such a bibliophile as 
Richelieu would not be led into error concerning the authorship of a 
work of a contemporary, but first let us examine the work for internal 
evidence. 

A close examination of this treatise shows that it is quite similar 
to the first treatise on immortality. In particular, the following 
similarities may be noted : 

1) A very long discussion of the texts of Aristotle 54 arrives at the 
conclusion that Aristotle most probably thought that the rational 
soul is immortal.55 

2) Human reason can prove the soul's immortality.56 
3) The same arguments (concerning the nature of the intellect and 

of the will) which were found in the first treatise are here adduced 
to prove that the soul is immortal.57 

4) The soul is essentially the form of matter and has an essential 
relationship to the body, even when separated from it.58 

potentia eductiva matenae. . . . Dici quarto animam rationalem a Deo im- 
mediate creari. . . . Haec autem consequentia, licet sit necessaria, non tarnen 
ex dictis Aristotelis potest creari." Ibid.} f. 325V. 53 Fonds latin, cod. 16627, ff. I28r-i5iv. 54 Ibid., ff. I29r-i37v. 66 "Dicendum tarnen est probabilissimum esse quod anima rationalis secundum 
Aristotelem sit immortalisi' Ibid., f. i3ir. 56 "Confirmatur quia, ut probavimus, de fide est immortalitatem ei convenire 
ex sua natura, et, ex altera parte, lumine ipso naturali videtur certum quod 
quae pertinent ad substantiam et essentiam rei naturalis naturaliter possint 
cognosci." Ibid., f. I42r. 
67 Ibid., ff. 142V-147V. 58 "Respondeo animam recte dici non esse corpus neque esse sine corpore 
quia essentialiter est actus corporis et dicit ordinem ad corpus." Ibid., f. I36r. 
See also ibid., f. I35r. 
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5) The soul can know after death because, though it uses images 
when it informs the body, such a way of understanding is not 
essential to it and it can know in another way when released from 
the body.59 

6) The argument against immortality based on the impossibility 
of an infinite multiplicity is not insuperable. According to Aristotle 
himself, the argument applies only to material beings, not to 
immaterial ones.60 
We thus see that this second treatise on immortality, though not 

as complete as the first, is in no way at variance with it, and could 
well have the same author as the first treatise, that is, Cesare Cremonini. 

Other Works 

The only other known commentary of Cremonini on the De Anima 
deals much less with immortality than do the two commentaries 
we have analyzed. It is a running commentary and is not divided by 
the commentator into his own subdivisions. This third commentary 
teaches quite clearly, however, that Aristotle thought that the agent 
intellect is eternal. For Aristotle, what is everlasting in the future 
is everlasting in the past.61 Hence, when Aristotle calls the agent 
intellect eternal,62 he means not merely that it will exist for ever 
but that it has always existed.63 For Cremonini, Aristotle also taught 

59 "Et similiter, quia etiam intellectiones exercent in corpore, inde est quod 
debent speculari phantasmata etiam si talis modus intelligendi non sit illis 
essentialis; sed possit ab ilio absolvi si absolvatur ab actuali informatione." 
Ibid., f. 151. The text has informationem for informatione. 60 "Et quam vis in sententia Aristotelis debeant actu esse infinite, id tamen 
secundum ipsum non debet censeri absurdum cum, libro tertio Phisicorum, 
solum negaverit infinitum actu in rebus materialibus et quantis, ut alibi dixi- 
mus." Ibid., i. 137T. The text has negaverint infinitum actum for negaverit 
infinitum actu. The reference to Aristotle is to Physics, III, 5; 204a35-206a8. 
Cremonini' s reference to another treatment of this problem does not seem to 
be to this commentary on the De Anima. 
81 Be Cáelo, I, 12; 28ia27-283b22. 62 De Anima , III, 5; 43oa23. 83 "Ideo Philosophus, ne remaneat scrupulus de abstractione et separatione 
huius intellectus, subiungit 'et perpetuum,' ubi poteris adnotare quod dicere, 
ut Latini, intellectum dici perpetuum a parte post non est dicere ad aures 
Aristotelis, quia apud ipsum nihil est incoruptibile quod non sit pariter in- 
generabile, ut clare habetur in primo libro de Caelo. Nec loci qui soient adduci 
(posse aliquid esse generabile a parte ante quod sit incoruptibile a parte post) 
sunt ad propositum aut habent aliquid roboris, quod suo loco ostendemus. 
'Perpetuum' igitur simpliciter est accipiendum." De Anima, III, lect. 70; 
Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, classe VI, cod. 192, f. 5r . 
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that this agent intellect is God. God is everywhere, and is also shared 
by us.64 

Cremonini, however, tells us that Aristotle considered the possible 
intellect to be corruptible. The agent intellect is action by its very 
substance, and is incorruptible. The possible intellect, by its nature, 
is potency and therefore is corruptible,66 that is, not immortal. 

Cremonini makes it quite clear that he does not agree with Aristotle. 
He is merely reporting what Aristotle has said. The truth is to be 
found in what the Church has taught.65 Cremonini then explains 
that the possible intellect is indeed immortal, according to truth. 
It is true that, while it is in the body, the possible intellect is closely 
connected with the body. But one cannot, from this, make a judgment 
concerning the essence of this intellect, since it has another mode of 
knowing when it is separated from the body, a mode in keeping with 
its nature as a subsistent being.67 

This third commentary on the De Anima , then, is in accord with 
the first two commentaries in that it teaches that the human soul 

64 "Et vult dicere quod ex his que sunt in nobis solus intellectus agens est 
immortalis, et hoc convenit ipsi Deo quatenus in nobis est, quatenus per omnia 
diffusus et nobis participatus, quasi dicat Aristoteles sola haec virtus intel- 
ligibilis, ratione cuius alia redduntur intelligibilia, ex omnibus que sunt in nobis 
ad animam pertinentibus, est immortalis." Ibid., lect. 79; f. 37r-v. "Deum 
tamquam primam causam omnium esse in omnibus est commune axioma etiam 
a philosophis receptům." Ibid., lect. 80; f. 37V. 66 "Nam intellectus agens est invariabilis quia est substantia actio. Intellectus 
possibilis, quia per suam naturam est potentia, ideo debet habere oppositum 
predicatum; et ita de ipso oppositum enuntiabitur quod est, scilicet, variabilis 
et coruptibilis." Ibid., lect. 72: f. I2r. 
88 "Et in his est expositio horum textuum in qua diximus non quod nos sentimus 
de anima et de intellectu agente (sentimus enim id quod sentit nostra mater 
Ecclesia); sed diximus id quod nobis videtur sensisse Aristotelem." Ibid., 
lect. 72; f. 13V. See the same declarations in lect. 66, cod. 191, ff. I96v-i97r; 
and in lect. 79, cod. 192, f . 37V. Indeed, Cremonini began this whole commentary 
on the De Anima with a long statement to the effect that he would be reporting 
Aristotle, and not necessarily the truth, concerning the soul. See De Anima , I, 
preamble; ibid., cod. 190, f. ir. 87 Sed vos dicitis: Veritas est in contrarium, quia anima est immortalis; hie 
igitur locus facit me contra veritatem. Responsio est quod nihil facit. Est 
enim responsio evidens quod anima prout est in corpore subiacet affectionibus 
corporeis quantum ad operationes, et ideo ista contingunt circa intellectum 
possibilem, ex quibus nihil de intellectu quantum ad essentiam. Aliquid videretur 
vero si modus intelligendi quem habet in corpore esset conservandus et esset 
illi unicus. Sed nihil sunt quia, quamvis ratione corporis sie afficiatur, habet 
postea suae essentiae connaturalem, cum est sine corpore, alium modum 
intelligendi. Et in hac re oportet submittere iuditium sacrae scripturae et 
theologiae." Ibid., III, lect. 72; cod. 192, ff. I2v-i3r. 
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is immortal. It differs from them, however, in that it holds that 
Aristotle denied the personal immortality of the soul. 

The fourth work of Cremonini dealing with immortality is his 
commentary on the third chapter of the Second Book of De Generatione 
Animalium. It was in this chapter that Aristotle had said that reason 
enters man from outside.68 In commenting on this text, Cremonini 

agrees that the human soul as the source of reason does indeed enter 
man from outside, but it does not exist before entering the human 
body. To "enter from outside" means not to be educed from matter 
but to be created from nothingness by God. It is thus created in the 
body but not as an effect of the power of matter. It is created in the 
body by God. The reason it is created in the body is that it is naturally 
the form of the body. However, even though it is the form of the body, 
it is subsistent in itself.69 

Since the rational soul is subsistent, it is immortal. But the problem 
must be faced as to how the intellect can function after death, if 
in life it always needs images. Cremonini's answer is that, though the 
intellect uses images during life, it is not utterly dependent on them 
but can dispense with them. An opinion can be found by studying 
Aristotle, Cremonini says, but truth is discovered by studying the 
theologians, who hand on to us the teachings of the Church.70 

Our analysis of these last two works on immortality, then, discloses 
that they agree with the first two works, which deal explicitly with 
immortality. All four treatises teach that the human soul is immortal. 
The last two simply claim that the soul has a mode of knowing without 
phantasms which is exercised after death. They do not give arguments 

88 736027-29. 69 "Tamen de se non habent fundamentum quia nos libenter concedimus 
fieri ex nihilo animam. . . . Modo nos dicimus quod, licet anima non educatur 
de materia et licet sit ens subsistens de se aliquo pacto, non est tamen ita ut 
sit libera ab omni relatione ad corpus; ita ut fiat in ipso tarn quam illius in- 
formativa." De Generatione Animalium, lect. 5; Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Marciana, classe VI, cod. 179, ff. ioor-v. 
70 ''Quando subiungit quod principia actionis corporalis sunt materialia, et 
intellectum possibilem accipitur immo esse materialem quia non habet 
actionem sine immaginatione, respóndete, id quod est dictum publice, hoc 
verifican ut per aliquod extrinsecum actio de se incorporea reddatur materialis 
quoniam ilia virtus que de se habet actionem incorpoream non dominato illi 
extrinsice, modo intellectus utitur quidem phantasmate sed tamen illi dominatur. 
Ex his principiis potestis omnia solvere semper; sed, pro omni resolutione, hoc 
semper debet vobis sufficere, quod ab Aristotele discimus opinionem, veritatem 
vero a theologis et sanctis dogmatibus discere debemus." Ibid,, f. 97r. For 
dogmatibus the text has docmatibus. 
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for this claim, nor do they deal with other problems concerning 
immortality. Furthermore, neither of these last two works makes 
the claim that Aristotle taught the personal immortality of the human 
soul. The commentary on the De Anima says explicitly that Aristotle 
denied it, and the commentary on the De Generatione Animalium 
implies this denial. 

One might expect that Cremonini's De Intellectu Possibili and 
De Intellectu Agente would contain his teaching concerning immortality, 
but these works are concerned with different problems and one looks 
in vain for a clear statement concerning Aristotle's or Cremonini's 
views about immortality. 

Conclusion 

The statements or suggestions of the historians mentioned earlier 
that Cremonini denied the immortality of the human soul seem to be 
mistaken. Pierre Bayle's assessment is better : that Cremonini merely 
claimed that Aristotle denied personal immortality. Cremonini did, 
indeed, claim this in two of the four works we have analyzed, although 
in the other two he held that Aristotle taught the doctrine of personal 
immortality. 

In favour of Cremonini's orthodoxy, also, is his friendly relationship 
with the Benedictines of the Abbey of St. Justina, in Padua. In 1620, 
Father Johannes Baptista Lancettus of Cesena, copying Cremonini's 
tract De Compositione Co eli, called Cremonini a most deserving teacher 
of the monks at St. Justina's ( monachorum sanctae Justinae Lector 
et Preceptor meritissimus ).71 Cremonini, too, in his will asked to be 
buried at St. Justina's, and left to the monks there all his goods, 
except his philosophical writings and a few gifts to servants and 
friends. His will, also, is a model of Christian faith and hope.72 

We also have a statement of a disciple of Cremonini that Cremonini 
was orthodox. D. Angelus of Milan, O.S.B. , a monk of St. Peter's 
at Milan, copied Cremonini's third commentary on Book III of the 
De Anima , in which Cremonini held that Aristotle denied the im- 
mortality of the possible intellect. Angelus wrote this copy at the 
Monastery of St. Justina, Padua, in 1604. In it he quoted a document 
of the Fifth Lateran Council which was written by Pope Leo X and 

71 Monte Cassino, Biblioteca della Badia, cod. 483, pp. 541, 652. 72 His will, written July 16, 1631, can be found in Padua, Archivio Notariale, 
Atti del Notaro Paolo Alpini, carta 3621- v. It is transcribed in A. Favaro, 
Lo Studio di Padova e la Compagnia di Gesù (V enice, 1878) 10-1 1. 
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approved by the Council in 15 13 and which required that professors 
of philosophy, when dealing with heterodox philosophical teachings 
(such as the mortality of the soul), explain Christian truth to their 
hearers and correct the errors in these philosophical teachings.73 
Angelus considered that Cremonini had adhered to this requirement 
of the Council in some places in the De Anima , and more fully in 
lesson five of his commentary on the De Generatione Animalium ,74 
This view is quite in accord with what we ourselves have found. 
Whenever Cremonini deals with the question of immortality he seems 
to be orthodox, even when he only alludes to the question in passing.75 
No clear text can be found in which Cremonini denies the immortality 
of the human soul. 

But, if this is so, how could he have acquired the reputation of 
heterodoxy? One theory, which does not explain the origin of the 
reputation but does explain its continuance in France, is that given 
by P. 0. Kristeller. According to Kristeller, those sixteenth and 
seventeenth century Italian philosophers who had difficulty in 
reconciling philosophy and faith tried sincerely to accept both; it 
was the later French free-thinkers who read into their Italian predeces- 
sors more than could be found in them. Kristeller mentions in partic- 
ular the Naudeana (containing the writings of Naudé), Renan, 
Mabilleau, and Charbonnel, as being among the causes of a false view 
concerning men like Cremonini.76 "It is distressing/' he writes, "to 
notice how powerless the critically established truth is in front of 

popular errors nourished by partisan interests and emotions/' 77 

Concerning Cremonini in particular, Kristeller links him with Peter 
Pomponazzi (1462-1524) and says that the former did not deny the 
teaching of the Church but tried to find a position which did justice 
to both philosophy and the Church's teaching : 

I do not wish to carry my argument too far, but I am convinced that in 
the case of Pomponazzi the original record suggests, or at least permits, 

73 Montecassino, Biblioteca della Badia, Cod. 480, p. 3. The text of the Council 
can be found in J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum Conciliorum Nova et Amplissima Collectio 
(Graz, 1961), vol. 32, col. 842. 74 "Hoc in praxi in hac lectura Cremonini passim reperies observatum, sed 
dedita opera factum in tractatu De Generatione Animalium eiusdem Cremonini, 
quod expresse legitur lectione 5 (et habetur in nostro manuscripto, tom. 12)." 
Montecassino, Biblioteca della Badia, Cod. 480, p. 3. 75 For example, in De Quinta Coeli Substantia (Venice, 1616) pp. 5, 109. 76 The Myth of Renaissance Atheism and the French Tradition of Free Thought , 
in: Journal of the History of Philosophy, VI (1968) 233-243. 77 Ibid., 241. 
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that we dismiss the traditional charge of secret atheism or free thought, 
and rather attribute to him a position of compromise that was trying to 
preserve, if not a harmony, at least a co-existence of faith and reason. I 
get the same impression of Cremonini from the material presented by 
Mabilleau, and am inclined to hold a similar view about the Paduan and 
Italian Aristotelians in general, since Pomponazzi and Cremonini are those 
that have been charged most persistently with a tendency towards free 
thought.78 

What conclusion, then, should we draw from our study of Cremonini ? 
It would seem safe to say that throughout his career at Padua he 
taught that the human soul is immortal. Concerning his interpretation 
of Aristotle's views about the immortality of the soul, Cremonini 
may have changed his mind. We know that the Montecassino manu- 
script of Book III of the commentary on the De Anima was written 
in 1604, and that the commentary on the De Gener alione Animalium 
had also been written at that time. On the other hand, the two com- 
mentaries on Book III of the De Anima which contain treatises on 
immortality were written in 1610 and 1615-16. It is possible, then, 
that before 1610 Cremonini changed his mind about Aristotle's 
position on the immortality of the soul.79 

University of Saskatchewan 
St . Thomas More College 

78 Ibid., 238. 79 The author is indebted to the Canada Council for a generous grant to study 
Cremonini's manuscripts in Europe . 
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